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ABSTRACT 
 
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) defines the objective of financial 
reporting as the provision of information that is useful for decision making. Fair value is a 
prominent measurement basis in the financial reports of financial sector organisations. The 
current research integrates the concepts of fair value and usefulness in order to ascertain 
the extent to which fair value is deemed useful. The literature tends to group financial 
reporting stakeholders into distinct groups such as users, preparers and auditors. This 
thesis focuses on the perspective of the user whom, prior research has shown, is the least 
responsive when stakeholders are approached concerning accounting matters. NVivo, a 
qualitative analysis software, is employed to allow the thematic analysis of twenty semi-
structured interviews with financial sector analysts. The results of prior studies are 
confirmed: fair value is more useful than not. While several studies have indicated that 
usefulness is impacted by certain factors, the contribution of the current study is its 
investigation into a comprehensive list of IDFWRUV WKDW LPSDFW IDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV LQD
systematic and detailed way. $ IXUWKHU FRQWULEXWLRQ LV WKLV VWXG\¶V extensive use of the 
Conceptual Framework to measure usefulness. The current study considers DQDO\VWV¶
perceptions RI IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV DJDLQVW the qualitative characteristics of the 
Conceptual Framework. Issues are identified with modelled fair values¶ QHXWUDOLW\
accuracy and verifiability. Reported fair values also need to improve in terms of the 
completeness, understandability and comparability. Fair value under IFRS is deemed both 
relevant and timely enough to impact decisions. Of the qualitative characteristics, 
interviewees view faithful representation and comparability as the most important. This 
should assist standard-setters in prioritising improvements. Finally, this study contributes 
by allowing users to influence the academic literature through direct quotes. As such, the 
research bridges the gap between theory and practice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The current study explores whether users of financial reporting perceive fair value as 
useful. )DLUYDOXHLVGHILQHGDV³WKHSULFHWKDWZRXOGEHUHFHLYHGWRVHOODQDVVHWRUSDLGWR
transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the 
PHDVXUHPHQWGDWH´ ,$6%E1. Fair value has recently received attention from 
academics, standard-setters and politicians and this attention is fuelled by the financial 
crisis. Proponents of fair value note how fair value reflects reality and enhances 
transparency, whilst opponents of fair value criticise the volatility and resulting instability 
that is caused by fair value reporting (Chasan, 2008; SEC, 2008). 
 
The overall aim of this research is to gauge to what extent end-users of information 
measured at fair value perceive fair value as useful. Usefulness is measured against the 
³TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV´ RI WKH ,$6%¶V 2010b, QC32) Conceptual Framework for 
Financial Reporting 2010 (hereafter referred to as the Conceptual Framework).  
 
The specific objectives of the study are to: 
 
1. Understand users¶XVHRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
2. Explore users¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
3. Assess the extent to which users SHUFHLYH IDLUYDOXHDVXVHIXO DVGHILQHGE\ WKH ,$6%¶V
(2010b4&³TXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIXVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ´DQG 
4. Compare users¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGVZLWKWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
 
The focus of this thesis directly addresses a research need expressed by Barth (2006: 15): 
³5HODWLQJ VSHFLILFDOO\ WR DFFRXQWLQJ PHDVXUHPHQW UHVHDUFK FDQ SURYLGH LQVLJKWV LQWR 
whether and the extent to which various measurement bases, in various contexts, meet the 
TXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIDFFRXQWLQJLQIRUPDWLRQVSHFLILHGLQWKHFXUUHQW)UDPHZRUN´ 
 
                                                          
1
 This is the new definition for fair value that is based on IFRS 13 (IASB, 2011a: 9).  
2
 It is practice to reference accounting standards by citing the paragraph instead of the page. In the case of 
the Conceptual Framework, the opening two letters refer to the chapter in the framework. OB relates to 
chapter one³7KHREMHFWLYHRIJHQHUDOSXUSRVHILQDQFLDOUHSRUWLQJ´4&UHODWHVWRFKDSWHUWKUHH³4XDOLWDWLYH
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIXVHIXOILQDQFLDOLQIRUPDWLRQ´,$6%2010b: OB1,QC1). 
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The timing of the study also addresses a research gap noted by Gassen and Schwedler 
(2010: 507):  
³LW PLJKW EH D IUXLWIXO DYHQXH IRU IXWXUH UHVHDUFK WR UH-investigate the attitudes of 
professional investors towards alternative financial accounting measurement concepts post 
´ 
 
Summary of methods, finding and contribution: 
 
The data for the current study were gathered via semi-structured interviews with twenty 
financial sector analysts and thematically analysed through the use of NVivo, a software 
analysis tool. The results of prior studies (such as Landsman, 2007; PwC, 2010; SEC, 
2008) are confirmed: fair value is more useful than not. Respondents to the current study 
perceive market values are useful, whilst modelled fair values are generally regarded with 
cynicism and distrust. Whilst several studies (for example the Chartered Financial 
Analysts (CFA) Institute, 2009; Gassen & Schwedler, 2010; Landsman, 2007; PwC, 2010; 
SEC, 2008)  have indicated that usefulness is impacted by certain factors, the contribution 
of the current study is its investigation of a comprehensive list of factors that impact fair 
YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV LQ D V\VWHPDWLF DQG GHWDLOHG ZD\ Another contribution is the current 
VWXG\¶VH[WHQVLYHXVHRIWKHConceptual Framework to measure usefulness and its focus on 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The current study identifies faithful 
representation and comparability as the two characteristics that are most important to 
financial sector analysts. The current study further adds to the field by allowing the 
analysts to contribute to the academic literature through direct quotes. Therefore the 
current research assists in bridging the gap between theory and practice.  The recentness of 
WKH SULPDU\ GDWD LV DQRWKHU RI WKH VWXG\¶V VWUHQJWKV 7KH QHZQHVV RI WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ LV
important because financial instrument reporting is a moving target and recent data will be 
more informative in terms of encompassing recent changes.  
 
The rest of the thesis will develop as follows: chapter two contains a literature review that 
contextualises the focus on the Conceptual Framework, usefulness, the user and fair value 
DQGFRQVLGHUVSULRUVWXGLHVWKDWIRFXVHGRQXVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRIIDLUYDOXHchapter three 
focuses on the methodology; chapter four consists of the data analysis and data findings; 
chapter five includes a discussion of the results and links with existing literature and 
chapter six concludes the study. 
10 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Contextualising the focus on the Conceptual Framework, usefulness, the user and 
fair value: 
 
What follows is an explanation of the meaning and use of the Conceptual Framework, the 
rationale for focusing on the user (and more specifically analysts as a specific user group), 
the meaning of the term usefulness and the use and meaning of the term fair value in order 
to better understand the research aim and research objectives. 
  
Listed companies in member states of the European Union are required to follow the 
international accounting rules for their consolidated financial statements since 2005 (EC, 
2002). These standards have also been adopted in numerous countries across the globe 
(PwC, 2011). The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) is the international 
accounting standard-setter (ICAEW, 2008). The financial standards that were issued by 
WKH ,$6%¶VSUHGHFHVVRU DUH WDJJHG DV International Accounting Standards (IASs), whilst 
the IASB issues International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) (Melville, 2011).  
 
The Conceptual Framework contains the principles underpinning the composition and 
layout of externally used financial statements and guides the IASB in developing and 
reviewing accounting standards (IASB, 2010b). The introduction to the Conceptual 
Framework FRQYH\V WKH ,$6%¶V EHOLHI WKDW WKH JHQHUDO QHHGV RI PRVW XVHUV DUH PHW E\
financial statements that are useful in economic decision making. As such, usefulness is 
linked to aiding investment decisions. The IASB (2010b: OB2) narrows down this broad 
user base of ³JHQHUDO SXUSRVH ILQDQFLDO UHSRUWLQJ´ WR ³H[LVWLQJ DQG SRWHQWLDO LQYHVWRUV
OHQGHUVDQGRWKHUFUHGLWRUV´. 
 
The current study is concerned with the usefulness of reported fair values to analysts. 
Analysts are the advisors of WKH,$6%¶V2010b: OB2) ³H[LVWLQJDQGSRWHQWLDOLQYHVWRUV´
The IASB (2010b4&H[SHFWV WKHXVHUWRKDYH³DUHDVRQDEOHNQRZOHGJHRIEXVLQHVV 
DQG HFRQRPLF DFWLYLWLHV´ DQG WR ³UHYLHZ DQG DQDO\VH WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ GLOLJHQWO\´ %\
definition analysts review and analyse information. Véron (2007) ranks the analyst as 
equally important to the investor. Analyst inclusion in user-based research can be found in 
11 
 
Campbell and Slack (2008; 2011); Gassen and Schwedler (2010) and PwC (2010). 
&KDWKDPHWDOUHIHUWRILQDQFLDODQDO\VWVDV³WKHFODVVLFXVHU´ 
 
Chapter 3 of the Conceptual Framework introduces qualitative attributes that characterise 
usHIXO ILQDQFLDO LQIRUPDWLRQ ³5HOHYDQFH´ DQG ³IDLWKIXO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ´ DUH WKH SULPDU\
TXDOLWLHV ZKLOVW ³FRPSDUDELOLW\ YHULILDELOLW\ WLPHOLQHVV DQG XQGHUVWDQGDELOLW\´ HQKDQFH
usefulness (IASB, 2010b: QC5 and QC19). The IASB (2010b) defines relevant 
information as information that could impact decisions. Information remains relevant even 
if there are users who opt not to utilise it or if the information has been communicated 
previously by another source. Financial information can impact decisions if it helps to 
either predict or confirm or both. Faithfully represented data consist of complete and 
neutral information without errors. The objective is to meet these aims as far as possible, 
seeing as perfection is a near impossible feat. This error-free state does not mean absolute 
perfection. Instead the application and description of the process need to be without errors. 
Comparability is achieved by providing consistent information and enables the user to 
FRQVLGHU WKH UHSRUWLQJ HQWLW\¶V GDWD WUHQGV DQG FRPSDUe the entity with other entities. 
Verifiability allows different well-informed, unrelated individuals to reach reasonable 
agreement that a particular item is faithfully presented. Timeliness is a function of the 
capability to influence decisions. Timeliness and usefulness normally share a direct 
relation. Finally, the IASB (2010b) defines understandable information as information that 
is arranged, defined and displayed in a clear and concise manner. 
 
The current study utilises the qualitative characteristics as evaluation criteria to understand 
to what extent actual users of fair value reporting find fair value useful. The proposed 
interaction with the standard-VHWWHU¶VFULWHULDPDWFKHV%DUWKHWDO¶VREVHUYDWLRQWKH
Framework3 communicates the standard-VHWWHU¶V EHQFKPDUN WR HYDOXDWH DFFRXQWLQJGDWD
as such research only needs to utilise and not set the measures. The current research will 
not only utilise the standard-VHWWHU¶VEHQFKPDUNEXWDOVRLQYHVWLJDWHWKHXVHUV¶RZQ views 
on usefulness. 
 
                                                          
3
 Barth et al. (2001) refer to the Framework used in US Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (US 
GAAP). The current UHVHDUFK XWLOLVHV %DUWK HW DO¶V SULQFLSOH WKDW WKH VWDQGDUG-VHWWHU¶V DFFRXQWLQJ
framework can be used as benchmark to evaluate accounting data) when using the Conceptual Framework 
under International Generally Accepted Accounting Practice. The Conceptual Framework is used as 
benchmark to measure the usefulness of fair value. 
12 
 
The current research will consider the usefulness of fair value across the spectrum of 
methods that are available to companies to communicate their results. The usefulness 
concept is contextualised by the IASB (2010b2%%&LQWHUPVRI³JHQHUDOSXUSRVH
fLQDQFLDOUHSRUWLQJ´7KLVW\SHRIILQDQFLDOUHSRUWLVOLQNHGWRWKHFRPPXQLFDWLRQRIDVVHWV
OLDELOLWLHV DQG HTXLW\ DV ZHOO DV FKDQJHV WR WKHVH LQ DQVZHU WR ³FRPPRQ LQIRUPDWLRQ´
needs. The IASB (2010b 4& EURDGO\ OLQNV WKH ³TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV Rf useful 
ILQDQFLDO LQIRUPDWLRQ´ WR ERWK ³ILQDQFLDO VWDWHPHQWV´ DQG ³ILQDQFLDO LQIRUPDWLRQ´
FRPPXQLFDWHG LQ DOWHUQDWLYH ZD\V ,Q RUGHU IRU WKH ,$6%¶V FULWHULD RI XVHIXOQHVV WR EH
applicable to the current study; usefulness will be considered within an area where the 
international standard-VHWWHU¶V ILQDQFLDO DFFRXQWLQJ UXOHV DSSO\ ,QIRUPDWLRQ LV SUHSDUHG
XQGHU WKH ,$6%¶V UXOHV LI WKH standard-setter¶V SURPXOJDWHG UXOHV DQG SULQFLSOHV DUH
followed in arriving at the numbers and information is disclosed as prescribed by the 
international standard-setter. Companies apply the same measurement methods and 
policies across annual, interim and quarterly statements; albeit with varying degrees of 
disclosure. When thinking about press releases that relate to financial numbers, companies 
utilise the same general principles, which apply to quarterly and annual results, in arriving 
at the numbers that are released to the press. The consistency in application is confirmed 
when listed companies note that they have used similar policies in their annual financial 
statements, interim results and quarterly management statements (for example: Barclays, 
2012; HSBC, 2011; RBS, 2011). Another example of general consistency can be found in 
the media release of a typical financial sector entity, Julius Baer (2012a). In this release 
the company shows selected values. The total asset and equity figures in the media release 
tie back to the official half year results. The half year results mention that the accounting 
policies that were applicable to the prior full year results were applied to the half year 
being reported. The full year results confirm that IFRS rules were followed in compiling 
the consolidated financial statements (Julius Baer, 2011, 2012a, 2012b). For the purpose 
of the curUHQWUHVHDUFKILQDQFLDOLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWLVSUHSDUHGLQOLQHZLWKWKH,$6%¶VUXOHV
ZLOO EH FODVVLILHG DV ³UHSRUWHG XQGHU ,)56´ 7KH WHUP ,)56 LV XVHG WR LQGLFDWH WKH
International Generally Accepted Accounting Practice and includes both the recent IFRSs 
and older IASs that are still in use. 
 
Fair value is one of a number of measurement bases through which monetary values are 
allocated to elements (assets, liabilities, income, expenses, equity) within the financial 
reports (IASB, 2010b). Cairns (2006: 10) notes that both active and illiquid markets are 
13 
 
included in the definition of fair value. He uses the primary definition of fair value 
(amounts at which unrelated parties would be willing to exchange assets and liabilities) to 
deduce that value in use and the discounted value of future cash flows (present value) 
could approximate fair value if market participants were to consider these aspects in their 
valuation. When prices are observable in the market place, fair value reflects the 
observable price that caQ EH DFKLHYHG LQ DQ DUP¶V OHQJWK WUDQVDFWLRQ (IASB, 2011a). 
However, when prices are not observable the fair value is established via the use of 
models with maximum use of observable inputs (IASB, 2011a). Gassen and Scwhedler 
(2010: 505) refer to the first VFHQDULR DV ³PDUN-to-PDUNHW´ DQG WKH ODWWHU DV ³PDUN-to-
PRGHO´,)56HVWDEOLVKHVD³IDLUYDOXHKLHUDUFK\´WRPHDVXUHWKHWUDQVSDUHQF\RILQSXWV
(IASB, 2011a: 72). In this hierarchy there are three levels of input.  An entity needs to 
disclose to what level(s) their instruments belong. Level one would relate to instruments 
with quoted prices such as exchange traded instruments. Level two would relate to 
instruments which do not fall within category one, but have observable inputs. For 
example instruments that are traded over the counter or priced based on similar, actively 
traded instruments with quoted prices. Level three instruments relate to instruments that 
are modelled and at least one significant input to these instruments is not observable. 
 
The current research proposes to integrate the concepts of fair value and usefulness in 
order to ascertain to what extent analysts perceive fair value, reported under IFRS, to be 
useful. This research will focus on the usefulness of fair value within the financial 
industry. The choice is justified by the extensive use of fair value when accounting for 
financial instruments (accounting standards include IFRS7, IFRS 9, IAS 32 and IAS39 
(IASB, 2011b, 2011c, 2011d, 2011e)) and the research trend to marry fair value and the 
financial industry or financial sector related products (for example Koonce et al., 2011; 
Landsman, 2007; PwC, 2010; SEC, 2008). 
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2.2 Research questioning user participation in accounting matters 
 
The current VWXG\¶V IRFXVRQ WKHXVHU LVYDOLGDted by prior research. Young (2006: 596) 
criticises the US standard-setter4 who bases accounting standards on a ³hypothetical´ 
rather than an ³actual´ user. &ORVHO\UHODWHGWR<RXQJ¶VK\SRWKHWLFDOuser is the AFG and 
FFSA¶V  FRPPHQW WKDW standard-setters EHDU FULWLFLVP IRU QHJOHFWLQJ LQYHVWRUV¶
views. PwC (2010: 4) underpins this idea when noting that comment letters to standard 
VHWWLQJERGLHVDUHKHDYLO\ZHLJKWHGWRZDUGV³DFFRXQWLQJILUPVSUHSDUHUVWUDGHJURXSVDQG
DFDGHPLFV´DVRSSRVHGWRWKHend-user. Chatham et al. (2010) describe how only four out 
of 168 FRPPHQWHUVWRWKH,$6&¶VSDSHURQAccounting for Financial Assets and Financial 
Liabilities were users as opposed to preparers, regulators, auditors or standard-setters. The 
FXUUHQWVWXG\¶VIRFXs on end-XVHUVLVYDOLGDWHGE\WKHLGHQWLILHGJDSLQXVHUV¶FRQWULEXWLRQV
concerning accounting matters. However, Durocher and Gendron (2010) find that even if 
the user is considered, these users tend to preserve ideals. Durocher and Gendron apply 
'RXJODV¶s (1966, cited in Durocher and Gendron, 2010) theory about purity and 
)RXFDXOW¶V   FLWHG LQ 'XURFKHU DQG *HQGURQ   WKHRU\ DERXW ³GRFLOH´
actors to interviews that were conducted shortly after the adoption of IFRS in Europe. 
Durocher and Gendron (2010: 1) argue that well-informed users identify issues with 
FRPSDUDELOLW\ XQGHU ,)56 +RZHYHU WKHVH XVHUV ZDQW WR SUHVHUYH WKH ³LGHDO RI
FRPSDUDELOLW\´ DQG LQ DQ DWWHPSW WR SUHVHUYH WKH LGHDO WKH\ ILQG H[FXVHV IRU WKH
limitations in accounting. 'XURFKHU DQG *HQGURQ¶V findings serve as a reminder that 
results should not be accepted at face value. Instead, an interpretative and critical approach 
is warranted. 
   
2.3 Empirical research focused on the end-user and fair value information 
 
Research that has taken the end-XVHU¶VYLHZRQIDLUYDOXHLQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQLQFOXGHV the 
CFA Institute (2009), Chatham et al. (2010), Gassen and Schwedler (2010), Papa and 
Peters (2011), PwC (2010) and the SEC (2008). The CFA Institute (2009) gathered 
                                                          
4
 The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the IASB are working on converging Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles in the United States (US GAAP) and IFRSs (Hoogervorst & Seidman, 
2012). The Conceptual Framework was the result of a joint project between the FASB and the IASB (FASB, 
2010) and this framework places a prominent focus on the user of financial statements. The combined efforts 
RIWKH)$6%DQGWKH,$6%DQGWKHERGLHV¶IRFXVRQXVHUVPDNH<RXQJ¶VSDSHUZKLFKZDVPDLQO\
directed at the FASB, relevant to the current paper, which is focused on the IASB. 
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PHPEHUV¶ YLHZV concerning IFRS 9, an accounting standard on the recognition and 
PHDVXUHPHQWRIILQDQFLDOLQVWUXPHQWV7KHLQVWLWXWHZDVDOVRLQWHUHVWHGLQPHPEHUV¶YLHZV
regarding the use of fair value across assets and liabilities.  Chatham et al. (2010) consider 
diffeUHQW VWDNHKROGHUV¶ VXSSRUW WRZDUGV IDLU YDOXH DQG WKHVH VWDNHKROGHUV¶ DUJXPHQWV WR
substantiate their support or lack thereof. Gassen and Schwedler (2010) research LQYHVWRUV¶
and their advisors¶ YLHZV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH GHFLVLRQ XVHIXOQHVV RI YDULRXV PHDVXUHPHnt 
methods, of which fair value is one. 3DSDDQG3HWHUV IRFXVRQXVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQV
concerning financial instrument risk disclosures under IFRS7. IFRS 75 is an accounting 
standard that requires entities to disclose the relative importance of their financial 
instruments as well as the risks associated with holding these instruments (IASB, 2011d). 
3Z&  H[SORUHV LQYHVWRUV¶ DQG DQDO\VWV¶ XVH RI ILQDQFLDO LQVWUXPHQW6 information, 
their views on this information as well as their need for changes. The SEC (2008) 
LQYHVWLJDWHVXVHUV¶ perspectives concerning fair value. The SEC study is a direct result of 
the credit crisis and considers whether fair value accounting is useful.  
 
The CFA Institute (2009) surveyed their members. More than 600 responses were 
gathered of which 48% were either research analysts7 or portfolio managers. Chatham et 
DOXWLOLVHGVHFRQGDU\GDWDLQWKHIRUPRIFRPPHQWOHWWHUVWRWKH,$6&¶VGLVFXVVLRQ
paper: Accounting for Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities. These letters were 
subjected to content analysis. In fact, Chatham et al. (2010) is an example of prior research 
that utilised the characteristics of useful information to analyse their data. They utilised the 
qualitative characteristics of the 1998 Conceptual Framework as codes to understand why 
different stakeholders agree or disapprove of the fair valuation of all financial instruments. 
Gassen and Schwedler (2010: 498) collected data from fund managers, rating experts, 
financial analysts and institutional investors via an online survey in an attempt to gather 
WKHYLHZVRI³SURIHVVLRQDO LQYHVWRUVDQG WKHLUDGYLVRUV´Papa and Peters¶ (2011) survey 
                                                          
5
 IFRS 7 and the Papa and Peters (2011) study consider disclosures for financial instruments as opposed to 
fair value per se. However, the prominence of fair value in these disclosures makes their study relevant to the 
current research. 
6
 Fair value accounting is a prominent measure when accounting for financial instruments. This was argued 
from the accounting standards and literature in section 2.1. Therefore the PwC (2010) study, with its focus 
on financial instruments, is relevant to the current study that focuses on fair value. 
7
 7KH&)$,QVWLWXWHDOVRLQFOXGHG³FRUSRUDWHILQDQFLDODQDO\VWV´LQWKHLUVWXG\+RZHYHU LW LV
uncertain whether all of these respondents analyse external financial statements in their decision making 
process or whether they bear the title analyst within their corporate role. Therefore, the current study only 
focuses on the responses from research analysts and portfolio managers in an attempt to keep the user-focus.  
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was administered to CFA members8 and 50 sell-side analysts who served as a control 
group. PwC (2010) conducted semi-structured, cross-sectional interviews with buy-side, 
sell-side and credit-rating investors and analysts in the banking, insurance and generalist 
sectors. The SEC (2008: 140) obtained primary data via comment letters on fair value 
accounting from investors, analysts, credit-UDWLQJ DJHQFLHV ³DQG RWKHU XVHUV´ DQG
VXSSOHPHQWHG WKLVZLWK DQDO\VWV¶ UHSRUWVRQ IDLU YDOXH7KH\DOVRSDUWRRN LQ  URXQGWDEOH
GLVFXVVLRQVZLWK³LQYHVWRUVLVVXHUVDXGLWRUVDFDGHPLFVIRUPHUUHJXODWRUVDQGRWKHUVZLWK
experience in financiaOLQVWLWXWLRQV¶IDLUYDOXHDFFRXQWLQJSUDFWLFHV´6(&9. 
 
2.4 Other strands of research involving usefulness 
 
In contrast to the studies that considered the actual user; two other strands of research are 
concerned with aspects of usefulness. TheVHLQFOXGH³YDOXHrelevance´/DQGVPDQ
22) studies10 and experimental studies11. These studies do not consult the individual user 
but utilise artificial constructs of reality and market indicators as proxieVIRUDFWXDOXVHUV¶
perceptions. They are therefore considered as peripheral and will not be reviewed as part 
of the current research. 
 
 
 
                                                          
8
 The CFA members who pDUWLFLSDWHG LQ 3DSD DQG3HWHUV¶ (2011: Appendix I) study are chosen for their 
expertise in accounting and/or use of financial statements. Because there is uncertainty regarding the 
PHPEHUV¶ HQG-user status, the current study only includes views attributed to the sell-side analyst control 
group as well as excerpts specifically attributed to end-users. 
9
 (YHQWKRXJKWKH6(&$LQGLFDWHVZKLFKYLHZVEHORQJWR³LQGLYLGXDOLQYHVWRUVDQGRWKHUXVHUV
investor groups, investor protection agencies, and attRUQH\VUHSUHVHQWLQJXVHUV´DVRSSRVHGWRPHPEHUVRI
congress, academics, preparers, standard-setters, consultants, professional organisations or auditors, and only 
views specifically allocated to the above defined user group are used in the current study, there is a 
OLPLWDWLRQ LQ WKLV DSSURDFK 7KLV LV EHFDXVH WKH 6(&¶V FDWHJRULVDWLRQ ZDV QRW QHFHVVDULO\ FRUUHFW RU DV
VWULQJHQWDVWKHFDWHJRULVDWLRQXVHGLQWKHFXUUHQWVWXG\)RUH[DPSOHWKH6(&DOORFDWHVWKH&)$,QVWLWXWH¶V
comment letters to the user caWHJRU\+RZHYHUQRWDOORI WKH&)$,QVWLWXWH¶VPHPEHUVDUHHQG-users. The 
6(&VWDIIFRXOGKDYHXVHGWKHSDUWRIWKH&)$,QVWLWXWH¶VOHWWHUWKDWUHODWHVWRXVHUVRQO\RUWKH\FRXOGKDYH
made a holistic decision based on the general membership and the large representation of end-users within 
WKH &)$ ,QVWLWXWH¶V PHPEHUVKLS  'XH WR SUDJPDWLF FRQVLGHUDWLRQV WKH FXUUHQW VWXG\ XWLOLVHV WKH 6(&¶V
DWWULEXWLRQZLWKWKHFDYHDWWKDWWKH6(&¶VFDWHJRULVDWLRQZDVQRWYHULILHGIRUDFFXUDF\RUUHDVRQDELOLW\ 
10
 Landsman SURYLGHVDQRYHUYLHZRIWKHH[LVWLQJ³FDSLWDOPDUNHW´UHVHDUFKWKDWFRQVLGHUHGWKH
³XVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXHDFFRXQWLQJLQIRUPDWLRQWRLQYHVWRUV´  
11
 Koonce et al. (2011) is an example of experimental research that uses MBA students as proxy for the 
actual investor.  
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2.5 The usefulness of fair value according to prior studies 
 
The results of empirical studies that consider the end-user are mixed. Durocher and 
*HQGURQ¶VFlaim to a complacent user-base takes shape in a string of answers that 
FRQYH\ SDUWLDO VDWLVIDFWLRQ ZLWK IDLU YDOXH  7KH 6(&¶V  XQVWUXFWXUHG PHWKRGV RI
data collection and reporting make it difficult, if not impossible, to review the body of 
answers and conclude a general consensus from the data. A general consensus can be 
GUDZQIURP*DVVHQDQG6FKZHGOHU¶VVXUYH\DQVZHUVEXWWKHLQIRUPDWLRQLVGHYRLG
RIGHSWK&KDWKDPHWDO¶VFRQWHQWDQDO\VLVLVYHU\GHWDLOHG+RZHYHUonly four of 
the commenters12 were users and as such the research is fairly meaningless in terms of 
conveying the end-XVHU¶V YLHZ &KDWKDP HO DO  DOVR FKRVH WR JURXS DQDO\VWV
regulators and standard-VHWWHUV IURP WKH VHFRQG TXHVWLRQRQZDUGV WKLV PHDQV WKHXVHUV¶
views cannot be distinguished from those of other stakeholders.  
 
Both the PwC (2010) and SEC (2008) studies reflect that fair value is more useful than 
QRW+RZHYHUWKLVXVHIXOQHVVVHHPVWREHWLHGWRYDULRXVIDFWRUV*DVVHQDQG6FKZHGOHU¶V
(2010) respondents generally agree decision usefulness for fair valued assets that are 
derived from market prices. Users tend to rank modelled fair values as least useful. The 
one exception is financial assets where modelled fair values are more informative than 
historic FRVW%RWK&KDWKDPHWDO¶V13 DQGWKH&)$,QVWLWXWH¶VUHVXOWVDOLJQ
closely with those of Gassen and Schwedler in the sense that users show a definite support 
for the fair valuing of financial instruments.  
 
What follows is a review of the prLRU VWXGLHV¶ ILQGLQJV LQ OLJKW RI WKH FXUUHQW VWXG\¶V
REMHFWLYHV+HQFH WKHGDWDZLOO EH FRQVLGHUHG LQ WHUPVRIXVHUV¶XVHRI IDLUYDOXH WKHLU
views on the usefulness of fair value and the extent to which users perceive fair value as 
useful as defined by WKH ,$6%¶V 2010b 4& ³TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI XVHIXO
inIRUPDWLRQ´ &RPSDULVRQV ZLOO also be PDGH EHWZHHQ DQDO\VWV¶ LQIRUPDWLRQ QHHGV DQG
their perceptions of fair value. It should be noted that the aim of the reviewed studies was 
not a detailed understanding of the usefulness of fair value to the end-user through the 
utilisation of the Conceptual Framework as measurement tool. The reviewed VWXGLHV¶
                                                          
12
 7KHWHUP³FRPPHQWHU´LVXVHGWRUHIHUWRDSHUVRQRUJURXSFRPPHQWLQJYLDDFRPPHQWOHWWHU 
13
 7KLV LV WKH RQO\ RQH RI &KDWKDP HW DO¶V  FRQFOXVLRQV WKDW LV XVHU-specific. The other results are 
based on a combination of analysts, regulators and standard-setters. As such, the other findings of the 
Chatham et al. (2010) paper will not be considered in the current literature review. 
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concern with fair value led to each study contributing towards the current stud\¶V research 
objectives in part. However, the richness of the data that is available to answer each of the 
FXUUHQWVWXG\¶VUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQVLVYDULHGDQGGLIIHUHQWVWXGLHVWHQGWRIRFXVRQGLIIHUHQW
aspects of fair value. This serves as proof that the current study, which is concerned with a 
comprehensive understanding of the usefulness of fair value and the analysis of said 
usefulness in a single dissertation, contributes to the current literature. 
 
8VHUV¶XVHRIIDLUYDOXH 
 
The existing literature considering the end-user indicates that users use fair value and this 
use varies. However, PwC (2010: 5) notes how fair value is not the main consideration 
ZKHQDQDO\VWVDQGLQYHVWRUVDQDO\VHDQHQWLW\8VHVRIIDLUYDOXHLQFOXGHIRUPLQJ³YLHZV
RQDQHQWLW\¶VOLTXLGLW\RUFDSLWDODGHTXDF\´DQGFDOFXODWLQJ³HQWHUSULVHYDOXDWLRQ´0DQ\
UHVSRQGHQWVWRWKH3Z&VWXG\UHIHUWRODUJHIDLUYDOXHVKLIWVDV³ULVNLQGLFDWRUV´
and only a few respondents would use fair valued instruments in their cash flow 
projections. Linking to this idea of risk indicators, Papa and Peters (2011) note how 90% 
of the 50 surveyed sell-side analysts use IFRS 7 risk disclosures. These analysts use the 
disclosures as model inputs and/or to qualitatively consider the risks facing the company. 
The SEC EDVHGRQDQDQDO\VLVRIDQDO\VWV¶UHSRUWVQRWHGDGGLWLRQDOXVHVIRUIDLU
YDOXH IDLU YDOXHV DUH XVHG WR FRPSDUH HQWLWLHV¶ YDOXDWLRQV DQG WKHQ VSHFXODWH RQ
differences and in limited instances fair valuations are used to support investment 
recommeQGDWLRQVLQDQDO\VWV¶UHSRUWV 
 
In summary, prior studies clearly indicate that fair value is used by the end-user. 
Therefore, applying the Conceptual Framework¶V REjective for financial reporting, 
ILQDQFLDO LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGV WREH³XVHIXO LQPDNLQJHFRQRPLFGHFLVLRQV´,$6%2010b: 
Introduction), the utilisation of fair value (in economic decisions or in advice that feeds 
economic decisions) renders it useful. 
 
8VHUV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXH 
 
An amalgamation of the results of prior stuGLHVJLYHWKHLPSUHVVLRQWKDWXVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQV
of fair value are impacted by various factors. Firstly, third party verification impacts the 
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usefulness of fair value. Secondly, fair value in financial statements is used in combination 
with other information. Thirdly, users contribute to the usefulness of fair value. Fourthly 
entity-specific factors such as the business intent, the type of instrument being invested in 
DQGWKHW\SHRIHQWLW\SOD\DUROHLQIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV/DVWO\WKHPDUNHWLPSDFWVthe 
usefulness of fair value through its liquidity, volatility and cyclicality. What follows is a 
closer look at each of the factors that impacts fair value. 
 
2.5.2.1 Third party verification 
 
$UHVSRQGHQW WR3DSDDQG3HWHUV¶ VWXG\QRWHs the importance of auditing IFRS 7 
disclosures to ensure the quality of information. Therefore it is deducted that fair value is 
more useful if it is audited by an independent third party. 
 
2.5.2.2 Availability of other information 
 
PwC (2010) highlights the fact that users are not only dependent on the accounting records 
for information on financial instruments. In fact, other sources such as discussion and 
DQDO\VLVE\PDQDJHPHQWDQDO\VWV¶UHSRUWVDQGPDUNHW-based information are also used to 
inform users. Linking to WKLV VWXG\¶V IRFXV RQ IDLU YDOXH LW LV IRXQG WKDW IDLU YDOXH LQ
financial statements is useful, but its usefulness is dependent on other information being 
available to allow a holistic analysis.  
 
2.5.2.3 Users contribute to usefulness 
 
In terms of users¶LPSDFWRQIDLUYDOXHVDFRPPHQWHUWRWKH6(&QRWHGKRZ
LQYHVWRUV VKRXOG DSSO\ ³GLOLJHQFH´ ZKHQ DQDO\VLQJ IDLU YDOXHV 7KLV LPSOLHV WKDW WKH
usefulness of reported fair values is not only dependent on what is reported but how the 
reported information is used. 
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 The PwC (2010) study also notes how users are prompted by risk indicators (such as large 
decreases in fair values) to further investigate the possibility of impairment14. This implies 
WKDWXVHUV¶XVHLVGULYHQE\WKHLURZQDJHQGDDQGWKDt they will perceive the availability of 
certain information as useful depending on whether or not they wish to focus on it. 
 
In summary, both XVHUV¶GLOLgence and analysis focus impact how useful they perceive the 
fair value information to be. 
 
2.5.2.4 Entity-specific factors impact usefulness 
 
The first entity-specific factor that impacts usefulness is business intent. This takes shape 
ZKHQ WKH PDMRULW\ RI 3Z&¶V  UHVSRQGHQWV FKRRVH IDLU YDOXH DV EDODQFH VKHHW
measure for instruments, such as traded instruments, that will probably be sold or settled 
in the near future. On the other hand, fair value disclosures (as opposed to values 
impacting the balance sheet) are deemed more appropriate for instruments that have longer 
expected lives. PwC (2010: 12) JLYHV WKH H[DPSOH RI ³ORDQV KHOG IRU WKH ORQJ WHUP
GHSRVLWV´DQG³DQHQWLW\¶VRZQGHEW´To summarise this paragraph: fair value is useful if 
it is the entit\¶V LQWHQW WR WUDGH RU VHWWOH WKH LQVWUXPHQW in the short term. However, fair 
value is less useful if the entity intends to hold the instrument for the long term.  
 
Closely related to this idea of business intent is the type of instrument that the entity holds. 
This is the second entity-specific factor that impacts the usefulness of fair value. The CFA 
,QVWLWXWH¶V  UHVSRQGHQWV VXSSRUW IDLU YDOXH IRU DOO ILQDQFLDO LQVWUXPHQWV DQG DUH
unsure about fair valuing own debt15 and non-financial assets and liabilities. This blanket 
DFFHSWDQFHRIIDLUYDOXH¶VVXLWDELOLW\GLIIHUVIURP3Z&¶VVWXG\ZKHUe interviewees 
did not prefer the use of fair value for loans held for the long term, fixed income held until 
maturity, deposits and own debt. This difference, between respondents answering the CFA 
,QVWLWXWH¶V VXUYH\ DQG LQWHUYLHZHHV SDUWDNLQJ LQ 3Z&¶V LQWerviews, mirrors the different 
                                                          
14
 The IASB (2011c: 63) describes impairment as the process whereby financial assets, which are not fair 
YDOXHGQHHGWREHZULWWHQGRZQWRWKHSUHVHQWYDOXHRIWKHH[SHFWHGFDVKIORZVXVLQJWKH³RULJLQDOHIIHFWLYH
LQWHUHVWUDWH´ZKHQWKHUHDUHLQGLFDWLRQVWKDWWKHILQDQFLDODVVHWVDUHFDUULHGDWLQIODWHGYDOXHV$FWXDOORVVHV
and not those that are expected to occur, are recognised. 
15
 Fair valuing own debt relates to the situation where a company fair values its liabilities. Included in the 
IDLU YDOXH RI D OLDELOLW\ LV WKH UHSRUWLQJ HQWLW\¶V RZQ FUHGLWZRUWKLQHVV ,$6% F 6KRXOG D UHSRrting 
entity become less creditworthy, its liability would decrease in value and the entity would make a profit from 
being downgraded in terms of creditworthiness (Goff, 2011). 
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stances that were initially taken by the FASB and the IASB. According to Hoogervorst 
and Seidman (2012) the IASB issued IFRS 9 whereby financial instruments will be 
measured using a mixture of fair value and amortised cost16; ZKLOVWWKH)$6%¶VH[SRVXUH
draft in 2010 suggested fair valuation of nearly all financial instruments. Since then the 
FASB has incorporated more use of amortised cost. The CFA Institute¶s (2009) study and 
that of PwC (2010) took place at a time (around 2010) when the two accounting bodies 
were in two very distinct camps. The difference in views between PwC¶V (2010) and the 
CFA ,QVWLWXWH¶V (2009) studies cannot be attributed to geographic composition as both 
studies had more than 50% representation from the Americas, around 30% from Europe, 
Middle East and Africa and around 15% from $VLD3DFLILF+RZHYHUWKH&)$,QVWLWXWH¶V
(2009) geographic breakdown applies to a combination of research analysts, portfolio 
managers, accountants, auditors and corporate analysts. For the purpose of the current 
study, only the research analysts and portfolio managers (as end-users) were included. It is 
possible that the geographic breakdown of the end-user group differs from the breakdown 
of the total sample. It should also be QRWHGWKDWHYHQWKRXJKWKHVWXGLHV¶UHVXOWVGLIIHURQ
the absolute level, there is a lot of overlap. A sizeable portion of the respondents to the 
CFA ,QVWLWXWH¶V (2009) study are unsure or vote against the use of fair value for 
instruments with longer term, non-trading use (such as demand deposits, loans and 
financial liabilities). On the other handDODUJHQXPEHURI3Z&¶VUHVSRQGHQWVZHUH
pro-fair value disclosures17 for long-term loans and deposits and a noticeable number of 
respondents voted to measure all debt securities at fair value in the balance sheet akin to 
WKH &)$ ,QVWLWXWH¶V UHVSRQGHQWV. In summary, fair value is useful for certain types of 
LQVWUXPHQWV DQG WKHUHIRUH IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV LV WLHG WR LQVWUXPHQW W\SH *DVVHQ DQG
6FKZHGOHU¶s (2010) study underscores this point when they conclude that mark-to-market 
fair values are useful for all assets and modelled fair values are useful for all financial 
assets. 
 
The final entity-specific factor that impacts the usefulness of fair value is the type of 
entity. PwC (2010) finds that investment professionals focusing on the insurance sector 
perceive fair value as more useful than those focusing on banks. PwC (2010) links this 
                                                          
16
 $PRUWLVHGFRVWLVDPHDVXUHPHQWPHWKRGZKHUHE\IXWXUHFDVKIORZV¶SUHVHQWYDOXHLVFDOFulated using an 
³HIIHFWLYHLQWHUHVWUDWH´,$6%F 
17
 :KHQDQLWHP¶VIDLUYDOXHLVGLVFORVHGWKLVPHDQVWKHLWHPLVQRWPHDVXUHGDW IDLUYDOXHLQWKHILQDQFLDO
statements. However, the fair value number is communicated to the user of financial statements within the 
notes to the financial statements. 
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preference to insurers¶ larger fair valued portfolios relative to that of banks. In terms of 
IDFWRUVLPSDFWLQJIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVVWKLVLVLQWHUSUHWHGDVIDLUYDOXHEHLQJPRUHXVHIXO
in entities with larger fair valued portfolios.  
 
To conclude this section, entity-specific factors impact upon the perceived usefulness of 
IDLUYDOXH6RPHUHVSRQGHQWVSHUFHLYHEXVLQHVVLQWHQWDVLPSDFWLQJIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV
where fair value is more useful when the business intent is to trade the item in the near 
WHUP6RPHUHVSRQGHQWVYLHZIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVVLQUHODWLRQWRWKH type of instrument 
that the entity holds. In this instance fair value is generally seen as useful for financial 
LQVWUXPHQWV )LQDOO\ IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV LV DOVR OLQNHG WR WKH W\SH RI HQWLW\. It is 
perceived that fair value is more important for insurers, who hold large fair valued 
portfolios, relative to banks, who hold smaller fair valued portfolios. 
 
2.5.2.5 Usefulness is impacted by the market 
 
The first market-related factor that impacts the usefulness of fair value is its liquidity. 
Liquidity refers to the extent to which items are traded in the markets and the ease with 
which a fair value can be established in the market place. In fact, one of the comments 
PDGHLQWKH6(&¶VVWXG\VXJJHVWVWKDWWKHOLTXLGLW\RIWKHDVVHWVKRXOGGHFLGHWKH
meWKRG RI YDOXDWLRQ *DVVHQ DQG 6FZKHGOHU¶V  VWXG\ FRQILUPV WKH LPSRUWDQFH RI
liquidity when investment professionals vote market values to be the most decision useful 
for all assets but mostly rank modelled fair values as least decision useful. The difference 
between market values and model values is liquidity and transparency, market values are 
liquid and transparent; whilst modelled fair values are illiquid and less easy to verify. 
Hence, fair value is more useful if markets (and the instrument) are liquid. 
 
The second market-UHODWHGIDFWRUWKDWLPSDFWVIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVVLVWKHYRODWLOLW\LQWKH
market. This is because fair value is pro-cyclical in nature, meaning it follows the 
volatility of the market. One commenter to the SEC (2008) noted that mark-to-market fair 
values introduce volatility to the balance sheet. Linking this volatility to illiquid markets, it 
was also noted that short-term changes in illiquid markets distort the balance sheet. This is 
especially true if assets are held for the long-term (SEC, 2008). This statement refers to the 
fact that fair value introduces short term fluctuations to the balance sheet that are not 
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necessarily warranted if the company does not intend to trade out of the instrument in the 
near future. In summary, fair value is less useful in volatile markets if the entity does not 
intend to trade out of the position in the near future. 
 
The final market-UHODWHG IDFWRU WKDW LPSDFWV IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV LV WKH F\FOHV LQ WKH
market and particularly the downward cycles. A few commenters highlighted how fair 
YDOXH¶V SUR-F\FOLFDOLW\ OHG WR D IXUWKHU UHGXFWLRQ LQ SULFHV LQ ³LOOLTXLG RU GLVWUHVVHG
PDUNHWV´6(&$-2). This pro-cyclical effect of fair value led to some commenters 
suggesting that it might be more sensible to have the fair value information as part of 
disclosures rather than recognised numbers. As such, the capital structure need not be 
weakened in distressed markets. On the other hand, it was noted how fair value reflects the 
risks and actual market condition and as such fair value acts as a timely warning (SEC, 
,QVXPPDU\XVHUVYDU\LQWHUPVRIIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVVLQWLPHVRIGLVWUHVV2Q
the one hand, the view is held that fair value artificially forces prices downwards when 
markets are illiquid or at the trough of a cycle. On the other hand, the view is held that fair 
value is an honest reflection of risks and liquidity issues. Therefore, the exact stage in the 
PDUNHW¶V F\FOHGRHV LPSDFWRQ IDLUYDOXH¶VSHUFHLYHGusefulness; however, users vary in 
terms of fair value being more or less useful in times of distress. 
 
To conclude this section: the market impacts the perceived usefulness of fair value. This is 
done through its liquidity, volatility and cyclicality. Fair value is more useful when the 
market and the fair valued instrument are liquid. Fair value is more useful when the 
PDUNHWLVOHVVYRODWLOHDQGSHUFHSWLRQVFRQFHUQLQJIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVVZKHQWKHPDUNHW
is at a trough or heading towards a trough differ. One view is that fair value causes 
downward pressure on prices and therefore is less useful. Another view is that fair value 
honestly reflects risk and the market situation and is therefore still useful. 
 
2.5.3 The extent to which users perceive fair value as useful as definHGE\WKH,$6%¶V
(2010b4&³TXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIXVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ´ 
 
7KHFXUUHQWVWXG\LVQRWRQO\FRQFHUQHGZLWKXVHUV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXH
but utilises the Conceptual Framework¶V TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV WR XQGHUVWDQG the 
H[WHQW RI IDLU YDOXH¶V SHUFHLYHG XVHIXOQHVV 'XH WR WKH FXUUHQW UHVHDUFK¶V IRFXV RQ WKH
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Conceptual Framework, the prior studies were considered for references to the 
³TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV´ RI WKH Conceptual Framework (IASB, 2010b: QC3).These 
characteristics are: faithful representation (which can be disaggregated into neutrality, 
completeness and accuracy); comparability; verifiability; timeliness; understandability and 
relevance (IASB, 2010b).  
 
Seeing as the reviewed literature was not focused on understanding end-users perceptions 
concerning usefulness as defined by the qualitative characteristics, the following section 
represents the piece-meal view of what was available in the reviewed literature. What 
follows is a detailed consideration of the usefulness of fair value against the qualitative 
characteristics that should distinguish useful information. 
 
2.5.3.1 Faithful representation 
 
7KH FRPPHQW ZDV PDGH WKDW IDLU YDOXH FRQWULEXWHV WR JHQHUDO ³WUDQVSDUHQF\´18 in the 
financial sector (SEC, 2008: 141).  Some commenters to the SEC (2008) note how fair 
value allows a faithful reflection of the actual market and risks and the SEC staff 
summarise their findings by noting that investors perceive fair value to be more reliable 
than other measurement methods. However, several analysts, in their reports, discount the 
profit attributable to a decrease in own debt (SEC, 2008).This indicates that analysts do 
not perceive the profit associated wiWK D FRPSDQ\¶V GHFUHDVHG creditworthiness to be a 
faithful representation of the economic reality. This negativity towards the fair valuation 
RI RZQ GHEW LV DOVR HYLGHQW LQ WKH &)$ ,QVWLWXWH¶V  DQG 3Z&¶V  UHVXOWV
+RZHYHUWKH&)$,QVWLWXWH¶VUHVSRQGHQWVDUHGLYLGHGLQDOPRVWHTXDOQXPEHUVRI
supporters, opponents and people who are simply unsure regarding the appropriateness of 
fair valuing own debt.  Faithful representation can be disaggregated into neutrality, 
FRPSOHWHQHVV DQG DFFXUDF\ :KDW IROORZV LV D FRQVLGHUDWLRQ RI XVHUV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV
concernLQJIDLUYDOXH¶VQHXWUDOLW\FRPSOHWHQHVVDQGDFFXUDF\ 
 
                                                          
18
 The IASB (2010b%&4&QRWHVKRZWUDQVSDUHQF\LVDZRUGXVHG³WRGHVFULEHLQIRUPDWLRQWKDW
has the qualitative characteristics of relevance and representational faithfulness enhanced by comparability, 
YHULILDELOLW\WLPHOLQHVVDQGXQGHUVWDQGDELOLW\´)RUWKHpurpose of the current research transparency is seen 
as a contributing component of faithful representation as transparent information will provide a complete 
picture of the phenomenon. CompOHWHQHVVDQGDIDLWKIXOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKH³SKHQRPHQDthat it purports to 
reSUHVHQW´DUHDOOOLQNHGWRIDLWKIXOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ 
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2.5.3.1.1 Neutrality 
 
It seems as if neutrality is not always achieved. A possible distrust is exposed when 
several respondents note that they would make adjustments to the financial instrument 
values for indications that management was biased (PwC, 2010). The PwC (2010) 
interviewees request PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ PDQDJHPHQW¶V fair value estimates when 
instruments are illiquid. This link between estimates and illiquid instruments suggests that 
management has the ability to include biased information through models. This is based 
on the fact that estimates feed into models, whereas market values should not be based on 
estimates but market values.  A commenter to the SEC (2008) confirms modelled fair 
YDOXH¶s susceptibility to manipulation when noting that fair value allows too much room 
for interpretations and judgement. 
 
2.5.3.1.2 Completeness 
 
Looking at completeness, there seems to be a general lack in the current offering of 
disclosure around fair values (Papa and Peters, 2011; PwC,  6(&  3Z&¶V
(2010: 5) respondents define a need for more disclosures on fair values. These 
LQWHUYLHZHHV FDOO IRU ³SRUWIROLR FRPSRVLWLRQ´ LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ ³ULVN IDFWRUV´ ³YDOXDWLRQ
PHWKRGV DQG DVVXPSWLRQV´ DQG ³VHQVLWLYLW\ DQDO\VHV´ ,QYHVWRUV DW WKH URXQGWDEOH
discussions echoed the need for more information concerning methods, assumptions and 
sensitivities to assumptions (SEC, 2008). Methods, assumptions and sensitivity analyses 
again focus the lack of information on modelled fair values. The current sensitivity 
analysis, that forms part of market risk disclosures, is faulted for its subjectivity, 
assumptions, the immateriality of alternative scenarios, lack of compound scenarios and 
lack of considering the impact of correlations between market risk factors (Papa and 
Peters, 2011). 
 
However, amidst this call for additional information, PwC (2010) notes how respondents 
warned against an information overload. This proves that there is a fine line between 
sufficient information and too much data. A UHVSRQGHQW WR 3DSD DQG 3HWHUV¶ (2011: 10) 
study assists preparers in deciding on which LQIRUPDWLRQWRLQFOXGH³FUXFLDO LQIRUPDWLRQ
WKDWDGGVYDOXHWRILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWXVHUVDVRSSRVHGWRPHUHFRPSOLDQFH´ 
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2.5.3.1.3 Accuracy 
 
What follows is information to support the general theme that fair value is not that 
accurate. However, inaccuracy seems to be tied to illiquid or inactive markets. 
 
A number of commenters postulated that market prices do not give an accurate reflection 
ZKHQ PDUNHWV DUH LOOLTXLG RU LQDFWLYH 6(&  7KLV IRFXV RI WKH 6(&¶V 
respondents on the accuracy of market prices in times of distress is logical given the 
WLPLQJRIWKH6(&¶VLQYHVWLJDWLRQ7KH6(&¶VUHVHDUFKRFFXUUHGLQWKHPLGVWRIWKHFUHdit 
crisis.  In fact, some commenters noted how the credit crisis was exacerbated by inflated 
fair values prior to the crisis; followed by undervalued prices during the crisis (SEC, 
2008) 2QH FRPPHQWHU WR WKH 6(&¶V  $-11) study requested the inclusion of a 
³UDQJHRISULFHV´ZKHQPDUNHWVDUH ³LQDFWLYHRU LOOLTXLG´DQGDn analyst participating in 
WKH3DSDDQG3HWHUVVWXG\KLJKOLJKWHGWKHLPSRUWDQFHRI³DVHQVLWLYLW\DQDO\VLV´
WR ³PDUNHW YDULDEOHV´ The PwC respondents (2010) also requested an indication of 
ILQDQFLDOLQVWUXPHQWV¶VHQVLWLYLWLHVWRFKDQJHVLQIXQGDPHQWDODVVXPSWLRQVThis call for a 
range of prices and sensitivities suggest that fair value is not necessarily a specific value 
and accuracy could be enhanced by reporting a range as opposed to a specific point. 
 
2.5.3.2 Comparability 
 
The reviewed studies did not elaborate much on comparability. However, the SEC staff 
(2008) note how investors indicated a preference for fair value when trying to achieve 
comparability.  However, Papa and Peters (2011) include a citation that the comparability 
in IFRS 7 disclosures amongst companies needs to improve.  
 
2.5.3.3 Verifiability 
 
Mark-to-market seems to be verifiable, whilst mark-to-model fair value is not. Gassen and 
Schwedler (2010) link tKHLU UHVSRQGHQWV¶ SUHIHUHQFH IRU PDUNHW DV RSSRVHG WR PRGHOOHG
fair values to the importance of external verifiability.  The SEC (2008: 145), based on a 
review of 106 DQDO\VWUHSRUWVQRWHKRZDQXPEHURIDQDO\VWVKLJKOLJKW WKH³VRIWQHVV´RI
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fair value estimates.  Such  D³VRIWQHVV´ZRXOGSURKLELWWKHLQGLYLGXDOXVHUVfrom verifying 
the numbers.  
 
2.5.3.4 Timeliness 
 
Timeliness is part and parcel of information that can influence decisions (IASB, 2010b). 
The general idea that fair value is used (see section 2.5.1) renders fair value timely enough 
to be useful. It was noted how fair value gives a timely warning of issues because it 
reflects the actual market situation (SEC, 2008).  
 
However, individual issues were identified with timeliness. PwC (2010) notes how some 
users obtain financial instrument information from sources other than financial statements 
because of timeliness issues. However, this is a general issue with the timing of financial 
statement issuance as opposed to reported fair values specifically. 
 
In summary reported fair values are timely enough to impact decisions, but the general 
timing of financial statements are seen to be lagging. 
 
2.5.3.5 Understandability 
 
Understandability is linked to clarity and conciseness (IASB, 2010b). The reviewed 
literature highlight issues with understandability. PwC (2010: 9) concludes that disclosures 
around fair value need to improve. Interviewees note the need for enhanced disclosure on 
LOOLTXLG LQVWUXPHQWV ³WR KHOS WKHP EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQG´ PDQDJHPHQWV¶ DVVXPptions.  
,QYHVWRUVSDUWLFLSDWLQJLQWKH6(&¶VILUVWURXQGWDEOHVXJJHVWWKHFRQVROLGDWLRQRI
dispersed information on fair values into one location in the financial statements.  This 
suggests that investors did not perceive the information to be as concise as it could be. 
Papa and Peters (2011: 15) quote a sell-side analyst who notes the need for more detail 
FRQFHUQLQJULVNPHDVXUHPHQWPHWKRGRORJ\LQDQDWWHPSWWR³EHWWHUXQGHUVWDQG´ 
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2.5.3.6 Relevance 
 
Overall, fair value is deemed relevant becauVHLWKDVWKHFDSDELOLW\RI³PDNLQJDGLIIHUHQFH
LQ WKH GHFLVLRQV PDGH E\ XVHUV´ ,$6% 2010b: QC6) and section 2.5.1 has shown that 
users utilise fair value. PwC (2010: 5) summarises that most investors and analysts 
perceive fair value as ³UHOHYDQWDQGYDOXDEOH´ The SEC (2008: 146) notes how investors, 
DVSDUWRIURXQGWDEOHGLVFXVVLRQVSHUFHLYHIDLUYDOXHDV WKH³PRVW UHOHYDQW´PHDVXUHIRU
financial instruments. However, as part of the comment letter process, the view was 
expressed that fair value is less relevant when markets are distressed because prices are 
uncertain (SEC, 2008).  
 
2.5.4 Comparison between userV¶ LQIRUPDWLRQ QHHGV DQG WKHLU SHUFHSWLRQV RI IDLU
value 
 
7KH UHIHUHQFHG UHVHDUFK GRHV QRW SULRULWLVH XVHUV¶ QHHGV LQ WHUPV RI WKH TXDOLWDWLYH
characteristics in order to establish the urgency of voiced inefficiencies. However, the 
previous section highlights that users perceive limitations with the current offering. It is 
deducted that users would not voice inefficiencies if these are not important on some level. 
$V VXFK XVHUV¶ UHVHUYDWLRQV DERXW QHXWUDOLW\ FRPSOHWHQHVV DFFXUDF\ comparability, 
verifiability, timeliness and understandability need to be addressed. 
 
2.5.5 Summary  
 
3ULRUOLWHUDWXUHVKRZVWKDWXVHUVXVHIDLUYDOXH8VHUV¶SHUFHSWLRns of fair value seem to be 
impacted by various factors, namely: third party verification, the availability of other 
LQIRUPDWLRQ XVHUV¶ LQWHUDFWLRQZLWK WKHGDWD HQWLW\-specific factors and the market. It is 
concluded that fair value is open to manipulation when using modelled fair values, the 
disclosures accompanying fair value seem to be lacking (particularly for modelled fair 
values) and fair value is deemed inaccurate when markets are illiquid. Even though little is 
said about the comparability of faiU YDOXHV WKH 6(& VWDII  VXPPDULVH LQYHVWRUV¶
preference for fair value to achieve comparability. However, Papa and Peters (2011) 
reveal limitations in comparability of fair value disclosures. Mark-to-market is verifiable, 
whilst mark-to-model is not. Fair value is timely enough to impact decisions. Issues are 
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LGHQWLILHGZLWKIDLUYDOXH¶VXQGHUVWDQGDELOLW\DQGLWLVFRQFOXGHGWKDWIDLUYDOXHLVUHOHYDQW
7KH H[DPLQHG OLWHUDWXUH GLG QRW HQDEOH WKH LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI WKH JDS EHWZHHQ XVHUV¶
perceptions of WKHFXUUHQWIDLUYDOXHRIIHULQJDQGXVHUV¶QHHGV 
 
2.6 7KHFXUUHQWVWXG\¶VFRQWULEXWLRQWRWKHILHOG 
 
The current study contributes to the literature because the analytical lens is that of 
usefulness and this lens is focused by the Conceptual Framework¶V qualitative 
characteristics. The CFA Institute (2009), Chatham et al. (2010), Gassen and Schwedler 
(2010), Papa and Peters (2011), PwC (2010) and the SEC (2008) all touch on elements of 
usefulness. However, the studies are focused on different research questions and do not 
necessarily exhaust themes concerning XVHUV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV RQ WKH JUDQXODU OHYHO RI WKH
Conceptual Framework.  
 
Another contribution is the current VWXG\¶V IRFXVRQXVHIXOQHVVXQGHU ,)56 Apart from 
the CFA Institute (2009) and Papa and Peters (2011), the other reviewed studies do not 
commit to either a US GAAP or an IFRS focus. Chatham et al. (2010) refer to the IASB 
and International Accounting Standards, but the comment letters, which they analyse, 
include the Unites States where US GAAP is prevalent. The geographically mixed 
UHVSRQVHSRROZRXOGVXJJHVWDFRPELQHGIRFXV7KH&)$,QVWLWXWH¶VVWXG\DQGWKDW
of Papa and Peters (2011) also tend to focus on very specific aspects of IFRS, namely 
IFRS 9 and IFRS 7 respectively. The SEC (2008: 24) identifies a general consistency in 
the way that fair value is defined under both US GAAP and IFRS. Fair value is also the 
SUHGRPLQDQW PHDVXUH LQ DFFRXQWLQJ IRU ³ILQDQFLDO DVVHWV DQG OLDELOLWLHV´ XQGHU ERWK
accounting standards. PwC (2010) specifically notes how there tends to be similarity in 
views across geographic boundaries. However, there are some differences in accounting 
application (SEC, 2008). The FASB and IASB have been working on converging 
accounting for financial instruments (SEC, 2011) and this process is still ongoing 
(Hoogervorst & Seidman, 2012).Therefore the current VWXG\¶V IRFXV RQ D VLQJOH set of 
reporting standards ensures greater homogeneity across participants; which in turn could 
support clarity of themes. 
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This study also contributes because most of the primary data were gathered from January 
2012 onwards. This is of particular importance because fair value standards and 
companies¶ interpretation of the standards have evolved since the credit crisis and 
respondents were given the chance to reflect on the credit crisis and changes to financial 
reporting in the interviews. Examples of recent changes to financial instrument accounting 
include: allowing the reclassification of financial instruments effective from July 2008 
(IASB, 2008 ,)56 ¶V LQWURGXFWLRQ RI WKH ³fair value hierarchy´ and enhancements to 
disclosures on liquidity risk effective from January 2009 (IASB, 2009: 3 DQG ,)56¶V
improved disclosures regarding the transfers of financial assets issued October 2010 
(IASB, 2010a). Another example of recent change is the issuance of IFRS 9 with an  
effective date of January 2015 and allowance for early adoption (IASB, 2011e). Gassen 
and Schwedler (2010) conducted their studies prior to the credit crisis. The CFA Institute 
(2009), Papa and Peters (2011), PwC (2010) and the SEC (2008) gathered their data after 
the start of the credit crisis. However, it is still argued that, given financLDO UHSRUWLQJ¶V
evolving nature; the recentness of the current study¶VSULPDU\GDWD is one of its attributes. 
 
The current study is focused on the usefulness of fair value to financial sector analysts. 
The prior chapter considered the existing studies in the field and positioned the current 
study within the literature. The next chapter will focus on the ontology and epistemology 
that are relevant to the current study and the methods that were utilised to understand the 
extent to which analysts perceive fair value, under IFRS, to be useful. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 
The current study adopts NorreklLW HW DO¶V    ³FRVWUXFWLYLVW SUDJPDWLVP´
RQWRORJ\ ZKHUHE\ LW LV DUJXHG WKDW UHDOLW\ LV D FRPELQDWLRQ RI ³IDFWV ORJLF YDOXHV DQG
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ´7KHWKHRU\WKDWLVDSSOLHGWRWKLVVWXG\LVWKH³GHFLVLRQ-usefulness theory 
RI DFFRXQWLQJ´ 6WDXEus, 2000: 333). What follows is a discussion of the ontology and 
theory and their relevance to the current study. 
 
3.1 Constructivist pragmatism ontology and interpretive epistemology 
 
2QWRORJLFDOO\ WKLV SDSHU DGRSWV 1RUUHNOLW HW DO¶V   DQG  FRncept of 
³FRQVWUXFWLYLVW SUDJPDWLVP´ 7KH RQWRORJ\ ZLOO EH GLVFXVVHG IROORZHG E\ D SUDFWLFDO
application of its principles to the current study. Constructive pragmatism combines 
HOHPHQWV RI ³HPSLULFLVP´ ³UDWLRQDOLVP´ ³YROXQWDULVP´ DQG ³VRFLDO FRVWUXFWLYLVP´
$FFRUGLQJ WR 1RUUHNOLW HW DO   UHDOLW\ LV D PL[WXUH RI ³IDFWV ORJLF YDOXHV DQG
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ´ ,Q WKLV RQWRORJ\ D IDFW LV QRW GHSHQGHQW RQ WKH LQGLYLGXDO EXW LWV
existence needs to be confirmed as a fact in order to be labelled as a fact. Facts are 
subjected to logic in an attempt to uncover possible outcomes. Norreklit et al. (2006: 47-
48) note that the application of logic mostly happens automatically and is the consequence 
of prior learning. Logic is connected ZLWK WKH ³PHWKRGV RI DQDO\sing, defining and 
GHYHORSLQJLGHDVRUFRQFHSWV´9DOXHVDUHVHHQDVWKHPRWLYDWLQJOLQNEHWZHHQ³PHDQLQJ
IDFW DQG ORJLF´ WKDW OHDGV WR FKRLFH DQG DFWLRQ )LQDOO\ FRPPXQLFDWLRQ HQDEOHV WKH
individual actor to convey his reality in the process of creating a socially constructed 
reality.  
 
:KDW IROORZV LV DQ DUJXPHQW IRU ZK\ 1RUUHNOLW HW DO¶V   ³FRQVWUXFWLYLVW
SUDJPDWLVP´LVWKHDSSURSULDWHRQWRORJ\IRUWKLVVWXG\)LUVWO\WKHDQDO\VWVDUHIDFHGZLWK
a number of facts in their decision making processes. These include the macro-economic 
conditions, sector-specific facts and entity-related information (of which the financial 
statement is one source). Norreklit et al. (2006) accept the argument that some facts are 
socially constructed; however the condition for the existence of a fact is the independence 
of said fact from the individual. Therefore financial statements, which contain socially 
constructed measures and categorisations, are accepted as facts because these financial 
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statements exist whether analysts use them or not. Secondly, the analysts apply their logic 
to analyse the different information sources. Their prior learning is used to extract 
possibilities. An example of the application of logic would be assessing risks or 
forecasting entities¶HDUQLQJV7KHDQDO\VWV¶YDOXHVDUHURRWHGLQWKHLUGHVLUHWRXQGHUVWDQG
the entity in order to advise the investor. As such their interaction with the facts and 
application of logic is driven by the need to make buy, sell or hold recommendations.  
Lastly, the analysts communicate their individual realities by actually recommending the 
EX\ VHOO RU KROG 7KLV FRPPXQLFDWLRQ FDQ EH WKURXJK DQDO\VWV¶ UHSRUWV RU GLUHFWO\ WR D
FOLHQW 7KH PDUNHW LV LQIRUPHG WKURXJK WKLV FRPPXQLFDWLRQ DQG WKH LQGLYLGXDO DQDO\VW¶s 
reality becomes a social reality.  
 
The current study adopts an interpretative epistemology for analysis. Ahrens and Chapman 
(2006) distinguish between interpretivism and positivism based on the perception of 
reality; reality is seen as socially constructed when applying an interpretative 
epistemology. This idea of a socially constructed reality links with the prior paragraph that 
described how reality is the amalgamation of facts, logic, motivation and communication. 
The adoption of this epistemology addresses a gap in financial accounting research: 
limited interpretative studies concerning the users of financial reports (Durocher, 2009). 
Durocher (2009) notes how surveys, content analysis and research based on experiments 
are distanced from the actual individual. The current VWXG\¶VRQH-to-one interviews with a 
prominent user-group, analysts, eliminate any such distance. The direct contact with the 
user enables a better understanding through exploration of issues and direct 
communication. Therefore this study contributes to the field by bridging the gap between 
theory and end-users in an attempt to understand.  This focus on understanding points back 
to interpretivism. According to Wright (1971, cited by Bryman & Bell, 2011: 16) 
interpretivism is concerned ZLWK³XQGHUVWDQGLQJ´ 
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3.2 Applying the ³decision-usefulness theory´ to the current study 
 
Figure 1 ± The decision-usefulness theory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on a combination of Barth (2000), Hitz (2007) and Staubus (2000). 
 
The theory that is applicable to this study is the decision-usefulness theory. What follows 
is a discussion of the decision-usefulness theory, a disaggregation of this approach into its 
component parts and a consideration of the relevance of this approach to the current study. 
 
7KH FXUUHQW VWXG\¶V SULPDU\ IRFXV LV WR XQGHUVWDQG ZKHWKHU IDLU YDOXH XQGHU ,)56 LV
useful. Therefore, the ³decision-usefulness theory´, where the objective of financial 
reporting is to give information to investors that will be useful for buy, hold or sell 
decisions, is applicable to the current study (Staubus, 2000: 333). The fact that the current 
study utilises the Conceptual Framework serves as further confirmation that the decision-
usefulness theory is relevant. Scott (2009: 5- QRWHV WKDW ³FXUUHQW statements of basic 
accounting concepts, most notably the Conceptual Frameworks of the FASB, IASB and 
WKH&DQDGLDQ$FFRXQWLQJ6WDQGDUGV%RDUG$F6%DUHEDVHGRQGHFLVLRQXVHIXOQHVV´7KLV
statement is evident in the wording of the Conceptual Framework when the IASB (2010b) 
asserts that the general needs of most users are met by financial statements that are useful 
in economic decision making. 
 
 ?ĞĐŝƐŝŽŶ-ƵƐĞĨƵůŶĞƐƐƚŚĞŽƌǇ ? 
 ?DĞĂƐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ ?  ?/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ? 
 ?ŐŐƌĞŐĂƚŝŽŶ ?  ?ŽŶƚĞŶƚ ? ? ?EĞǁŶĞƐƐ ? 
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'XQQHHWDOLVDQH[DPSOHRIDSULRUVWXG\WKDWXWLOLVHGWKH³GHFLVLRQ-usefulness 
IUDPHZRUN´ DV WKHLU ³WKHRUHWLFDO OHQV´ when examining the impact of IFRS 
implementation in the UK, Italy and Ireland. Dunne et al. (2008: 30) argue that the 
decision-usefulness approach is relevant to their study because of their focus on the 
³XVHIXOQHVV´RIWKHUHFHQWO\DGRSted IFRS. The decision-usefulness focus is also deemed a 
rational choice because it utilises an objective set by the standard-setter to assess financial 
reporting governed by the standard-setter¶s rules, namely IFRS (Dunne et al., 2008). 
Utilising Dunne et DO¶V DUJXPHQWV WKH FXUUHQW UHVHDUFK LV DOVR IRFXVHG RQ DVSHFWV RI
usefulness, namely the usefulness of fair value to analysts. Therefore it makes sense to 
adopt the standard-setter¶s objective of usefulness in a study that focuses on fair value that 
is governed by the standard-VHWWHU¶VUXOHV 
 
Staubus (2000) and the Conceptual Framework (IASB, 2010b 2% UHIHU WR XVHUV¶
interest in potential future cash flows as part of their discussion concerning decision-
usefulness. Staubus (2000) and the IASB (2010b) link financial statement elements (such 
as assets, liabilities, income and expenses) to potential future cash flows because these 
elements assist users in predicting potential cash flows. Fair value, which is the focus of 
the current study, is used to measure some of the assets and liabilities of an entity. 
Therefore, the decision-usefulness theory, with its focus on financial statement elements, 
is applicable to the current study, with its focus on one of the measures used to measure 
financial statement elements. 
 
Hitz (2007: 323) adopts two perspectives within the overarching decision-usefulness 
DSSURDFK ³WKH PHDVXUHPHQW´ DQG WKH ³LQIRUPDWLRQ SHUVSHFWLYH´ +LW]  
distinguishes two subsections to the LQIRUPDWLRQSRLQWRIYLHZ³LQIRUPDWLRQFRQWHQW´DQG
³LQIRUPDWLRQDJJUHJDWLRQ´³,QIRUPDWLRQFRQWHQW´ LV OLQNHG WR ³newness´ of information. 
%DUWK  OLQNV ³LQIRUPDWLRQ DJJUHJDWLRQ´ WR WKH DFFRXQWLQJ SURFHVV¶V DELOLW\ WR
aggregate information, even though this information might not be new to the market. 
 
The ³LQIRUPDWLRQ DJJUHJDWLRQ´ perspective is relevant to the current study. This thesis 
focuses on the usefulness of fair value information prepared under IFRS. This information 
is communicated in annual and quarterly reports. Financial reports are backward-looking 
by nature and quarterly and annual reports are released some time after the period to which 
it relates. As such, the information within the financial statements is mostly known to the 
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investment community. It is clear that the Conceptual Framework intends financial reports 
WRPHHWWKH³LQIRUPDWLRQDJJUHJDWLRQ´DVSHFWRIXVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ7KHIUDPHZRUNQRWHV
that information can have the ability to change decisions even if the user decides not to act 
on such information or this information is already available from other sources (IASB, 
2010b).  
 
The current VWXG\¶V IRFXV RQ IDLU YDOXH also introduces the ³measurement perspective´. 
Barth (2000: 16) connects the measurement function to the correspondence between an 
³DFFRXQWLQJDVVHWRU OLDELOLW\´DQG WKH³DVVRFLDWHGHFRQRPLFDVVHWRU OLDELOLW\´Applying 
%DUWK¶V (2000) comment the ³measurement perspective´ is relevant to the current study 
because fair value, by definition, is concerned with reporting the value that could be 
obtained in an economic transaction.    
 
,QVXPPDU\WKH³WKHRUHWLFDOOHQV´DGRSWHGE\WKHFXUUHQW study is the decision-usefulness 
theory. This theory is suitable to a study that focuses on usefulness. Theoretically the 
decision-XVHIXOQHVVRI IDLUYDOXHXQGHU ,)56¶VFDQEe argued from both an information-
aggregation and measurement perspective. 
 
3.3 Methods 
 
The next section will consider the research methods that were employed to gain an insight 
into DQDO\VWV¶ views regarding the usefulness of fair value under IFRS. 
 
3.3.1 Concepts being researched 
 
The current research focuses on analysts¶ YLHZV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH
reported under IFRS. 7KHFRQFHSWVXVHIXOQHVVIDLUYDOXHDQG³UHSRUWHGXQGHU,)56´ZHUH
all considered in chapter two. A reminder of the main concepts follows. This is 
accompanied by an explanation of the interaction between usefulness, fair value and IFRS. 
 
Recall that a link was derived between usefulness and economic decisions in chapter two. 
7KLV DURVH IURP WKH ,$6%¶V 2010b: Introduction FODLP WKDW PRVW XVHUV¶ QHHGV DUH
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fulfilled through information that is useful LQ ³PDNLQJHFRQRPLFGHFLVLRQV´.  The IASB 
(2010b: QC5 and QC19) goes on to introduce qualitative attributes that characterise useful 
ILQDQFLDOLQIRUPDWLRQ³5HOHYDQFH´DQG³IDLWKIXOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ´DUHWKHSULPDU\TXDOLWLHV
ZKLOVW³FRPSDUDELOLW\YHULILDELOLW\WLPHOLQHVVDQGXQGHUVWDQGDELOLW\´ enhance usefulness. 
The definitions to these characteristics were also considered in chapter two. Fair value is 
GHILQHGDV³WKHSULFHthat would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in 
DQ RUGHUO\ WUDQVDFWLRQ EHWZHHQ PDUNHW SDUWLFLSDQWV DW WKH PHDVXUHPHQW GDWH´ ,$6%
2011b: 11). The IASB (2011a: 62) identifies three main approaches in measuring fair 
value. These DUHWKH³PDUNHWDSSURDFKWKHFRVWDSSURDFKDQGWKHLQFRPHDSSURDFK´7KH
market approach utilises amounts and other information that is available in the market 
place for the same or similar elements. The cost approach relates to the price that would be 
needed to substitute the asset at its current level of performance. The income approach 
discounts expected amounts to a present value (IASB, 2011a). )LQDOO\ ³UHSRUWHG XQGHU
,)56´is seen DVILQDQFLDOLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWLVGHULYHGIURPIROORZLQJWKH,$6%¶VUXOes.  
 
The current research integrates the concepts of usefulness, fair value and IFRS as follows:  
the Conceptual Framework¶V six qualitative characteristics of useful information are used 
to gauge the extent to which analysts, who use fair value that is reported under IFRS, 
perceive fair value as useful. The research will not only utilise the standard-setter¶V
benchmark, but also investigate analysts¶ RZQ views concerning usefulness. All of the 
above can be summarised by the research objectives that were introduced in chapter one. 
The specific objectives of the study are to: 
 
1. 8QGHUVWDQGDQDO\VWV¶XVHRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
2. ([SORUHDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
3. Assess the extent to which analysts perceive fair value as useful aVGHILQHGE\WKH,$6%¶V
(2010b4&³TXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIXVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ´DQG 
4. &RPSDUHDQDO\VWV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGVZLWKWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
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3.3.2 Population  
 
The analyst focus was argued from the literature in chapter two. What follows is a 
discussion explaining the focus on financial sector analysts who analyse companies 
reporting under IFRS. 
 
The initial plan was to focus on the banking sector only. However, experts who were 
consulted during the pre-pilot and pilot phase of the current study noted how a focus on 
banks analysts would severely limit the number of interviews. A broader view also allows 
for a more holistic approach to the analyst perspective. PwC (2010: 6), in their study on 
LQYHVWPHQW SURIHVVLRQDOV¶ Yiews concerning financial instrument reporting, defines 
³EDQNLQJ LQVXUDQFHDQGJHQHUDOLVWV´DV³NH\ LQGXVWULHV´ The importance and validity of 
considering fair value across the whole of the financial sector was accentuated during the 
pilot interview with a sell-side analyst.  The interviewee did not only relate the fair value 
questions to banking, but also to other financial entities. This decision to include the 
financial sector (banking, insurance and other financials) introduces elements of 
³KRPRJHQHLW\´ DQG ³KHWHURJHQHLW\´ 3DWWRQ  -235). The common denominator 
across the entire population is the fact that all the cases are within the financial sector and 
greatly impacted by fair value. Homogeneity intensifies within the sub-sectors. The 
dividing factor across the population is the fact that different sub-sectors could be 
impacted by fair value in different ways. The variation in the population will allow the 
study to identify common themes that exist across the entire sample. Patton (2002) notes 
how such themes are particularly important because they exist across a varied group.  He 
notes that variation is not only important to identify overarching themes, but also for 
identifying uniqueness amongst individual cases. The current VWXG\¶VDELOLW\ to generate a 
number of accounts per homogenous sub-group allows for depth of explanation within 
said groups (Patton, 2002).  
 
Due to this study¶VIRFXVRQIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 the population is further qualified to 
only include analysts that analyse companies reporting under IFRS (see chapter two for a 
discussion on the IFRS focus).  
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3.3.3 Qualitative methods of data collection and analysis 
 
Qualitative methods of data collection and analysis were applied in an attempt to 
XQGHUVWDQGXVHUV¶YLHZVFRQFHUning the usefulness of fair value. Bryman and Bell (2011: 
411) note how a qualitative study ³VHHNVDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI´³EHOLHIV´. The primary data 
were collected by means of face-to-face, semi-structured interviews. Campbell and Slack 
(2011: 55) link semi-structured interviews ZLWK ³QDUUDWLYH ULFK HYLGHQFH´ This type of 
research method is effective because it allows the researcher to cover the areas of research, 
EXW LW SURYLGHV WKH IUHHGRP WR H[SORUH UHVSRQGHQWV¶ RZQ YLHZV Durocher, 2009; 
Madhavan & Grover, 1998). Bernard and Ryan (2010) note how semi-structured 
interviews are flexible but similar in content focus, as such allowing interviews to be 
compared. Semi-structured interviews were used by Barker and Imam (2008), Campbell 
and Slack (2008, 2011), PwC (2010) and Whitwell et al. (2007) in pursuing investment 
SURIHVVLRQDOV¶LQSXWFRQFHUQLQJDFFRXQWLQJPDWWHUV  
 
Using interviews as research tool WR JDWKHU XVHUV¶ YLHZV contrasts with some of the 
methods employed by the studies that formed part of the literature review. The CFA 
Institute19 (2009) and Gassen and Schwedler (2010) sent survey questionnaires to 
respondents. Their closed questions, with its limited capability to enable a deeper 
understanding, would not suit the current VWXG\¶V SXUSRVH Other isVXHV ZLWK ³VXUYH\
UHVHDUFK´LVWKHSUREDELOLW\WKDWWKHVDPSOHGUHVSRQVHVGRQRWWUXO\UHIOHFWWKHYLHZVRIWKH
SRSXODWLRQ ³VDPSOLQJ HUURU´ ELDV FUHHSLQJ LQ EHFDXVH RI FHUWDLQ PHPEHrs not 
responding; uncertainty as to whether respondents really understood the wording whilst 
making their selections and the possibility that errors might occur during the processing of 
the data (Bryman and Bell, 2011: 196). 
 
Chatham et al. (2010) applied content analysis to comment letters. The reason why 
comment letters were disregarded for the current study is two-fold: Firstly, prior research 
noted that end-users of financial information hardly engage via comment letters to 
standard-setters (Chatham et al., 2010; Durocher et al., 2007). Secondly, the research 
question is very specific and had to be considered from various angles (general use, views 
on usefulness and usefulness in line with the qualitative characteristics). As such, a 
                                                          
19
 7KH&)$,QVWLWXWH¶V VXUYH\DOORZHGWKHPHPEHUV WRHODERUDWHRQ WKHLUVHOHFWLRQVKRZHYHU WKHVH
comments were not analysed by the CFA Institute (2009). 
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specially designed research tool had to be constructed to answer the research question as 
opposed to allowing commenters the freedom of a comment letter where they might not 
address all the relevant issues. 
 
3.3.4 Sampling method and sample size 
 
3.3.4.1 Sampling method 
 
7KLVVWXG\HPSOR\HG³SXUSRVLYHVDPSOLQJ´WRLGHQWLI\LQGLYLGXDOVWKDWDUHUelevant to the 
study and could answer the research question (Bryman & Bell, 2011: 442). Purposive 
sampling is not statistically representative and therefore cannot be extrapolated across a 
population (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 
 
Prior research has shown that it can be difficult to get investment professionals to 
participate in accounting research: Gassen and Schwedler (2010) achieved just over 1% 
usable responses with the backing of professional bodies. Chatham et al. (2010) note how 
only four out of 168 commentHUV WR WKH ,$6&¶V GLVFXVVLRQ SDSHU Accounting for 
Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities were end-users. In contrast, Campbell and Slack 
(2011) managed to get nineteen sell-side, London-based banking analysts from a possible 
list of twenty to grant them interviews. This could be attributed to their long time-scale: 
Campbell and Slack (2011) conducted their interviews over a 21 month period and 
specifically mention how they avoided contacting analysts over their busy periods. PwC 
(2010) managed to interview 62 investment professionals over three months. However, 
3Z&¶V respondents are dispersed over the United States, Europe and Asia-Pacific. PwC 
also has a vast network of professional investor contacts. It is also not stated how many 
interviewers were used to conduct 3Z&¶V interviews. 
 
The current study simultaneously employed two methods to reduce the chance of 
insufficient data: the researcher cold-called analysts and contacts were requested to 
introduce the researcher to possible interviewees (this wouOG IDOO XQGHU 3DWWRQ¶V 
237) ³VQRZEDOO´VDPSOLQJ What follows is an explanation of how the researcher applied 
each of the two methods in an effort to locate financial sector analysts who would relay 
their views concerning the usefulness of fair value. 
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Cold-calling 
 
Financial sector analysts had to be identified for cold-calling purposes. Campbell and 
Slack (2011) used the sell-side analyst following of a bank to identify potential candidates 
for their study. The current research employed a similar method: utilising the sell-side 
analyst following of various financial institutions. This was FRPELQHGZLWK³FROG-PDLOLQJ´
via LinkedIn20. The next section will describe the processes that were followed in 
contacting 72 individuals. These efforts culminated in interviews with nine analysts. 
 
Lists with the sell-side analyst following of four financial institutions that report under 
IFRS were obtained. Attempts were made to contact 55 analysts following these four 
companies. The process to secure interviews via cold-FDOOLQJDQG³FROG-PDLOLQJ´VWDUWHGLQ
all earnest in December 2011 and lasted until the end of March 2012.  Of the 55 
individuals that were contacted, seven analysts agreed to be interviewed.  
 
LinkedIn messages were sent to targeted individuals (other than those analysts appearing 
on the sell-side analyst lists) in addition to the above cold-calling endeavour. Seventeen 
such messages were sent and this resulted in two participants.  
 
The final attempt to establish more contacts was an invitation to WKH ³(TXLW\ 5HVHDUFK
$QDO\VWV´QHWZRUNLQJJURXSRQ/LQNHG,Q7KLVJURXSKDVPHPEHUVDVDWWKHth of 
August 2012. The invitation was made via an announcement on LinkedIn. The 
announcement stipulated the nature of the research and requested interested parties to 
contact the researcher. Nobody responded to this invitation. 
 
Snowball Sampling 
 
Snowball sampling resulted in eleven interviews. Existing contacts introduced the 
researcher to five candidates, one of whom was a gatekeeper who did not participate. The 
                                                          
20
 LinkedIn allows contact with people with whom there is not a connection via a functionality called 
InMails, accessible via a monthly subscription. LinkedIn also allows a detailed search for people who meet 
certain criteria. The researcher searched for the names of all people who met criteria that would suit the 
research. The researcher then read through a number of the individuDOV¶ FUHGHQWLDOV DQG VHQW ,Q0DLOV WR
seventeen people that were deemed suited to this study. Only seventeen ZHUHVHQWEHFDXVHWKHUHVHDUFKHU¶V
subscription to InMails limited the number of InMails that could be sent on a monthly basis. Of these, two 
were successful. 
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gatekeeper is involved in research but does not analyse financial sector entities. The 
gatekeeper referred the researcher to three suitable candidates. Analysts participating in 
this study referred the researcher to four other individuals. 
 
Pettigrew and McNulty (1995: 851) consider the snowball effect as the best way to 
establish ³DFFHVVWRHOLWHV´. Difficulties were encountered in trying to establish access to a 
very specific group, namely that of the analyst. This is proven when only nine, of a 
contacted 72 individuals, agreed to participate in this study and none of the analysts 
UHJLVWHUHG ZLWK WKH ³(TXLW\ 5HVHDUFK $QDO\VWV´ QHWZRUNLQJ JURup responded to the 
interviewer¶s invitation on LinkedIn. As such, snowball sampling is suitable.  
 
In summary, this study consists of twenty interviews with financial sector analysts in an 
DWWHPSW WR XQGHUVWDQG DQDO\VWV¶ YLHZV RQ WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH XQGHU ,)56 7KH
decision, to stop at twenty, was driven predominantly by time constraints and limited 
access. 
 
3.3.4.2  Sampling size 
 
Biggam (2008) posits that sample size is important when research claims to represent a 
particular population. The option to extrapolate based on the current study was eliminated 
when purposive sampling was employed. This research is not representative of a 
population; but of the twenty LQWHUYLHZHHV¶ YLHZV RQ WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH XQGHU
IFRS. At most this research is an attempt at generating propositions that can be utilised in 
future research. This paper echoes Patton¶V   YLHZ WKDW WKH ³YDOLGLW\
PHDQLQJIXOQHVV DQG LQVLJKWV´ UHVXOWLQJ IURP TXDOLWDWLYH VWXGLHV DUH PRUH UHOLDQW RQ WKH
information content of the selected participants and the analytical astuteness of the 
researcher than on the sample size. Hence, sample size is seen as less important than the 
generation of meaningful results.  
 
Prior studies that utilised interviews to understand accounting phenomena varied in terms 
of the number of interviews. The AFG and FFSA (2007) conducted interviews with a mix 
of nineteen end-users and other parties; Campbell and Slack (2011) interviewed nineteen 
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sell-side, banking analysts; PwC (2010) conducted 62 interviews with analysts and 
investors and Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012) interviewed eighteen auditors.  
 
Guest et al¶VVWXG\ZDVFRQFHUQHGZLWKKRZPDQ\LQWHUYLHZVZRXOGOHDGWRWKH
point of saturation. In line with the current study, they sampled purposively. They find that 
a sample of twelve is likely to be enough. This is qualified in terms of research that utilises 
similar questions across interviews and focuses on a respondent group that is fairly 
³KRPRJHQHRXV´The current study focuses on the views of financial sector analysts and 
employed a question framework to ensure similarity of interview content. As such, the 
sample is fairly homogeneous bearing in mind that heterogeneity is introduced through 
sub-sectors within the financial sector. 
 
3.3.5 Period under investigation 
 
A pilot study took place in October 2011. The main interviews were conducted between 
January 2012 and April 2012. This fairly limited time period adds to the comparability of 
the data seeing as the respondents are operating within the same economic environment 
and are exposed to similar changes in regulation. The interviews were conducted after the 
credit crisis that commenced in the summer of 2007 and were held during a period of 
economic uncertainty with issues surrounding the Eurozone. This research addresses a 
research gap identified by Gassen and Schwedler (2010): research concerning investment 
SURIHVVLRQDOV¶SHUFHSWLRQVof measurement bases following the credit crisis.  
 
3.3.6 The research instrument 
 
Primary data were collected through semi-structured interviews. This section of the paper 
will consider the development and design of the interview schedule as well as the rationale 
for the individual questions. Even though an interpretative stance is aimed at 
understanding, the researcher had pre-defined ideas of what to explore based on the 
existing literature. According to Durocher¶V  LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI 0F&UDFNHQ¶V
approach, the existence of pre-conceived notions is acceptable in interpretative studies. 
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3.3.6.1 Face validity of the preliminary questionnaire 
 
The preliminary questionnaire was considered in a pre-pilot, hour long meeting with a 
former analyst and an accounting expert. This allowed the researcher to test the face 
validity of the questionnaire. Bryman and Bell (2011) define face validity as a state where 
the measurement matches the concept in question. If this definition is applied to the 
current research, face validity would prevail if the questionnaire enabled the researcher to 
JDXJHDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVV of fair value. Bryman and Bell (2011) suggest the 
use of experts or experienced individuals to judge the face validity of a measurement tool. 
 
7KHWZRH[SHUWV¶FRPPHQWVRQWKHTXHVWLRQQDLUHOHGWRDQXPEHURIFKDQJHVNumerous 
questions were eliminated and more open-ended questions were introduced to allow 
analysts the opportunity to discuss the questions in depth. Prior literature also supports this 
notion of open-HQGHG TXHVWLRQV WR GLVFRYHU ³SHRSOH¶V DWWLWXGHV DQG EHOLHIV´ (Cannell & 
Kahn, 1968, cited by Bernard & Ryan, 2010: 35). More clarity was introduced by 
substituting accounting terms with terms that would make sense to investment 
professionals. )RU LQVWDQFH ³ILQDQFLDO UHSRUWLQJ´ ZDV FODULILHG DV ³SULPDU\ ILQDQFLDO
VWDWHPHQWV´DQG³IRRWQRWHVGLVFORVXUHVWRSULPDU\ILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWV´. Lastly, unrealistic 
VWDWHPHQWVVXFKDV³FRQYH\Vall the infRUPDWLRQWKDWLVQHHGHG´ZHUHUHSODFHGE\PRUH
generic statements. This was done to avoid the respondents being side-tracked due to a 
play on words.   
 
3.3.6.2 Testing the research instrument 
 
Piloting a research instrument can test the proper functioning thereof (Bryman & Bell, 
2011).  Gassen and Scwedler (2010) also piloted their survey questionnaire. Following the 
pre-pilot phase, the updated interview questions were tested in an interview with a sell-
side analyst. After the interview, the interview schedule was discussed with a Chartered 
Financial Analyst (CFA) 21.  
 
                                                          
21
 The discussion of the interview schedule with the CFA qualified individual is technically not a pilot 
interview. However, this occurred during the pilot period and contributes to the process of ensuring the 
robustness and validity of the interview schedule. 
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The sell-side analyst noted that he was pressed for time. This was expected as prior 
literature highlights how valuable investment professionals¶ WLPH LV Elliott et al., 2007 
cited in Gassen & Schwedler, 2010). This limited availability of analysts was also stressed 
by the pre-pilot participants. As such a questionnaire was developed to accommodate both 
DQDO\VWV¶limited time DQGWKHUHVHDUFKHU¶VQHHGWRXQGHUVWDQGDQDO\VWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRQWhe 
usefulness of fair value.  
 
3.3.6.3 Significant observations and resulting changes following the pilot 
 
The prior section explained that the rationale for a pilot study is to verify that the research 
instrument works as intended. The pilot interview highlighted a few issues that were 
considered in terms of their potential impact on the main study. It was noted that the 
analyst needed cues to answer two of the questions. Also, the respondent initially 
misinterpreted the meaning of the final question22. Upon considering the question 
framework, the CFA qualified individual pointed out that WKHVHFWLRQH[SORULQJDQDO\VWV¶
use of fair value needed to be more probing, including the incorporation of questions that 
focus on disclosures23 specifically. It was also noted that the interview questions needed to 
be worded more clearly and to the point. It was suggested that the researcher merges the 
TXHVWLRQVWKDWH[SORUHXVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQRIIDLUYDOXHVDJDLQVWWKHTXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFV 
with the section where userV¶XVHRIIDLUYDOXHLVH[SORUHG 
 
The section H[SORULQJDQDO\VWV¶XVHRI IDLUYDOXHZDVFKDQJHG WRSUREHHYHQPRUH7KLV
included probes regarding disclosures. This change eliminated the need for the two 
questions to which the interviewed analyst needed cues. The wording of the questions 
were reviewed for clarity and directness and changed where needed24. The suggestion to 
merge two sections was not taken on board. This is because no issues were identified with 
their separate status during the DQDO\VW¶V LQWerview. A separate question that explores 
XVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRIIDLUYDOXHDJDLQVWWKHTXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFV is important for direct 
comparison to the Conceptual Framework. However, the words were updated to be more 
direct. The wording of the final question was considered for clarity. It was changed 
                                                          
22
 Refer to Appendix A for the question framework that was used in the pilot period. 
23
 Disclosures relate to information other than the numbers in the statement of financial position, statement 
of comprehensive income, cash flow statement and statement of changes in equity. These disclosures give 
more information (both in monetary and descriptive terms) and are regulated by the accounting standards. 
24
 See Appendix B for the updated question schedule. 
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slightly and care was taken to explain its meaning to interviewees participating in the main 
study. 
 
3.3.6.4 Format of the interview schedule  
 
A major strength of qualitative interviews is the flexibility WR H[SORUH WKH LQWHUYLHZHHV¶
answers (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Even though this section is focused on the interview 
schedule it should be reiterated that the researcher did not only focus on the planned 
questions, but delved into the deeper meaning of responGHQWV¶ XQLTXH DQVZHUV In most 
instances the rationale for answers to closed questions was explored. However, asking 
similar questions GRHVDOORZ%U\PDQDQG%HOO¶V ³Fross-FDVHFRPSDUDELOLW\´. 
Not only does a fairly stable question framework allow comparison, but coverage of 
certain topics was needed to answer the pre-existing research questions. Also, a number of 
questions utilised in the current study are the same as those used in prior studies 
(agreement between questions asked in prior studies will be discussed in more detail 
below). Using extant questions enables comparison with prior research (Bryman & Bell, 
2011). 
 
The interview schedule was broken down into five distinct sections: rHVSRQGHQWV¶
demographics; sources utilised in decision making; exploring the XVHUV¶use of and views 
on fair value reporting; exploring the XVHUV¶ YLHZV of fair value¶V usefulness when 
usefulness is defined within the context of the qualitative characteristics of the Conceptual 
Framework; and H[SORULQJ WKHXVHUV¶ needs in terms of the qualitative characteristics of 
the Conceptual Framework. 
 
The interview structure allowed for the XVHUV¶YLHZVRQXVHIXOQHVV to be explored prior to 
investigating the perceived usefulness utilising the Conceptual Framework. This was to 
avoid biasing the respondents into mentioning the Conceptual Framework¶V TXDOLWDWLYH
characteristics when blue sky thinking was required. This follows %U\PDQ DQG %HOO¶V
(2011) warning that earlier questions can affect later answers.  
 
All questions with rating (on a ³Likert scale´ from one to five) or ranking were asked with 
WKHKHOSRID³VKRZFDUG´  (Bryman & Bell, 2011:155, 216). This five-point scale from one 
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(strongly agree) to five (strongly disagree) agrees to the scale that Gassen and Schwedler 
(2010) used. Bryman and Bell (2011) suggest the use of show cards when Likert scales or 
long lists of possibilities are used in interviews. In terms of making a Likert scale 
selection, they argue that a show card eliminates the monotonous repetition of what the 
scale indicators25 measure and it also makes it easier for respondents to select the intended 
response.  For the current research show cards were hard copies of the questions that 
included the scale. Instead of showing the scale as a number from one to five; the meaning 
of the indicator was shown on the show FDUGDV³6WURQJO\DJUHHDJUHHQHXWUDOGLVDJUHH
DQG VWURQJO\ GLVDJUHH´ ,Q WKH RQH LQVWDQFH ZKHUH UHVSRQGHQWV ZHUH DVNHG WR UDQN WKHLU
preference (from one to six), the list was indicated on the show card with blank spaces 
where analysts could indicate their ranking.   
 
What follows is a detailed discussion of the interview questionnaire organised under the 
five main sections discussed above. 
 
    6HFWLRQ5HVSRQGHQWV¶GHPRJUDSKLFV  
Figure 2 - Interview questions one - six 
1 Describe your role within your organisation - for example: 
  sell-side analyst, buy-side analyst, institutional investor. 
    
2 What sector do you focus on? 
    
3a) Do you focus more on any one of debt, equity or derivatives?  
    
3b) If yes, which type of security do you focus on most? 
    
4 For how many years have you been in this or a similar role? 
    
5 What geographical areas do you cover in your work? 
  e.g. Europe, UK, US. 
    
6 What is your educational background: University and professional 
qualifications. 
                                                          
25%U\PDQDQG%HOOQRWHKRZ³FRQFHSWV´DUHWKHLWHPVRQZKLFKWKHUHVHDUFKLVIRFXVHGZKLOVW
³PHDVXUHV´DUHTXDQWLILDEOHLQGLFDtors of concepts. If the theory is applied to the current study then the main 
FRQFHSWEHLQJVWXGLHG LV IDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV+RZHYHU WKLVFRQFHSW LVEURNHQGRZQLQWRPRUHGHWDLOHG
concepts, namely the qualitative characteristics. None of these are measXUHDEOH7KHUHIRUH³LQGLFDWRUV´DUH
used to measure concepts that are not naturally quantified (Bryman & Bell, 2011:154). In this instance 
DQDO\VWV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV RI IDLU YDOXH EDVHG RQ WKH TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI XVHIXO LQIRUPDWLRQ ZHUH
quantified by using a Likert scale. 
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Questions one to six gather background information about the respondents. The questions 
SURYLGH D FRQWH[W ZLWKLQ ZKLFK WR DQDO\VH WKH UHVSRQGHQWV¶ DQVZHUV %U\PDQ & Bell, 
2011). Questions one and three are based on questions asked by Gassen and Schwedler 
(2010) and PwC (2010). Question two is based on a question asked by PwC (2010). 
Question four is similar to a question asked by Gassen and Schwedler (2010). These 
questions allow comparisons between the types of analysts, the financial instruments they 
focus on, the sectors they analyse and their perceptions of fair value. Type of analyst can 
vary as follows: a buy-side analyst would give investment advice internally, a sell-side 
analyst would sell investment advice/research to investors and a credit-rating analyst 
would rate the creditworthiness of companies. PwC (2010) had the same categories of 
analyst type. Even though the sell-side analyst lists of four financial institutions were the 
main focus of the cold-calling endeavour, all three types of analysts are represented in the 
current research. This occurred because ³FROG-PDLOLQJ´DQGVQRZEDOOVDPSOLQJ were also 
employed and the sell-side analyst lists were not the only sources of possible interviewees. 
Added to this variation in type of analyst; analysts can also focus on different types of 
financial instruments. Analysts¶ IRFXV can vary between debt (bonds and loans), equity 
(shares) or derivatives (for example options). Gassen and Schwedler (2010) had the same 
categories of instrument focus. Sector focus could vary between the different sub-sectors 
of the financial sector. This level of granularity (distinction by type, financial instrument 
focus and sector) allows the research to identify a potential link between type of analyst, 
financial instrument focus, sector focus and views on fair value.  Questions two and five 
are necessary to confirm that the respondents focus on the financial sector and IFRS, both 
prerequisites for participation in the research. Geographical focus (question five) is linked 
to IFRS because IFRS has been adopted in certain geographical areas (PwC, 2011). The 
combination of questions four and six DUHSUR[LHV IRU WKH DQDO\VWV¶NQRZOHGJHEDVH DQG
these questions link directly to the Conceptual Framework¶V pre-condition concerning 
users. The Conceptual Framework refers to ³XVHUVZKRKDYHD UHDVRQDEOHNQRZOHGJHRI
business and economic activities and who review and analyse the infoUPDWLRQGLOLJHQWO\´
(IASB, 2010b: QC32).  
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Section 2: Sources utilised in decision making 
Figure 3 - Interview question seven 
Question 7: For each statement, circle the answer that is true/ closest to the truth 
See each question as a separate statement 
 
1. My advice or decisions are based on primary financial statements26  
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree            Strongly Disagree 
 
2. My advice or decisions are based on footnotes or disclosures to primary financial 
statements  
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree            Strongly Disagree 
 
3. My advice or decisions are based on regulatory filings 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree  
 
4. My advice or decisions are based on press releases/ earnings releases 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree  
 
5. My advice or decisions are based  on briefings/ meetings with management 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree  
 
6. My advice or decisions are based on management discussion and analysis 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree  
 
7KHLGHDWRXQGHUVWDQGWKHVRXUFHVRQZKLFK³DGYLFHRUGHFLVLRQ(s´ are based was taken 
from Gassen and Schwedler (2010: 501). The source focus of the advice or decisions was 
taken directly from a question asked by PwC (2010: 8). PwC was interested in the sources 
participants used to obtain data on financial instruments, whereas the current research 
focuses on sources in terms of advice or decisions in general. This link to giving advice or 
making decisions is made because of the link between usefulness and economic decisions 
(IASB, 2010b). Even though giving advice is not the same as making a decision; analysts 
advise investors, who in turn make decisions on buying, selling or holding investments. 
Question seven aims to confirm whether analysts use the financial statements. This 
TXHVWLRQ YDOLGDWHV DQDO\VWV¶ SDUWLFLSDWLRQ in the study. This is because this particular 
                                                          
26
 7KHUHVHDUFKHUQRWLFHGWKDWUHVSRQGHQWVJRWFRQIXVHGZLWK³SULPDU\ILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWV´DQGFKDQJHGWKH
TXHVWLRQ WR ³LQFRPH VWDWHPHQW EDODQFH VKHHW DQG VWDWHPHQW  RI FKDQJHV LQ HTXLW\´ DIWHU D QXPEHU RI
interviews. This question was asked in an interview setting and as such the interviewer was able to clarify 
the meaning before changing the wording. 
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research H[SORUHV DQDO\VWV¶ YLHZV RQ WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH XQGHU ,)56 7KH
principles of IFRS are followed in the generation of financial information that is 
communicated via financial statements. Analysts who use neither the numbers nor the 
disclosures in financial statements (first two bullet points under question seven) should be 
excluded from this research as they will not have a view on IFRS. Gassen and Schwedler 
(2010: 498) used a similar type of ³FRQWURO TXHVWLRQ´ WR HQVXUH their respondents were 
knowledgeable users of accounting information. This question also serves as a means to 
explore the vast array of resources available to and used by analysts in their decision 
making process. As such the importance of financial statement information is relativised in 
OLQH ZLWK 3Z&¶V  VWXG\. The use of the Likert scale format allows the direct 
comparison of answers and makes analysis easier because the answers are quantifiable. 
Answers with depth are QRWQHHGHGLQWKLVTXHVWLRQEHFDXVHWKHVWXG\¶VPDLQIRFXVLVWKH
usefulness of fair value under IFRS. The agreement or disagreement that other sources are 
utilised will merely relativise the UHSRUWHG IDLUYDOXH¶V LPSRUWDQFH The probe into other 
sources of information mimics a question asked by PwC (2010). 
 
6HFWLRQ([SORULQJWKHXVHUV¶use of and views on fair value reporting 
Figure 4 ± Interview questions eight - eleven 
 
8a) 
   
Do you use the fair value information that is available LQ HQWLWLHV¶ SULPDU\
financial statements and disclosures? 
  
b)  How do you use the fair value information? 
  
c) What would you like to see changed to improve your use of fair value 
information? 
  
9 Tell me more about your use of the financial statement disclosures on fair 
value. 
   
10 Do you adjust the fair values provided in the primary financial statements? 
Could you expand on this? 
  
11 Do you treat levels 1, 2 and 3 fair values differently? If so, what do you do 
with level 1; what do you do with level 2; what do you do with level 3? 
   
 
Section 3 considers the users¶ use of and views on fair value from various angles (positive, 
negative, numbers and disclosures); as such allowing the analysts the time and opportunity 
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to consider and articulate their use of fair value. This section is particularly focused on the 
ILUVWDQGVHFRQGUHVHDUFKREMHFWLYHVQDPHO\WRXQGHUVWDQGXVHUV¶XVHRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU
IFRS and to H[SORUHDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 Questions 
eight (a) and (b) draw on the Conceptual Framework¶V application of useful financial 
LQIRUPDWLRQ )LQDQFLDO LQIRUPDWLRQ QHHGV WR EH ³XVHIXO LQ PDNLQJ HFRQRPLF GHFLVLRQs´
(IASB, 2010b: Introduction). The combination of (a) and (b) aim to establish if fair value 
is utilised at all and if so, how. A very similar question was asked by PwC (2010). 
However, the PwC question provided respondents with a list of possible choices from 
which they had to indicate all possible uses of fair value3Z&¶V (2010) interviewees also 
gave their thoughts in relation to uses not listed by PwC. The open-ended question (b) in 
the current study allows the respondent to give his/her own answer, as such really 
H[SORULQJ XVHUV¶ YLHZV Question eight (c) explores if the user would like to see any 
changes to fair value information; a need for change implies that the status quo is not 
useful or as useful as the user would have liked. PwC (2010: 10) asked a similar question 
(focusing on financial instruments in totality) but phrased it in a positive way by asking if 
WKHLQIRUPDWLRQZDV³VXIILFLHQWIRU´LQYHVWPHQWSURIHVVLRQDOVQHHGVQuestion nine builds 
on this idea of usefulness equating to use; this time the focus is on the disclosures only. 
The idea to hone in on disclosures in a separate question came from the discussion with 
the CFA qualified individual during the pilot period. PwC (2010) distinguishes between 
numbers and disclosures in their survey as such confirming the importance of 
distinguishing the two. Question ten originates from the PwC (2010) survey (again PwC 
focused on financial instruments in totality as opposed to fair values specifically). This 
question tests usefulness in an indirect way; if all the fair value numbers were useful, the 
user would not have to adjust for a particular figure. Question eleven is inspired by Gassen 
DQG 6FKZHGOHU¶V  VWXG\ 7KH\ QRWLFHd that financial professionals are sensitive to 
the impact of liquidity on the usefulness of fair value. This question will test the impact of 
OLTXLGLW\RQDQDO\VWV¶XVHRIIDLUYDOXH 
 
Note that the overlap with questions used in prior studies enables the researcher to 
compare the results of the current study with the results of prior studies and grants some 
assurance that the questions are suitable because ³LQDVHQVH´WKHTXHVWLRQVZHUH³SLORWHG
IRU \RX´ %U\PDQ & Bell: 263). However, this research contributes to the existing 
literature through the consistent focus on fair value and usefulness and the qualitative 
characteristics DVRSSRVHG WR3Z&¶V (2010) focus on LQYHVWPHQWSURIHVVLRQDOV¶YLHZVRQ 
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the reporting for financial instruments (certain instruments are carried at fair value and 
others are carried at amortised cost) or GasseQ DQG 6FKZHGOHU¶V  IRFXV RQ WKH
comparative usefulness of different measurement bases. There is also a difference in 
analysis. PwC (2010) analysed their data per question and Gassen and Scwedler applied 
statistical analysis. The current research mostly applied thematic analysis. However, PwC 
provides a summary of findings that would closer reflect a thematic analysis. 
 
6HFWLRQ([SORULQJWKHXVHUV¶YLHZVRQIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVVZLWKLQWKHFRQWH[WRI
the Conceptual Framework 
Figure 5 ± Interview question twelve 
Question 12: For each statement, please circle the answer that is true/ closest to the 
truth 
 
To what extent do you agree with the following statements about assets and liabilities 
that are measured at fair value on the balance sheet, fair value movements that impact 
the income statement or equity and the disclosures thereof. 
 (The below relate to primary financial statements and footnotes/disclosures to 
primary financial statements). 
 
1. Fair value is not aggressive or conservative; i.e. no hidden agenda 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree 
 
2. I have the necessary information about assets and liabilities measured at fair 
YDOXHDVZHOODVIDLUYDOXH¶VLPSDFWWRWKHLQFRPe statement and equity; to make 
decisions 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree 
 
3. Fair value measurement and disclosures are clear and accurate 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree 
 
4. The use of fair value (in primary financial statements and disclosures) enables me 
to compare entities 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree 
 
5. Fair value information is verifiable 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree 
 
6. Fair value measurement and disclosures impact my decisions 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree 
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7. Fair value information is clear and concise 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree 
 
8. The use of fair value and the disclosure notes around fair value assist me to 
confirm expectations and make predictions 
Strongly Agree            Agree                 Neutral                Disagree             Strongly Disagree 
 
Question twelve is based on the definitions of the qualitative characteristics (IASB, 
2010b). This question enables the researcher to assess whether the respondent considers 
fair value to be faithfully represented, comparable, verifiable, timely, understandable and 
relevant. This question links directly to the third research objective, namely to assess the 
H[WHQW WRZKLFKDQDO\VWVSHUFHLYH IDLUYDOXH DVXVHIXO DVGHILQHGE\ WKH ,$6%¶V 2010b: 
4& ³TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI XVHIXO LQIRUPDWLRQ´ Herrmann et al. (2006) is an 
example of prior research that utilised the individual qualitative characteristics of 
accounting information in US GAAP to measure the usefulness of fair value. However, 
their analysis did not include views from users, instead it was an argument built on 
existing literature, and their focus was fixed assets as opposed to financial instruments. 
 
Question 12.1 is interested in whether analysts view fair value as a neutral measure and if 
so, to what extent. The IASB (2010b) identifies neutral information as one of the three 
elements of faithfully represented data and defines such information as unbiased. 
 
Question 12.2 relates to completeness; this is the second component constituting faithful 
representation. This question measures the extent to which analysts deem fair value 
information in financial reports to be sufficient. The IASB (2010b: QC13) defines 
FRPSOHWHQHVVDVWKHDYDLODELOLW\RIDOOWKHLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWDXVHUQHHGV³WRXQGHUVWDQGWKH
SKHQRPHQRQEHLQJGHSLFWHG´ 
 
Question 12.3 is aimed at measuring the last of the components of faithful representation, 
namely accuracy. The IASB (2010b: QC15) views accuracy as a description that is 
without ³errors or omissions´ as well as the selection and application of a process without 
any errors. Accuracy is QRWVHHQDV³SHUIHFWO\DFFXUDWHLQDOOUHVSHFWV´7KH,$6%XVHVWKH
example of an estimate as something that cannot be assessed as being either ³accurate or 
inaccurate´. However, the number FDQ EH GHVFULEHG ³FOHDUO\ DQG DFFXUDWHO\´ DV DQ
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estimate, the estimation process can be explained and a suitable process (to make the 
estimate) can be chosen and applied without errors. 
 
Question 12.4 assesses if fair value enables analysts to compare entities. Comparability is 
concerned with both comparisons over time and comparisons across entities (IASB, 
2010b). The IASB (2010b) notes how consistency enhances comparability. 
 
4XHVWLRQPHDVXUHVDQDO\VWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRIWKHYHULILDELOLW\RIIDLUYDOXH7KH,$6%
(2010b) considers verifiability to be an assurance of faithful representation. Verifiability is 
seen as the general agreement amongst a number of knowledgeable, independent people 
that a particular item is faithfully represented. Agreement does not only entail a number 
but could relate to a range of numbers.  
 
Question 12.6 measures if the analysts perceive fair value to be generally useful and if so, 
to what extent. This question is based on the IASB (2010b: OB2) who links usefulness to 
³PDNLQJ GHFLVLRQV´ 4XHVWLRQ 12.6 is also a control question. In section 3 UHVSRQGHQWV¶
views on and use of fair value were explored. If respondents mentioned any use of fair 
value in decision making; the expectation is that they will mark anything from neutral to 
strongly agree to this question. The selected level of usefulness should align with their 
discussion of how they use fair value. This question also touches on timeliness. This is a 
concept that the IASB (2010b4&GHILQHVDVWKHDYDLODELOLW\RILQIRUPDWLRQ³LQWLPHWR
EHFDSDEOHRI LQIOXHQFLQJ´GHFLVLRQV Therefore if analysts indicate that fair value under 
IFRS is generally useful, this will be interpreted as an indication that it is timely enough. 
 
Question 12.7 measures if fair value is understandable. The IASB (2010b: QC30) notes 
that the classification, characterisation and presentation of information in a clear and 
FRQFLVH PDQQHU ³PDNHV LW XQGHUVWDQGDEOH´ The Conceptual Framework specifies that 
complex items cannot simply be omitted to make financial reports easier to understand. 
 
 Question 12.8 measures particiSDQWV¶ YLHZ RQ WKH UHOHYDQFH RI IDLU YDOXH 5HOHYDQFH LV
GHILQHG DV WKH FDSDELOLW\ WR LQIOXHQFH GHFLVLRQV GXH WR ³SUHGLFWLYH YDOXH FRQILUPDtory 
YDOXH RU ERWK´ ,$6% 2010b: QC7). Note that the question in this study refers to the 
actual assistance in confirming or predicting. The Conceptual Framework, however, 
intends a concept that encompasses information that actually impacts decision or has the 
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ability to impact decisions. As such, this question only addresses part of the Conceptual 
Framework¶V concept of relevance.   
 
5HVSRQGHQWV¶DQVZHUVFDQEHFRPSDUHGagainst one another because the various concepts 
are clearly defined. As such, the issue of different people attaching different meanings to 
concepts is overcome (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Analysts mostly explained their thought 
processes. This allowed a GHHSHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIUHVSRQGHQWV¶VHOHFWLRQV 
 
6HFWLRQ([SORULQJWKHXVHUV¶QHHGVLQWHUPVRIWKHTXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKH
Conceptual Framework 
Figure 6 ± Interview question thirteen 
Question 13: Imagine you are given the chance to rank characteristics that impact the 
usefulness of fair value. How would you rank the items below? 
 
1 is most important 
 
Different characteristics can have the same ranking 
 
 
1.Understandability                                        
Ranking: 
 
2.Faithful representation (reliable, complete, materially correct, neutral) 
Ranking: 
 
3.Comparability 
Ranking: 
 
4.Relevance (information is used to confirm and/or predict) 
Ranking: 
 
5.Timely enough to impact your decision making process; including the use of 
information in trend analysis 
Ranking: 
 
6.Verifiability  
Ranking: 
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Question thirteen assesses the relative importance of the Conceptual Framework¶V six 
qualitative characteristics. This question lacks detailed definitions. These were deliberately 
omitted to avoid overwhelming the respondents with lengthy definitions that might result 
in a loss of interest. This question provides a direct comparison between the usefulness 
criteria that users deem important (question thirteen DQG IDLU YDOXH¶V perceived 
performance against these usefulness criteria (question twelve). This allows the 
identification of a JDS EHWZHHQ UHVSRQGHQWV¶ QHHGV LQ WHUPV RI XVHfulness and their 
perceptions concerning IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQess. Therefore, section 5 addresses the final 
UHVHDUFKREMHFWLYHQDPHO\WRFRPSDUHDQDO\VWV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGVZLWKWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQRI
fair value under IFRS. 
 
3.3.7 Data collection 
 
Interviews were arranged either telephonically, via email or through the use of LinkedIn. 
Prior research acknowledged that analysts have limited time (Elliott et al., 2007 cited in 
Gassen & Schwedler, 2010; Whitwell et al., 2007). Adding to an already limited 
availability; interviews took place from January 2012 until the end of April 2012 which 
included periods where HQWLWLHV¶ ILQDQFLDO results were released.  To make the interview 
invitations seem more attractive the analysts were mostly assured that interviews would 
only last for a limited amount of time. What follows is a discussion of the process of the 
interviews, not the content. 
 
A summary framework of the research was sent to eighteen of the twenty participants 
prior to the actual interviews. The fact that two participants did not receive a copy is not 
deemed to distort results. This deduction is based on the fact that the summary framework 
is a very high-level document that was intended to inform the participants of the aims of 
the research and general interview focus, without communicating the actual questions. 
Analysis of the data served as further proof that the eighteen interviewees who received 
summary frameworks were not advantaged above the two who did not receive a summary 
framework. The average number of unique codes attributed to the twenty interviews was 
39. Of the two affected interviews, one interview was coded with 39 and the other with 43 
codes. This average number of unique codes is only an approximation of interview depth 
as all codes (including functional codes) are included. However, this is deemed a 
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reasonable approximation, particularly as the same measure (the combination of functional 
and thematic codes) is applied across the twenty interviews. This suggests that interviews 
with respondents who did not receive a summary framework were as content-rich as those 
with respondents who did receive a summary framework.   
 
The gatekeeper who arranged three interviews for the researcher wanted to see the actual 
TXHVWLRQV WR HQVXUH FRPSOLDQFH ZLWK WKHLU ILUP¶V SROLF\ $ FRS\ RI WKH DFWXDO TXHVWLRQV
was given to the gatekeeper with the understanding that he would only use the questions to 
JHWVLJQRIIIURPWKHILUP¶VGHFLVLRQPDNHUVDQGQRWVKRZWKHTXHVWLRQVWRWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV
Again the number of unique codes was considered to gauge whether these three 
respondents were better informed than the other respondents. The three impacted 
interviews were coded with fewer unique codes than the average of 39. This confirms that 
the affected three respondents were not advantaged compared to the other respondents.  
 
Apart from one participant, all interviewees were interviewed once. The one outlier is the 
participant to the pilot study. He agreed to participate in the main study based on the fact 
that the interviewer struggled to get participants. Bryman and Bell (2011) note how 
multiple interviews with one interviewee could be allowed under qualitative research. 
However, care was taken to minimise the overlap of questions. The transcript to the pilot 
study interview was used for sections that remained unchanged: this relates to the 
demographic questions (section 1), the questions about source focus (section 2) and the 
question about ranking characteristics in line with their perceived usefulness (the final 
section). Notable changes occurred in the third section that investigDWHVXVHUV¶ use of and 
views on the usefulness of fair value. These changes included changing the wording on 
some of the questions and incorporating new questions.  Another change could be seen in 
the fourth section, where analysts were asked to rate fair value against the definitions of 
qualitative characteristics. Even though the nature of each question remained unchanged, 
the wording of the questions changed. The respondent was asked to answer both the third 
and fourth sections in totality. This was done WRHQVXUHWKDWWKHFRQWHQWRIWKHUHVSRQGHQW¶V
interview was comparable with those of the other participants. It could be argued that this 
interview is not comparable with the interviews of the nineteen participants who only 
participated once. They had one chance to articulate their perceptions within an average 
interview slot of 30 minutes. This argument is rejected on the grounds that three months 
passed between the pilot study and the main interview; as such enough time had passed for 
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the interview content to retain an element of unfamiliarity. This postulate was proved upon 
OLVWHQLQJWRWKHDIIHFWHGUHVSRQGHQW¶V second interview. He had to consider the questions 
and deduct reasonable answers as opposed to answering without hesitation. Furthermore, 
the number of unique codes attributed to this SDUWLFLSDQW¶VLQWHUYLHZ was 41. This is very 
similar to the average of 39 and suggests that the participant was not unfairly advantaged 
compared to participants who only took part in one interview. A final validation exercise 
included a comparison of the pilot and the final interview to establish whether the 
LQWHUYLHZHH¶V DQVZHUV ZHUH FRQVLVWHQW The main ideas discussed during the first and 
second meeting were consistent and is evidence of the reliability of the parWLFLSDQW¶V
answers given reliability is defined as consistency in outcome (Field, 2009).   
 
Of the twenty interviews, eleven ZHUHKHOGLQDPHHWLQJURRPDWSDUWLFLSDQWV¶RIILFHV In 
total nine of the twenty interviewees could not or would not arrange for the interviews to 
be held in a meeting room at their place of work. Public areas that were conveniently 
located from the perspective of the participant were chosen for these nine interviews.  
 
3.3.8 Ethics 
 
Ryan et al. (2002) confirm that respondents will be more forthcoming if they are assured 
that their information will remain confidential. Campbell and Slack (2011) and Smith-
Lacroix et al. (2012) applied this principle when they assured respondents of the 
anonymity of their research. The current study utilised an ethics form to explain the nature 
of the study (a research-based study), to assure participants that data would be anonymised 
and to inform the interviewees that they were allowed to change their mind and retract 
data from this study. The ethics form also gave the researcher the permission to audio-
record the interviews and have it transcribed. Participants were given the option to read the 
transcribed interviews and sign off on it before these interviews would be used for data 
analysis. All interviewees signed the ethics forms. This idea of getting sign-off to record 
the interview and giving participants the chance to verify the accuracy of data is echoed in 
the research of Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012).  
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3.3.9 Length of the interviews 
 
Prior studies use the length of the interview as an indication of the information content. 
For example, Campbell and Slack (2008), PwC (2010) and Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012) 
noted the length of their interviews.  The interviews to the current study lasted 30 minutes 
on average27. The shortest interview lasted just over seventeen minutes and the longest 
interview lasted just short of an hour. However, the coded transcripts to the interviews 
provide evidence that the length of the interview is not a proxy for its information content. 
The average number of unique codes that were allocated per interview was 39. The 
shortest interview resulted in a transcript coded with 39 unique codes. The longest 
interview was coded with 43 codes. In fact, if unique code per minute is used as a proxy of 
the content-richness of an interview, this measure indicates an inverse relation between 
information content and time spent in the interview. 
 
3.3.10 Data description  
 
7KH GHPRJUDSKLFV RI WKH UHVSRQGHQWV ZHUH FDSWXUHG LQ ³SURILOH PDWULFHV´ %HUQDUd & 
Ryan, 2010: 111) where the cases/respondents28 were tabulated against variables that 
could impact their answers.  
 
The current study distinguished between buy-side, sell-side and credit-rating analysts to 
enable a more granular analysis across the financial analyst sample as advocated by 
Campbell and Slack (2011). The cohort includes one buy-side analyst, seventeen sell-side 
analysts and two credit-rating analysts. The broader sector focus is the financial sector, but 
within this sector the breakdown is: eleven analysts focusing predominantly on banks, five 
focusing on banks and/or other financials29 and four focusing on insurance.  
 
 
 
                                                          
27
 This excludes the initial exchange of pleasantries, explanation of ethical considerations and the 
corresponding signing of the ethics form. 
28
 These profile matrices are not shown to protect confidential information.  
29
 These analysts are separated from the banks analysts because other financials constitute a prominent part 
of their research. 
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Figure 7 - Breakdown of sub-sector and analyst-type 
Sector 
Total 
number of 
analysts Buy-side Sell-side Credit-rating 
Banks   11 
 
9 2 
Banks and/or Other 
Financials 5 1 4 
 Insurance 4 
 
4 
 Total                                   20 1 17 2 
 
The small sub-VHFWRU UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ LV GHHPHG DFFHSWDEOH LQ OLJKW RI 3Z&¶V  
study where they mostly did not distinguish between WKH DQVZHUV IURP ³EDQNLQJ
LQVXUDQFH DQG JHQHUDOLVWV´ LQGXVWULHV EDVHG RQ LPPDWHULDO YDULDQFH EHWZHHQ VXE-sectors. 
Barker and Imam (2008: 316) is an example of a prior study where a total of 35 analysts 
were interviewed but within this they had only four DQDO\VWVIRUHDFKRIWKH³0HGLD´DQG
³5HWDLO´ VHFWRUV DQG ILYH IRU WKHZKROHRI WKH ³)LQDQFLDO´ VHFWRU7KH %DUNHU DQG ,PDP
(2008) study did not even identify the sub-sectors within the financial sector.  
 
The majority of respondents to this study are from the sell-side. Campbell and Slack 
(2011: 55) only focused on sell-VLGHDQDO\VWVDVDQ³LPSRUWDQWFDSLWDOPDUNHWSDUWLFLSDQW
JURXS´  ,W FDQ EH DUJXHG WKDW WKH LQFOXVLRQ RI WKUHH QRQ-sell-side analysts is arbitrary 
compared to the large number of sell-side analysts. However, these views are included 
because this study is not extrapolated to the sell-side analyst population and the views of 
non-sell-side analysts provide a potentially different viewpoint that this study could 
unearth.  
 
The analysis and discussion only distinguishes between sub-sectors of the financial sector 
and analyst type where these are deemed material. This follows the approach taken by 
PwC (2010). The CFA Institute (2009)30, Gassen and Schwedler (2010) and the SEC 
(2008) did not even give a breakdown of perspective per sector or analyst type.  As per 
PwC (2010), the current study only identified a few noteworthy differences between the 
sub-sectors.  
 
                                                          
30
 The CFA Institute categorised by occupational group and region. All research analysts fell into the same 
group. 
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All the respondents hold degrees, the majority of these degrees relate to maths, economics 
and/or business. Amongst the twenty analysts they hold sixteen charters. The respondents 
to this study have an average experience of just over seven years in this or a similar role. 
7KHQXPEHUVRI\HDUV¶H[SHULHQFHDVZHOODVWKHDFDGHPLF- and professional qualifications 
are important for the current study. This is because the Conceptual Framework demands 
that users have an acceptable level of financial knowledge and are willing to study the 
information with sufficient vigour in order to understand the financial information (IASB, 
2010b). The UHVSRQGHQWV¶qualifications and their actual experience in the field evidence 
that the respondents have applied themselves in an effort to understand financial 
information. 
 
The twenty respondents represent fifteen different companies. The maximum number of 
respondents from any one company is three. This variation in company is necessary to 
ensure independent responses. Company culture could influence respondents to answer in 
a similar way.  
 
Three of the twenty respondents were not working as analysts at the time of the interview. 
Smith-/DFURL[HW DO  LQFOXGHG WKHYLHZVRI³SDVWRUSUHVHQW´ DXGLWRUV LQ WKHLU
paper concerning the impact of fair value on the role of the auditor. This confirms the 
relevance oIDFWRUV¶YLHZVHYHQDIWHUWKH\KDYHOHIWWKHDUHDRIIRFXV 
 
3.3.11 Manipulation of primary data prior to analysis 
 
All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed as advised by Guest et al. (2006) and 
Ryan et al. (2002). The audio-recordings were transcribed verbatim. The use of stop-words 
VXFKDV³\RXNQRZ´WKHUHSHWLWLRQ RIZRUGVWKHXVHRI³XPPV´DQGSDXVHVZHUHLJQRUHG
WR D ODUJH H[WHQW LQ WKH WUDQVFULSWLRQ SURFHVV 7KLV LV LQ OLQH ZLWK %HUQDUG DQG 5\DQ¶V
(2010: 37) observation that actual, recorded speech is very disorganised and unless you are 
GRLQJ³FRQYHUVDWLRQDQDO\VLV´\RXGRQRWQHHGD³WUXO\YHUEDWLPWUDQVFULSWLRQ´To ensure 
that all interview transcripts were reliable representations of the actual interview, all 
transcripts were checked for representative validity by the researcher who also conducted 
the interviews. Checking entailed listening to the recordings numerous times whilst 
reading the transcripts and correcting errors.  
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As per Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012), data accuracy was sought by giving every participant 
the opportunity to read their interview transcript. Seven participants validated their 
interview transcripts to some extent: two participants ³KDGDJODQFH´DWWKH interviews and 
confirmed agreement; one SDUWLFLSDQW ZDV ³KDSS\ ZLWK HYHU\WKLQJ RQ KLV VLGH´ HYHQ
though he had not read the whole interview; two interviewees confirmed their agreement 
with the interview transcripts; one LQWHUYLHZHHUHVSRQGHGWKDW WKHWUDQVFULSWVHHPV³2.´ 
and one interviewee requested changes to be made. The main themes remained unchanged 
before and after the requested changes; as such these adjustments are considered as minor. 
Requests to alter interview transcripts are not uncommon. Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012: 41) 
interviewed auditors concerning the impact that fair value had on their roles as auditors. 
Four of the eighteen auditors requested that insignificant changes be made to the 
transcripts. Another one of the eighteen UHTXHVWHG WKDW ³SROLWLFDOO\ LQFRUUHFW´ GDWD EH
eliminated. The one respondent to the current study who requested changes was 
interviewed in a fairly noisy coffee shop. The participant chose to be interviewed in a 
coffee shop because it was conveniently close to where he works and he did not want to be 
interviewed at his place of work. In some instances WKHUHVSRQGHQW¶VZRUGVFRXOGQRWEH
KHDUGDQGWKLVZDVWUDQVFULEHGDV³>FRXOGQRWKHDUZKDWUHVSRQGHQWVDLG@´7KHUHVSRQGHQW
filled in the bracketed gaps by indicating what he would have said. In instances where he 
stopped mid-sentence; he completed the sentence upon checking the interview. He also 
requested any mention of his prior employer, university and companies that he analysed to 
be eliminated from the transcript in order for the transcript to be truly anonymous. The 
other changes that he requested relate to things that he had said that he GLGQ¶WZDQWWREH
repeated or things that he forgot to say that he wanted to include. Even with these changes 
the main themes and messages conveyed in the unadjusted interview agree to those in the 
adjusted interview. These requested changes highlighted the possibility that interviews 
conducted in public places might not be as audible and reliable as those conducted in 
meeting rooms. The likelihood of unreliable data and the impact to this study were 
considered. Of the twenty interviews; nine were held in public places. Of these, two of the 
respondents had a glance at the interview transcripts and could not see anything wrong. 
Another one of the respondents did not verify in how much detail he went through the 
transcript, but replied that the trDQVFULSW ³ORRNHG 2.´ $lso, all interviews were played 
repeatedly and compared to the transcripts to ensure the transcript was a true reflection of 
the recording. )LQDOO\ WKH LQWHUYLHZHH¶V UHTXLUHGFKDQges did not change the main ideas 
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arising from the interview. As such, the risk of invalid or wrong data (irrespective of 
interview location) was dismissed. 
 
3.3.12 Possible limitation in data collection 
 
Upon considering the interviews it transpired that the interviewer was not consistent in the 
way financial statements were defined across and within interviews. Reference to financial 
statements included various terms including ³DXGLWHGDQGUHYLHZHGILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWV´
³SULPDU\ ILQDQFLDO VWDWHPHQWV´ ³SXEOLVKHG ILQDQFLDO VWDWHPHQWV´ DQG VLPSO\ ³ILQDQFLDO
VWDWHPHQWV´+RZHYHU LW LVDUJXHGWKDW WKLVDSSDUHQW OLPLWDWLRQDOORZHGWKHUHVHDUFKHUWR
JUDVS WKH IXOO EUHDGWKRI IDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV XQGHU ,)567KLV VWDWHPHQW LV GHIHQGHG
based on the respondeQWV¶ DQVZHUV DQG WKH similar policies governing HQWLWLHV¶ UHSRUWHG 
results and will be explained in more detail below. 
 
Even though the IFRS principles, particularly surrounding disclosures, are followed more 
closely in the annual report and the auditors express an opinion on these results; the 
analysts also use the quarterly numbers to a great extent. Fair value is not only concerned 
with disclosures but is a measurement tool to which basic principles apply irrespective of 
when financial information is communicated. In fact, prior research has linked IFRS and 
quarterly numbers (Duh et al., 2012) as well as IFRS and annual numbers (Landsman et 
al., 2012). In section 2.1 it was argued why it is appropriate to include the array of 
methods that companies use to communicate their financial results because the same 
accounting policies drive the reported numbers. 
 
Respondents to the current study often mixed quarterly and annual numbers. This suggests 
that analysts use both quarterly and annual numbers. R1 referred to ³TXDUWHUO\QXPEHUV´
³DXGLWHG VWDWHPHQWV´ DQG ³DQQXDO UHSRUWV´ throughout the course of the interview. R2 
QRWHGKRZ³HYHQLQWKHLUSUHVVUHOHDVHVWKH\ZLOOKDYHDmark-to-market number for « a 
ORWRIWKHDVVHWV´+HKLJKOLJKWVWKHVSHFLILFYDOXHRIWKe audited financial statements when 
QRWLQJ ³VR WKHUHIRUH DFWXDOO\ WKH YDOXH DGGHG WKDW \RX JHW IURP WKLV LV SUREDEO\ JRLQJ
down into some of the footnotes which they may not disclose on the quarterly releases. 
%XW , ZRXOG VD\ IURP D IURP DQ DQDO\VW¶V SHUVpective, it would be the press release, 
earnings releases which are the most valuable or the most important in terms of driving 
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ZKDW ZH DUH GRLQJ´ 5 QRWHG KRZ ³WKH HDUQLQJV UHOHDVH DQG WKH UHSRUWHG DFFRXQWV DUH
HVVHQWLDOO\ WKHVDPH«VDPHWKLQJV$OWKRXJK reporting accounts typically only come out 
annually or bi-annually. . . but you can get reVXOWV HYHU\ TXDUWHU QRZ «´ 5HIHUULQJ WR
questions concerning the use of the numbers and disclosures in the financial statements as 
well as the use of press releases or earnings releases, RVDLG³6REDVHGRQSUHVVUHOHDVHV
HDUQLQJ UHOHDVHV« <HV , PHDQ WKDW¶V WKH VDPH« , UHJDUG WKDW DV DOO SDUW RI WKH VDPH
FRQFHSWKHUH\RXNQRZ«ZLWKQXPEHUVDQGWKHGLVFORVXUHV«´ 
 
7KHUHVSRQGHQWV¶DQVZHUVWRWKHLQWHUYLHZTXHVWLRQV indicated that the lack of consistency 
was not an issue. Main themes could still be defined in an attempt to answer the 
overarching question: Do users of fair value under IFRS perceive fair value to be useful? 
The consistent elements across all studies were: interviewees analyse(d) financial results 
under IFRS, interviews focused on fair value and all the interviews focused on the 
usefulness of fair value. 
 
It is therefore postulated that the inconsistency in exact terminology has not hindered the 
research. In fact, it allowed for the accentuation of the importance of quarterly numbers as 
well as audited and reviewed numbers. This potential limitation in the research permitted 
the impact of IFRS to be considered in its entirety and as such a more holistic view was 
derived on the usefulness of fair value under IFRS. 
 
3.3.13 Framework of analysis 
 
The aim of the thesis is to establish analysts¶SHUFHSWLRQVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXH
and to utilise the qualitative characteristics of useful information as defined by the 
Conceptual Framework to measure the perceived usefulness. The data under consideration 
predominantly consists of qualitative, verbatim transcripts of semi-structured interviews. 
Two of the interview questions employed a Likert scale and one question required the 
ranking of items. However, interviewees mostly explained their thought processes whilst 
making Likert scale selections and whilst ranking the data; thus confirming the qualitative 
focus of the current study. 
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The next section will develop as follows: Consideration will be given to methods of 
analysis employed in prior studies that analysed primary qualitative data. This will be 
followed by a discussion of the method of analysis applied in the current research. 
 
3.3.13.1 Method of analysis employed in prior studies  
 
Only one of the studies that were considered in the literature review was based on 
interview findings, namely that of PwC (2010). Closely related to this were Chatham et 
DO¶V  DQDO\VLV RI FRPPHQW OHWWHUV DQG WKH 6(&¶V (2008) study of primary data 
collected via roundtables and comment letters. Neither PwC (2010) nor the SEC staff 
(2008) give a clear indication of their method of analysis. What does transpire is a focus 
on themes. Chatham et al. (2010) utilised content analysis to quantify support for or 
disagreement with a full fair value approach. They also used codes, derived predominantly 
from the 1998 Conceptual Framework, to understand the reasons for the agreement or 
disapproval. Content analysis is a method through which the occurrence of themes can be 
quantified in order to do statistical calculations (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Seeing as the 
current study is not focused on statistical inferences but the understanding of views; 
&KDWKDPHWDO¶V(2010) content analysis is not a viable option. 
 
PwC (2010) and the SEC (2008) noted main ideas from their research whilst emphasising 
WKHGLYHUVLW\RIWKHLUSDUWLFLSDQWV¶YLHZVBecause the aforementioned studies do not assist 
in methods of analysis; the literature scope was broadened to consider research on similar 
data-VHWV7KH IRFL RI WKH VWXGLHV WKDWZLOO EH FRQVLGHUHGEHORZDUHQRW UHODWHG WRXVHUV¶
views on fair value. However, these studies are deemed relevant in the sense that they 
clarify available methods to analyse transcribed, semi-structured interviews. 
 
Campbell and Slack (2008, 2011) ZHUHLQWHUHVWHGLQDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQYDULRXVDVSHFWVRI
narrative reporting. They recorded and transcribed their interviews with London-based, 
sell-side banking analysts. Campbell and Slack (2008: 4) noted that the transcribed data 
were ³FRQWHQW DQDO\VHG´ LQ DQ HIIRUW WR ³H[SORUH´ WKH LPSRUWDQFH DQG XVHIXOQHVV RI WKH
different types of narrative disclosures under investigation.  This reference to an analysis 
of content means exactly that and does not indicate content analysis in the ³UHVHDUFK
PHWKRG´ VHQVH RI WKH ZRUG. The aQDO\VWV¶ views and use of different types of narrative 
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disclosure were considered through extensive use of excerpts. General themes were 
highlighted, however it was noted that this was not the main aim of the study. Instead, the 
researchers hoped to provide material for future research and enhance the existing research 
in their field. Campbell and Slack (2008: 4) categorise their study as ³XVHU-needs 
DQDO\VHV´ &DPSEHOl and Slack (2011) used the data from the 2008 study to publish an 
article that focused on environmental reporting specifically. Campbell and Slack (2011: 
54-55), LQ WKHLU SDSHU RQ WKH ³GHFLVLRQ-XVHIXOQHVV´ RI HQYLURQPHQWDO UHSRUWLQJ, were 
interested in three overarching themes, noting that their study adds to their 
³XQGHUVWDQGLQJ´. The interview questionnaire was constructed in such a way that each of 
the three areas was addressed. The analysis is substantiated by means of excerpts. Both 
studies report results in a qualitative, rather than a precise quantitative way. Outcomes are 
noted LQ WHUPV RI H[SUHVVLRQV VXFK DV ³UDUHO\´ ³VRPH´ WKH ³PDMRULW\´ ³JHQHUDOO\´
³DOPRVW DOO´ ³PRVW´ ³DOO WKH DQDO\VWV´ ³RSLQLRQV´ WKDW ZHUH ³PL[HG´ ³FRQVHQVXV
RYHUDOO´³VRPH´³DQXPEHURI´DQG³YHU\IHZ´&DPSEHOODQG6ODFN2008: 17 ± 27 and 
2011: 59 - 60). 
 
Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012) were interested in understanding how auditors are affected by 
the use of fair value in their role as auditors.  Six questions guided their investigation. 
They recorded and transcribed their semi-structured interviews with eighteen auditors. 
Instead of allocating a specific label to their method of analysis, they describe the process. 
Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012: 41) note how transcripts were UHDG WR JHW ³D VHQVH RI ZKDW
were the most important aspects discussed and which themes were more often brought 
IRUZDUG´ $ ³WKHPDWLF ILOH´ ZDV FRQVWUXFWHG RQ WKH VHFRQG UHDGLQJ 7KLV ZDV GRQH E\
copying excerpts into a separate file whilst allocating at least one theme to the excerpt. 
Only the most content-rich excerpts remained after an iterative process of reading the 
³WKHPDWLFILOH´6PLWK-Lacroix et al., 2012: 41). Where necessary, the researchers revisited 
the original transcripts. Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012) used the excerpts to consider their six 
questions whilst drawing some links to the existing literature. The interview content is 
GLVFXVVHGLQWHUPVRI³VHYHUDOH[FHUSWV´VXSSRUWLQJDQDUJXPHQW³NH\SDWWHUQVHPHUJLQJ´
³VRPHLQWHUYLHZHHV´DQH[FHUSWSURYLGLQJ³DVHQVH´³DVRQHLQWHUYLHZHHSXWVLW´³PRVW
SDUWLFLSDQWV´³DQRWKHULQWHUYLHZHH´³DQXPEHURILQWHUYLHZHHV´³VRPHSDUWLFLSDQWV´DQG
³DPLQRULW\RI´DVRSSRVHGWRTXDQWLWDWLYHSUHFLVHWHUPV6PLWK-Lacroix et al. , 2012: 43 - 
51).  
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In summary Campbell and Slack (2008, 2011) and Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012) were 
impacted by the extant literature in their field and driven by a desire to understand or 
explore. Campbell and Slack¶V (2008, 2011) and Smith-Lacroix et al.¶V (2012) focus on 
understanding adds an inductive feel. Patton (2002) defines inductivism as a strategy 
whereby ideas emerge from the data as opposed to having predefined expectations. 
However, inductivism does not have to exist to the exclusion of deductivism. Qualitative 
texts note how studies can combine inductivism and deductivism (Bernard & Ryan, 2010; 
Lewins & Silver, 2007; Patton, 2002). Deduction, according to Patton (2002: 453), is the 
SURFHVV ZKHUHE\ DQ ³H[LVWLQJ IUDPHZRUN´ LV XVHG WR DQDO\VH WKH GDWD. These studies 
contain elements of deductivism. For instance Campbell and Slack (2008: 15) note how 
WKHLU UHVHDUFK TXHVWLRQV DURVH LQ DQVZHU WR ³FDOOV IURP´ SULRU UHVHDUFK Campbell and 
Slack (2011) went into their interviews in an attempt to address three overarching 
questions and Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012: 40-41) QRWHKRZGDWDFROOHFWLRQZDV³JURXQGHG´
LQ³SUHOLPLQDU\ WKRXJKWV´ and refer to an interview guide in order to ensure coverage of 
certain themes. Themes were identified in the referenced studies and Smith-Lacroix et al. 
(2012) and Campbell and Slack (2008, 2011) made extensive use of excerpts to prove their 
findings.  
 
3.3.13.2 Method of analysis employed in the current study 
 
The current research, in line with all the studies considered in the previous section, is 
concerned with the identification of themes. In this particular instance the understanding is 
IRFXVHG RQ DQDO\VWV¶ YLHZV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH XQGHU ,)56 As per 
Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012) and Campbell and Slack (2008, 2011), the aim is to 
understand. Using Smith-/DFURL[HWDO¶VPHWKRGRIDQDO\VLVWKHLQWHUYLHZFRQWHQW
was considered for important or recurring ideas. The existence of a theme is not 
necessarily dependent on the frequency with which it is mentioned, as this would place the 
research in the realm of quantitative, content studies. Following &DPSEHOO DQG 6ODFN¶V
(2008, 2011) and Smith-/DFURL[HWDO¶VH[DPSOHs, themes are defined in terms of 
what one or some or an imprecise number of analysts noted and underscored by excerpts. 
Also, following the trend noted in prior research, the analysis combines inductivism and 
deductivism. Deductivism is evident in the generation of the research instrument; the 
questions are grounded in prior literature and the Conceptual Framework. The Conceptual 
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Framework was also used to generate a number of deductive themes. However, an 
inductivist stance is noted in the sense that the content of the twenty interviews were used 
to identify additional themes similar to Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012). 
 
Themes were allocated to the interviews in a process called coding.  Coding as defined by 
0LOHVDQG+XEHUPDQ FRQVLVWVRI ODEHOOLQJ³FKXQNV´RIGDWD LQRUGHU WR UHYLVLW
DQGPDNHVHQVHRIWKHGDWD/HZLQVDQG6LOYHUGHILQH³TXDOLWDWLYHFRGLQJ´DVD
process whereby sections of data are tagged as connected to or being prototypes of a 
KLJKHU OHYHO ³LGHD LQVWDQFH WKHPH RU FDWHJRU\´ )RU WKH FXUUHQW UHVHDUFK D ³XQLW RI
DQDO\VLV´DVGHILQHGE\0LOHVDQG+XEHUPDQFRQVLVWV of phrases, sentences and 
paragraphs that relate to a particular code. Different codes were applied to the same units 
where warranted. Not only were codes used to allocate themes to data; Bernard and 
5\DQ¶V³VWUXFWXUDO´FRGHVZHUHDOVRXVHG6Wructural codes are labels to identify 
more functional data like demographics and topic of discussion.  
 
The data were coded in NVivo (a qualitative analysis software). NVivo allows the 
generation of nodes (or codes) which can then be allocated to data chunks. The researcher 
FRGHGDOOWKHGDWDLQHYHU\LQWHUYLHZ7KLVZDVGRQHLQDQDWWHPSWWRDYRLG5\DQHWDO¶V
³VHOHFWLYHSODXVLELOLW\´7KLVRFFXUVZKHUHGDWDDUH selected because it fits the 
theory. By coding all data and considering all codes against the research question, the 
researcher is forced to consider all the facts as opposed to skimming through the data to 
build a pre-conceived picture. 
 
What follows is a discussion of how codes were generated and how the researcher went 
about coding the data. 
 
3.3.14 Generation of codes, coding of data and use of codes 
 
The coding process was an iterative process as predicted by Lewins and Silver (2007) and 
MacQueen et al. (1998) and as experienced by Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012). This iterative 
process allowed the researcher to establish firm criteria for different codes, to merge codes 
and to add some additional codes to the code book. This section focuses on how the 
thematic codes were generated as well as the application of codes to the data. Upon 
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completion of the coding process there were 58 codes: 21 inductive, 20 deductive and 17 
structural. The coded data gave structure to the information and allowed the researcher to 
answer the research question in its component parts as stated by the research objectives. 
In line with Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012) the initial reading of the interview transcripts was 
used to identify themes. This initial reading occurred whilst listening to every voice 
recording numerous times and considering whether the transcripts were a true reflection o f 
the interviews.  The possible themes were noted in a Word document. The number of new 
ideas arising from the interviews reduced progressively. From around interview fifteen 
onwards few new themes arose. This Word document was studied for apparent overlap (in 
which case themes were merged) and ideas that were peripheral to this study were 
excluded.  The bulk of the inductive codes are the result of the initial reading of all the 
transcripts coupled with the coding of the first few interviews.  
 
Guest et al. (2006) refer to the point of saturation as the standard cut off in qualitative 
research. They then define this as the point where no new themes develop from the data 
that is being analysed. Theoretically this is the argument put forth in defending sample 
size in qualitative research, however Bryman and Bell (2011) pragmatically notes that 
time is a limiting factor when it comes to sample size. Patton (2002) underscores Bryman 
DQG%HOO¶V (2011) pragmatism when they note that sampling to the point of saturation is an 
ideal that suits limitless time and resources. However, the fact that very few new ideas 
arose from around the fifteenth interview onwards, points to theoretical saturation. 
 
The deductive codes were created based on one RI WKLV VWXG\¶V Rbjectives, namely to 
identify the perceived usefulness of fair value if usefulness is defined by the Conceptual 
Framework¶V TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV $V VXFK WKH TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV DQG WKHLU
definitions were used to generate two sets of ten codes each. The first ten31 codes relate to 
usefulness and its characteristics and the other ten codes are exact opposites.   
 
Initially the researcher only coded two interviews in NVivo. The first coded interview was 
reconsidered in detail and a number of changes ensued. For example, the code 
³DPELJXLW\´ZDVFKDQJHGWR³GLVWUXVW´DQG³XQFHUWDLQW\´WRGLVWLQJXLVKEHWZHHQDQegative 
                                                          
31
 Ten is the result of the six main qualitative characteristics, as well as a code for usefulness in general and 
three additional codes for the constituent elements making up faithful representation. 
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stance and perplexity. It was noted how the participant to the first interview transcript 
struggled to answer a particular question. A code was introduced to convey this tension. 
This type of code enabled the researcher to analyse deeper than the obvious. 
 
The researcher went back to the first two interviews and updated the coding following the 
detailed consideration. The code book was also updated and consideration was given to 
the line of demarcation between auxiliary codes. This led to some codes being merged. 
Following this extensive exercise, very few significant changes were made to the code 
book. 
 
The coding of the data in this study is similar to Smith-/DFURL[ HW DO¶V  
DOORFDWLRQ RI H[FHUSWV WR ³DQDO\WLFDO WKHPHV´ 6PLWK-Lacroix et al. (2012) read and 
condensed their ³WKHPDWLF ILOH´ QXPHURXV WLPHV 7KLV HQDEOHG WKH DXWKRUV WR PDLQWDLQ
³RQO\ WKH PRVW PHDQLQJIXO H[FHUSWV´ LQ WKH HQG ,Q WHUPV RI the current paper; NVivo 
UHSUHVHQWVWKH³WKHPDWLFILOH´ where codes (or nodes) were allocated to interviews. NVivo 
facilitated the comparison of different interviews under the same code. It also enabled the 
researcher to drill down into the original source of coded chunks in order to contextualise 
the data.  
 
There is not a one to one relationship between codes and themes. Instead the codes were 
considered in terms of informing the research objectives. Deductive codes were mostly 
absorbed in the themes surrounding usefulness as defined by the Conceptual Framework 
DQGXVHG LQ DQVZHULQJ UHVHDUFKREMHFWLYH WKUHH8QGHUVWDQGLQJ WKHXVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRI
IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV DV GHILQHG E\ WKH TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVtics of the Conceptual 
Framework. A significant portion of the inductive codes led to a detailed understanding of 
the factors that play a role in the usefulness of fair value and numerous codes were 
allocated to the one theme: factors impacting usefulness. Structural codes merely aided in 
checking core elements such as the IFRS focus, fair value focus and financial statement 
focus. Structural codes were also employed to identify certain sections of the interviews, 
for example demographics. A number of codes were considered peripheral to the main 
research objectives and ignored.  
 
Because the interview framework and questions so closely reflect the research objectives, 
the analysis was often informed by the data for each question as opposed to individual 
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codes. For example: Research objective three LVDLPHGDWXQGHUVWDQGLQJXVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQV
RI IDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV DVGHILQHGE\ WKHTXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRI WKH Conceptual 
Framework. This corresponds to section 4 of the interview schedule which requires 
respondents to note their agreement (on a scale from one to five) that fair value meets each 
of these characteristics. Respondents mostly talked the interviewer through their thought 
processes whilst making the selections. As such, thoughts expressed in terms of the 
specific characteristics were analysed in answer to research objective three. However,  
these explanations were enriched by other references to the qualitative characteristics 
occurring throughout the interviews. It was possible to link different sections because 
individual codes were generated for each of the qualitative characteristics and used 
throughout the interviews irrespective of the section to which a data chunk belongs.  On 
the other hand, the data that are relevant to research objective two, the understanding of 
XVHUV¶YLHZVRQ IDLUYDOXH¶s usefulness, were more dispersed across the interviews. This 
necessitated the consideration of a number of codes. However, irrespective of whether 
research objectives were approached from the angle of the question or the code, the fact 
that every piece of data was coded with one or a combination of codes prior to formalising 
the analysis meant that the researcher had an in-depth knowledge of the content of the 
interviews. Upon completion of a reasonable version of the draft analysis, every code that 
was applicable to the research objective was drilled into and the content read in order to 
ensure that material ideas were not overlooked. The researcher went back to the draft and 
updated this where necessary. 
 
3.3.15 Limitations of the coding process 
 
The iterative process experienced whilst coding and analysing the interviews proves that 
coding is not an exact science. Bernard and Ryan (2010: 72) note that there is no absolute 
HYLGHQFHIRUWKH³YDOLGLW\´ of identified themes. Bamber and McMeeking (2010) postulate 
that coding involves some subjectivity. However, following the examples of Campbell and 
Slack (2008, 2011) and Smith-Lacroix et al. (2012), excerpts are used to substantiate 
findings and findings are considered in light of existing literature. This will enhance the 
validity of the findings. 
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Coding only commenced upon completion of all interviews. This was necessated by time 
constraints, constraints on the availability of the transcripts and the fact that most of the 
interviews were conducted within four months. Miles and Huberman (1994) advise against 
this as it is a very repetitive task and may result in less precision. This possible limitation 
was managed by coding over a period of two months to allow enough time for each 
interview. Reliability and validity checks were also incorporated as per the next section. 
The benefit of block-coding is the fact that the researcher is very focused on the coding 
and it enhances internal consistency. The researcher was also not influenced by a coded 
transcript upon doing interviews, as such ensuring more comparable interviews. 
 
3.3.16 Reliability and validity of the research process 
 
The next section will consider how the methods used in this study introduced reliability 
and validity to the research process. 
 
3.3.16.1 Reliability and replication 
 
%HFDXVH RI WKLV VWXG\¶V TXDOLWDWLYH IRFXV WKLV UHVHDUFK DLPV IRU ³SURFHGXUDO UHOLDELOLW\´
whereby another person is able to review the process (Ryan et al., 2002: 155). Miles and 
Huberman (1994) refer to reliability as a constant process that sis conducted with 
reasonable stability. This section will consider how reliability was achieved throughout the 
study ± particular attention will be given to the generation of audit trails to enable 
procedural reliability.  
 
All the interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. Following this the transcribed 
interviews were checked for being reliable accounts of the actual interviews. Participants 
were given the chance to validate the reliability of the transcribed account. Another 
auditable piece of evidence is the code book that the researcher compiled. The codes in the 
code book were used to code the data in NVivo. The code book for this study incorporates 
some of MacQueen et aO¶V³EDVLFFRPSRQHQWV´WKHFRGHQDPHDGHVFULSWLRQ
of the code and an example of how the code might be applied within the data-set. 
Throughout the coding process this code book was a work in progress. This aligns with 
0DF4XHHQ HW DO¶V  observation that the code book evolves with the analysis. 
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However, the significant changes occurred during the coding of and on completing the 
coding for the first two interviews. After this, the creation of new codes was rare. Codes 
were clearly defined as advocated by Miles and Huberman (1994) in order to enable 
reproduction and enhance verifiability.  
 
The researcher listened to the interviews whilst coding to enhance the reliability of the 
coding. This ensured that coded sections were seen in the right context and serves as 
further confirmation of the reliability of the transcripts. After coding each interview a little 
summary was made of high level themes that emerged in every interview. This was used 
as a sense-check upon completion of the write-up process to validate the believability of 
the identified themes. Bamber and McMeeking (2010) also note how reliability of coding 
increases when this process is undertaken by one person as opposed to two or more 
people. The same person conducted the interviews and coded the interviews; therefore the 
coding is expected to be relatively consistent.  
 
0LOHV DQG +XEHUPDQ   SRVWXODWH ³LQWHUQDO FRQVLVWHQF\´ FKHFNV ZKHUHE\ WKH
same coder codes the same data over a period of time and compares the consistency of 
code application. Upon coding the fifteenth interview; the coding of the first interview was 
reconsidered.  This was still deemed reasonable and as such the coding passed the 
³LQWHUQDOFRQVLVWHQF\´FKHFN 
 
Another reliability check that the interviewer applied was to consider the reliability of the 
applied codes. This was done through the comparison of unique codes per interview. This 
ZDVHQDEOHGEHFDXVH19LYRLQGLFDWHVWKHQXPEHURI³QRGHV´RUFRGHVWKDWDUHDOORFDWHG
to each interview. On average 39 codes were applied per interview. In instances where 
significantly more or fewer codes were applied the researcher would consider the depth of 
the interview and whether the interview was exceptionally rich or poor in content 
compared to other interviews. This would serve as a sense-check as to whether all the 
codes were identified or possible errors made in the coding process. 
 
Finally, Bryman and Bell (2011) note how the interviewer can exert influence over the 
respondents and introduce bias. This would impact negatively on reliability. However, 
upon listening to the interviews, it became apparent that analysts are assertive individuals 
who will not verbally agree to something unless they truly mean it. This is intuitively 
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expected based on the nature of their work: they give advice regarding buying, selling or 
holding stock and they need to form clear, well-articulated opinions to satisfy and 
influence their clients.  
 
3.3.16.2 Validity of the research 
 
Bryman and Bell (2011: 42, 43) identify validity as the ³LQWHJULW\ RI WKH FRQFOXVLRQV´, 
ZKLOVW 0LOHV DQG +XEHUPDQ   UHIHU WR YDOLGLW\ DV ³WUXWK YDOXH´ )LHOG 
defines validity as the ability of a test to measure that which was intended to be measured. 
³0HDVXUHPHQW YDOLGLW\´ ³LQWHUQDO YDOLGLW\´ DQG ³H[WHUQDO YDOLGLW\´ DOO UHVLGH XQGHU WKH
EURDGHUFRQFHSW0D[ZHOODOVRLQWURGXFHVWKHLGHDRI³GHVFULSWLYHYDOLGLW\´ 
 
Measurement validity looks at whether a concept is gauged by the measure that is put in 
place to assess it (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Face validity of the research instrument was 
assessed by involving experts at the pre-pilot and pilot stages of the research. Face validity 
is a sub-category of measurement validity (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  
 
Ryan et al. (2002: 155) note how interQDOYDOLGLW\LVUHSODFHGZLWK³FRQWH[WXDOYDOLGLW\´LQ
qualitative studies. They define this in terms of credibility of evidence and derived 
FRQFOXVLRQV8WLOLVLQJ5\DQHWDO¶VVXJJHVWLRQVWKHFXUUHQWUHVHDUFKHQKDQFHGWKH
credibility of the findiQJVE\FRPSDULQJUHVSRQGHQWV¶YLHZVDJDLQVWRQHDQRWKHUDQGDOVR
through comparison of the results with those found in prior studies. The credibility of 
respondents answers were also validated through the use of a control question32.  
 
External validity is concerned with the ability to extrapolate findings (Bryman & Bell, 
2011; Maxwell, 1992). This research utilised snowball sampling to a great extent; as such 
the researcher will not be able to generalise the results (Ryan et al., 2002). However, 
generalisability was never the aim of the study. Therefore this is not deemed an issue. 
 
0D[ZHOOWDONVDERXW³GHVFULSWLYHYDOLGLW\´WKLVLVFRncerned with whether the 
data are factually correct. Descriptive validity was achieved by audio-recording all the 
                                                          
32
 5HFDOOKRZTXHVWLRQVHUYHGDVDFRQWUROTXHVWLRQE\FRPSDULQJUHVSRQGHQWV¶DQVZHUVFRQFHUQLQJWKH
general usefulness of fair value with their prior views. 
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interviews, transcribing all the interviews  and then listening to each interview multiple 
times whilst reading through the transcripts and correcting any transcription errors. 
Participants were also given the opportunity to read through the interview transcripts. Of 
the twenty, seven respondents validated the transcripts to some extent. One respondent 
required minor changes that were discussed in section 3.3.11. 
 
This concludes the chapter RQPHWKRGRORJ\DQGPHWKRGV ,QVXPPDU\1RUUHNOLWHW DO¶V
(2006) constructivist pragmatism is adopted. Epistemologically the study is situated within 
the interpretative realm. The decision-usefulness theory is utilised to understand analysts¶
perceptions RI IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV 7KLV XQGHUVWDQGLQJ LV VRXJKW WKURXJK Whematic 
analysis of semi-structured interviews with twenty analysts in the financial sector. What 
follows is the data findings and analysis in order to answer the research question: To what 
extent do users perceive fair value, under IFRS, to be useful? 
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4 DATA FINDINGS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
 
7KHFXUUHQWVWXG\ LVDLPHGDWXQGHUVWDQGLQJXVHUV¶YLHZVRQ WKHXVHIXOQHVVRI IDLUYDOXH
under IFRS.  The focus is on the analyst as a particular user group. Supporting the 
overarching aim, the objectives of this study are to: 
 
1. 8QGHUVWDQGDQDO\VWV¶ use of fair value under IFRS 
2. ([SORUHDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIulness of fair value under IFRS 
3. Assess the extent to which analysts perceive fair value as useful as defined by the ,$6%¶V
(2010b4&³TXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIXVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ´DQG 
4. &RPSDUHDQDO\VWV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGVZLWKWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
 
What follows is a detailed analysis of the themes that emerged from the data in answer to 
research objectives one to four. SectiRQLVIRFXVHGRQDQDO\VWV¶XVHRIIDLUYDOXHLQDQ
attempt to answer research objective one6HFWLRQZLOOH[SORUHDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKH
usefulness of fair value under IFRS in answer to research objective two. Section 4.3 will 
assess the extent to ZKLFKDQDO\VWVSHUFHLYHIDLUYDOXHDVXVHIXODVGHILQHGE\WKH,$6%¶V
(2010b 4& ³TXDOLWDWLYH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI XVHIXO LQIRUPDWLRQ´ 6HFWLRQ  OLQNV WR
research objective three. Finally, section 4.4 includes a comparison EHWZHHQUHVSRQGHQWV¶
needs in WHUPV RI XVHIXOQHVV DQG WKHLU SHUFHSWLRQV FRQFHUQLQJ IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV LQ
answer to research objective four. Recall that the initial coding occurred at the level of the 
analyst and, where deemed necessary, findings will be reported at sub-sector or individual 
level. 
 
4.1 The use of fair value under IFRS 
 
The first research objective was aimed at exploring analysts¶ XVH RI IDLU YDOXH $OO WKH
analysts confirmed that they have some use for fair value under IFRS. The fact that 
analysts use the fair value information was interpreted as an indication of usefulness. This 
deduction is tied to the Conceptual Framework¶Vobjective for financial reporting, namely 
financial information should be useful in making economic decisions (IASB, 2010b). In 
this sense a theme arose that fair value is useful as the interviewed analysts use fair values 
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when making decisions or when analysing an entity. This analysis will in turn impact 
advice that feeds investment decisions. 
 
Even though analysts use the fair value under IFRS, a strong theme arose that fair value 
XQGHU,)56LVQRWDQDO\VWV¶PDLQIRFXV$IHZUHVSRQGHQWVJDYHWKHLPSUHVVLRQWKDWWKH\
use fair value because it is a measurement basis in financial statements. This begs the 
question whether fair value is seen as useful in its own right. However, a number of 
respondents postulated that fair value gives a fairer reflection of true value. Uses of fair 
value under IFRS include a consideration of the risks introduced or hedged through fair 
value usage, use of fair values in model-inputs, analysing the volatility introduced by fair 
value, identification of the type of instrument being fair valued, identification of the fair 
value designation either through the income statement or equity and a consideration of the 
FRPSDQ\¶V YDOXDWLRQ PHWKRGRORJ\ 9DOXDWLRQ LV DOVR GLUHFWO\ OLQNHG WR EDQNV¶ FDSLWDO
which is closely monitored by the regulator.  
 
Analysts who hold banks in their portfolios tend to use the disclosures around the levels of 
fair values more than other analysts. This is because banks are exposed to the riskier, 
modelled fair valued instruments and the analysts need to be aware of the relative 
exposure to these kinds of instruments. Modelled fair values are likelier to be incorrectly 
valued because the prices for these instruments are not actively traded.  
 
In answer to research objective oneDQDO\VWV¶have different uses for fair value. However, 
fair value under IFRS is used by all the analysts and therefore seen as useful measured 
against the Conceptual Framework¶s objective for financial information.  
 
$QDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
 
This VHFWLRQH[SORUHVDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56$VVXFK
this focuses on research objective two. Even though research objective two was defined as 
understanding analysts¶ YLHZV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH XQGHU ,)56 LW
EHFDPHDSSDUHQWWKDWVXFKDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJLVZURXJKWZLWK³LIVDQGEXWV´8VHIXOQHVVRI
fair value is neither an independent nor an absolute concept. Instead usefulness is 
impacted by third party verification, usefulness of fair value under IFRS is achieved in 
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combination with other information, the analysts contribute to usefulness, usefulness is 
linked to entity-specific factors and market fDFWRUV SOD\ D UROH LQ IDLU YDOXH¶V SHUFHLYHG
usefulness. As such, research objective two will be considered in light of factors that 
LPSDFW IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV DV RSSRVHG WR JLYLQJ D GHILQLWLYH DQVZHU UHJDUGLQJ IDLU
YDOXH¶VSHUFHLYHGXVHIXOQHVV 
 
The diagram below is a visualisation of five main33 factors that impact the usefulness of 
fair value with three of the factors broken down into sub-factors. These factors were 
inductively derived from the primary data. This section will be structured in the same 
order as the diagram. The findings will be enriched through the extensive use of excerpts.   
 
Figure 8 - Factors impacting the perceived usefulness of fair value 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
33
 Note that section 4.3 is devoted to the qualitative characteristics of useful information. Therefore, even 
though things like the accuracy of the measure or the relevance RI WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ LPSDFWRQ IDLUYDOXH¶V
perceived usefulness, these qualitative characteristics are considered separately in section 4.3. 
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4.2.1 Third party verification 
 
The first factor that impacts usefulness is the fact that fair value under IFRS is verified by 
an independent third party (indicated by F1 in figure 8). Numerous analysts mentioned 
auditors and their role in verifying the financial statements. When it comes to banks, the 
regulator also plays an important role in providing assurance. This dependence on third 
SDUWLHVLVQHFHVVLWDWHGE\DODFNRIWUDQVSDUHQF\IURPWKH³RXWVLGH´+RZHYHUHYHQWKRXJK
analysts need auditors to verify the numbers, a number of analysts voiced their scepticism 
regarding the audit process when it comes to modelled fair values. 
 
The following quotes DUWLFXODWHDQDO\VWV¶GHSHQGHQFHRQWKHDXGLWSURFHVV 
 
R5: ³«,PHDQZHZLOOQRWEHDEOHWRYHULI\6RZHXQGHUVWDQG\RXNQRZDXGLWRUVDUH
supposed to do that.´ 
 
 R17: ³, SUREDEO\ ZRXOGQ¶W JR WR WKH HIIRUW RI UH-checking every single asset in a 
FRPSDQ\$VORQJDVWKHUH¶VDQDFFRXQWDQWWKDW¶VVLJQHGLWRII,f something looks very 
funny, ,¶OOFKHFNLWRXW´ 
 
,W EHFDPH DSSDUHQW WKDW SHRSOH RQ WKH ³RXWVLGH´ such as analysts, do not get all the 
LQIRUPDWLRQWKH\QHHGWRYHULI\WKHQXPEHUVDQGDVVXFKWKH\QHHGWRUHO\RQWKH³LQVLGH´
knowledge of auditors and regulators.  
 
R8: ³[I]W¶VYHU\GLIILFXOW WR VHFond guess that from outside«ZH WUXVWPDQDJHPHQW WR
give XVDIDLUYDOXHDQGWKHDXGLWRUVWRGRWKDWDQGUHJXODWRUV´ 
 
R10: ³[F]URPWKHRXWVLGHWKHUH¶VQRZD\RIWHOOLQJZKHWKHUWKH\¶UHFRUUHFWRQWKHLUOHYHO
three YDOXDWLRQVRUQRW´ 
 
+RZHYHUQXPHURXVH[FHUSWVSURYHWKDWDQDO\VWVDUHVFHSWLFDORIDXGLWRUV¶ opinions. This 
scepticism is focused on modelled fair values that are not transparent and easily verifiable. 
 
R1, when thinking about modelled fair values, noted:  
³>3@HRSOHGRQ¶WKDYHDJUHDWGHDORI WUXVW LQEDQNVDQG WKHLUDXGLWRUV¶DELOLW\ WRYDOXH
thHVHSURGXFWV´ 
 
R3: ³«,DPQRWDFFXVLQJauditors of making things up«LW¶VSHUIHFWO\SRVVLEOHIRUtwo 
people to come up with a very, very different valuation in complete faith. Both of them 
come up with a completely different valuation for exactly the same instrument, because 
you got to come to a view on what the cash flows are attached to it, you got to come to 
DYLHZDVWRZKDWWKHGLVFRXQWUDWHLVWKDW\RXVKRXOGEHXVLQJ«´ 
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R14: ³,)56 SODFHV quite a strong burden on them [auditors] because the information 
they have is confidential to all market participants and«DUJXDEO\ WKH\¶UH QHZ
VWDQGDUGV VR WKH DXGLWRUV GRQ¶W QHFHVVDULO\ KDYH WKH FDSDELOLWLHV WR GR LW $QG ZLWK
VRPHWKLQJDVVHQVLWLYHDVWKLV«,PHDQZH¶UHQRWWDONLQJDERXWDFFRXQWLQJLQIRUPDWLRQ
hHUH DQG FKHFNLQJ WKH QXPEHUV DUH ULJKW ZH¶UH ORRNLQJ DW PDUNHW LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG
XQGHUVWDQGLQJWKHZD\WKHFDSLWDOPDUNHWVZRUNVR´ 
 
This sub-section explored the theme that analysts depend on auditors and regulators to 
YHULI\ WKH ³LQVLGH´ LQIRUPDWLRn and as such improve the usefulness of the fair value 
numbers. However, this process is viewed with scepticism if it relates to modelled fair 
values. 
 
4.2.2 Availability of other information 
 
The second factor that impacts usefulness is the fact that the fair valued numbers under 
IFRS are used in combination with other information (refer to F2 in figure 8). As such, a 
combined usefulness transpires. The analysts in this study use an array of information in 
their decision making. A set of financial statements is but one source. The combined 
usefulness is not only relevant to fair value, but the financial statement information in 
general.  Analysts to the current study use additional sources such as MCEV34 (Market 
Consistent Embedded Value) accounts, disclosures under Basel35 and market indicators.  
 
What follows are some quotes to underscore this theme of combined usefulness: 
 
R3: ³,PHDQWKHNLQGRIIHHOLQJLVWKDWWKHQXPEHUVDUHNLQGRIWKHVWDUWLQJSODFHUDWKHU
than the end of the decision making process. And combine that with: kind of 
GLVFXVVLRQVZLWKPDQDJHPHQWVWDUJHWVWKDWWKH\VHW«FRPSDULVRQVEHWZHHQGLIIHUHQW
banks are very important as well when it comes to making decisions and of 
FRXUVH«VWXII OLNHYDOXDWLRQRI WKHVKDUHSULFHHWF LVDOO LQFOXGHG in that obviously as 
ZHOO«´ 
 
R8: ³[A]nalysts are looking increasingly at those [Basel] Pillar III36 disclosures for 
WKLQJVWKDWDUHQRWVKRZLQJLQWKHQRUPDOUHSRUWLQJDFFRXQWV«´ 
 
                                                          
34
 Diers et al. (2012) GHILQH0&(9DVWKHVXPRIWKHIDLUYDOXHRIWKHDVVHWVWKDWFRYHUVKDUHKROGHU¶VHTXLW\SOXV
the present value of expected future profits from existing business for an insurer. 
35
 Basel refers to regulation issued by the Basel committee. The Basel committee is involved in supervision 
within the banking sector and issues standards in relation to capital adequacy (BIS, 2012).  
36
 Pillar III relates to disclosures that are needed under Basel regulation. 
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R17: ³« IRU OLIH LQVXUDQFH WKHUH¶V DQ DGGLWLRQDO VHW RI DFFRXQWV FDOOHG Whe MCV37 
DFFRXQWV « DQG WKDW ZLOO EH XVHG WR LQIRUP « WKH OLIH EXVLQHVV DV ZHOO EXW LW¶V LQ
parallel with, rather than in replacement of, WKH,)56DFFRXQWV´ 
 
This sub-section considered the fact that information under IFRS, of which fair value 
forms part, is not used independently. Instead its usefulness is enhanced by combining 
the IFRS accounts with other sources to satisfy analystV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGV 
 
4.2.3 Analysts contribute to usefulness 
 
The analysts and their interaction with the information constitute the third factor that 
LPSDFWVIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVVVHH)LQfigure 8). Some interviewees conveyed the idea 
that usefulness of fair value is not only dependent on the reported numbers and 
disclosures, but also the fastidiousness with which the information is used. Analysts are 
encumbered by complexity, time and resources. However, their resourcefulness might 
LQFUHDVH IDLU YDOXHG LQIRUPDWLRQ¶V XVHIXOQHVV. What follows is a closer look at the four 
sub-factors residing under analysts¶ FRQWULEXWLRQ Wo usefulness: analysts need to apply 
themselves, analysts are naturally focused on risk, analysts have limitations and analystV¶
UHVRXUFHIXOQHVVPLJKWLQFUHDVHIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV (refer to F3.1 - F3.4 in figure 8). 
 
4.2.3.1 Analysts need to apply themselves 
 
Some analysts argued how important it is that users apply themselves and use the fair 
value information responsibly. Therefore the perceived usefulness is impacted by users 
and in this case, analysts specifically.  
 
The following excerpts highlight the above: 
 
5³>8@QGHUVWDQGDELOLW\«LIRQHLVDVVXPLQJWKDWWKHXVHUVRIILQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWVDUH
VRSKLVWLFDWHGWKDWVKRXOGQ¶WEHWKHPRVWLPSRUWDQWWKLQJ´ 
 
R6: ³[Y]RX FDQ JDLQ D IDU EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ LQ MXVW DERXW DQ\WKLQJ \RX OLNH «
provided you¶YHEHHQDUHVSRQVLEOHXVHURILQIRUPDWLRQDWWKHWLPH´ 
 
                                                          
37
 This is the same as MCEV defined in footnote 36. 
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R8: ³, ZRXOG DOZD\V EH LQ IDYRXU RI VHHLQJ PRUH >GLVFORVXUHV@ « EXW WKHQ WUXVWLQJ
LQYHVWRUV WR UHFRJQLVHZKDW WKH\¶UHVHHLQJDQGREYLRXVO\SURYLGHVXIILFLHQW OHYHOVRI
management education or guiGDQFHDURXQGWKDW\RXNQRZ´ 
 
R17: ³/LNHRQFH,XQGHUVWDQGLWZKLFKLVVRPHWKLQJWKDWPLJKWWDNHPHDZKLOHLILW¶V
really complex, but once I understand it) it will be hopefully the same every time and 
WKHUHIRUH LW ZRQ¶W EH VORZ 7KHQ LI LW¶V GLIILFXOW WR XQGHUVWDQG ,¶OO EH DEOH WR   
XQGHUVWDQGLWVHFRQGWLPHURXQG´ 
 
4.2.3.2 Analysts focus on riskier areas 
 
1RWRQO\GRHVDQDO\VWV¶application of themselves impact usefulness, but also their natural 
focus on areas of risk. When fair value is deemed risky, analysts will spend more time on 
it and it will be useful to have the information. In terms of fair value, this tendency to 
focus on riskier areas is evident amongst analysts who analyse banks. This is because 
banks hold the riskier, modelled instruments within portfolios consisting of varied levels 
of risk. Risk is often measured in terms of modelled fair values as a proportion of equity 
and/or capital. Moves between the different levels of fair value are also monitored.  
 
The following excerpts demonstrate DQDO\VWV¶IRFXVRQULVN 
 
R1: ³>P@HRSOHGRQ¶WOLNHWKHFRQFHSWRIILQDQFLDOVKROGLQJODUJHSRUWIROLRVRIDVVHWVWKDW
DUHQ¶WYHU\HDV\WRPDUN´ 
 
R3: ³7KHRQO\ WKLQJZHZRXOGGRPDWKHPDWLFDOO\ , WKLQN LV WRVD\ZHOO OHYHO three 
assets as a multiple of their capital base is x, or whatever, and with this bank over here 
LW¶Vthree x ... and actually the three [EDQNZHZRXOGEHPRUHZRUULHGDERXW´ 
 
R5: ³$QG WKHUHIRUH LI D FRPSDQ\ KDG D SDUWLFXODUO\ KLJK GHSHQGHQFH RQ OHYHO WKUHH
assets (that had been growing) we would certainly make note of that as a potential 
VRXUFHRIULVNWRWKHUHSRUWHGFDSLWDOVWUHQJWKDQGSURILWVRIWKHFRPSDQ\´ 
 
4.2.3.3 Analysts have limitations 
 
The third sub-IDFWRU XQGHU ³analystV¶ FRQWULEXWLRQ WR XVHIXOQHVV´ H[SORUHV the fact that 
analysts have limitations. They are limited by time, their access to information is restricted 
WR ZKDW LV DYDLODEOH WR WKH ³RXWVLGH´ ZRUOG DQG WKH\ KDYH OLPLWHG UHVRXUFHV 7KHUHIRUH
analysts might find certain information on fair value useful simply because it suits their 
time, access to information and resources. Alternatively, certain information could be seen 
DVOHVVXVHIXOVLPSO\EHFDXVHRIXVHUV¶OLPLWDWLRQV 
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The following TXRWHVSURYLGHHYLGHQFHRIDQDO\VWV¶OLPLWDWLRQV)RUH[DPSOH 
 
R1, when asked whether he would like more information about the models in order to 
verify the numbers replied:  
³[D]o I have the time now to look through that? Probably not«´ 
 
 R8 ³«,ZRXOGVD\ZHGRQ¶WZHGRQ¶WVRUWRIWU\WRVHFRQGJXHVVZKDWPDUN-to-model 
or mark to make-believe numbers might be...%XW \RX NQRZ LW¶V YHU\ GLIILFXOW WR
VHFRQGJXHVVWKDWIURPRXWVLGH´ 
 
R19: ³« WKH ZD\ WKLV MRE LV QRZDGD\V \RX¶UH H[SHFWHG WR FRYHU PRUH DQG PRUH
EHFDXVHWKHUH¶VVWLOOWKHUHTXLUHPHQWIRUDOOWKHFRPSDQLHVWREHFRYHUHGEXWWKHUH¶VOHVV
DQDO\VWV ZKR DUH EHLQJ HPSOR\HG WR FRYHU WKHP 6R ZRUNORDG LV LQFUHDVLQJ«
XQIRUWXQDWHO\´ 
 
This section explored the fact that analysts have limitations. These include time-
constraints, limited access to information and resource-constraints. However, the next 
VHFWLRQ ZLOO FRQVLGHU KRZ DQDO\VWV¶ UHVRXUFHIXOQHVV PLJKW LQFUHDVH IDLU YDOXH¶V DFWXDO
usefulness. 
 
4.2.3.4 Analysts are resourceful 
 
The fourth sub-factor under analystV¶ FRQWULEXWLRQ WR XVHIXOQHVV DFNQRZOHGJHV WKDW
analystV¶ UHVRXUFHIXOQHVV PLJKW HQKDQFH WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH XQGHU ,)56 Some 
analysts stated that reported values are often a starting point and would lead to them 
contacting Investor Relations. All the analysts use other information sources, over and 
above financial statements, in their decision making or to give advice.  Analysts are also 
able to look through the given information and assess the actual situation. 
 
7KHIROORZLQJTXRWHVXQGHUSLQWKLVLGHDRIDQDO\VWV¶UHVRXUFHIXOQHVV 
 
R8: ³%XW,WKLQN\RXNQRZRQHKDVWRVRUWRILQWHUSUHWWKHDFFRXQWLQJWUHDWPHQWDQG«
VRPHWKLQJ¶VZURQJZH¶GORRNWKURXJKLQWHUPVRIDFFRXQWLQJWUHDWPHQW´ 
 
R11: ³,ZRXOGWHQGWRMXVWYHU\TXLFNO\SLFNXSWKHSKRQHDQGVSHDNWRPDQDJHPHQWLQ
that scenario« or not even to management WR ,5 >,QYHVWRU 5HODWLRQV@« UDWKHU WKDQ
ORRNDWWKHGLVFORVXUHVLQLQWKDWFDVH´ 
 
R20: ³,¶GQHHGWRNQRZ\RXNQRZDOODERXWWKHLQGXVWU\DQGPDQDJHPHQWVD\DQG«
HFRQRPLFHQYLURQPHQW´.  
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In summary, this section explored a usefulness factor, namely the role that the analysts 
SOD\ LQ IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV E\ ORRNLQJ DW four sub-factors. From the interviews it 
transpired that analysts need to apply themselves for the information to be useful and 
analysts¶ULVNIRFXVLPSDFWZKLFKfair value information they perceive as useful. Analysts¶
XVHRIIDLUYDOXHLVOLPLWHGDQGGLUHFWHGE\WKHIDFWWKDWWKH\DUH³RXWVLGH´WKHHQWLW\WKH\
report on, time-constraints and limited resources. Analysts¶ UHVRXUFHIXOQHVV SRVVLEO\
enhances their perception of fair value¶VXVHIXOQHVV. 
 
4.2.4 Entity-specific factors impact usefulness 
 
This section will focus on five entity-specific factors impacting DQDO\VWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRI
the usefulness of fair value (refer to F4.1 - F4.5 in figure 8). These sub-factors relate to the 
VL]H RI WKH HQWLW\¶V EDODQFH VKHHW WKH EXVLQHVV LQWHQW WKH HQWLW\¶V GLYXOJHQFH RI
information, the type of entity and the geographic location of the entity. What follows is a 
consideration of each of these entity-specific sub-factors that impact the perceived 
usefulness of fair value. 
 
4.2.4.1 Balance sheet size 
 
7KH VKHHU VL]H RI HQWLWLHV¶ EDODQFH VKHHWV LPSDFWV KRZ DQDO\VWV XVH WKH IDLU YDOXHG
instruments and therefore the perceived usefulness. A number of analysts noted how their 
use of fair value is more high-level than in depth.  
 
The following quotes demonstrate the impact of balance sheet size on the perceived 
usefulness: 
 
R3, when asked if he would have liked enough information to model and check fair 
values, noted:  
³,GRQ¶WWKLQNLWLVSUDFWLFDOWKRXJK«,GRQ¶WWKLQNLW¶VSRVVLEOHEHFDXVH,PHDQWKHUH¶OO
be hundreds of thousands maybe even millions of these instruments, right? So there is 
no way that I could ever...or anybody realistically would be able to copy that or emulate 
it RUUHSHDWLW,GRQ¶WWKLQNLW¶VDFWXDOO\SRVVLEOH«´ 
 
R6: ³%HFDXVHQROHYHORIGLVFORVXUHFDQJLYH\RXVXIILFLHQWFRPIRUWRUJUDQXODULW\RQD
EDODQFHVKHHWRIWKDWPDJQLWXGHVRZHWHQGWRWDNHDYHU\YHU\KLJKOHYHOYLHZ«DQ
episodic interest in the IDLUYDOXH´ 
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R19: ³%HFDXVHWKHUH¶VVRPDQ\WKLQJVWKDWDUHLQYROYHGLQWKHVHLQYHVWPHQWSRUWIROLRV
that they would be providing me with thousands of pages of detail, if they were to 
UHDOO\JLYHPHVRPHWKLQJWKDWZDVFOHDUDQGFRQFLVH«´ 
 
4.2.4.2 Business intent 
 
The second entity-VSHFLILF IDFWRU UHODWHV WR WKH HQWLW\¶V EXVLQHVV LQWHQW $ IHZ DQDO\VWV
OLQNHG WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH WR EXVLQHVV LQWHQW )DLU YDOXH LV XVHIXO LI WKH HQWLW\¶V
intent is to trade the instrument. However, one analyst did fault the current mixed-methods 
balance sheet. This suggests that he chooses consistency in valuation method rather than a 
correlation between valuation and intent.  
 
The following quotes evidence the idea that some analysts support the usefulness of fair 
value if this reflects the entity¶s intent to sell or trade. 
 
R5: ³6R\RXNQRZDEDQNOLNHA38 (which uses relatively little fair value accounting) 
ZRXOGDFWXDOO\EHEHWWHURIIXVLQJOHVV%HFDXVHWKHZD\WKDWWKH\UXQWKHEDQNLWLVQ¶W
really a fair valXH GULYHQ LQVWLWXWLRQ LW¶V D GHSRVLW GULYHQ FRPSDQ\ WKDW WKLQNV DERXW
investing those deposits in an appropriate way... and as a result is very much a banking 
book business and an accrual based business«So, for the same portfolio of assets, if 
you have a SRRUIXQGLQJVWUXFWXUHDQGPLJKWKDYHWRVHOOWKDWERRNWKHIDLUYDOXH¶VRI
great interest to us. If you have a strong funding structure and you have no intention of 
VHOOLQJLWDQGZRQ¶WEHIRUFHGWRVHOOLWWKHQDFWXDOO\WKHIDLUYDOXHLVRISDVVLQJLQWHrest 
DWEHVWDQGZHWKLQNWKHERRNYDOXHRIWKHDVVHWVZLOOEHPXFKPRUHUHOHYDQW´ 
 
R19: ³[Y]ou have to bear in mind that a company might be measured at fair value but 
will be holding something to maturity, so the values of it will be fluctuating. . . sort of 
IURP DQ DFFRXQWLQJ SHUVSHFWLYH EXW DV IDU DV WKH\¶UH FRQFHUQHG QRWKLQJ¶V DFWXDOO\
FKDQJHGEHFDXVHWKH\¶UHQRWORRNLQJWRVHOOLWDQ\ZD\´ 
 
,QVXPPDU\IDLUYDOXHLVXVHIXOLIXVHGWRPHDVXUHWUDGHGLQVWUXPHQWVRULIDQHQWLW\¶VODFN
of liquidity could force it to sell the instruments. However, fair value is less useful if 
entities intend to hold instruments for the long term and are actually able to hold the 
instruments for the long term. 
 
4.2.4.3 Divulgence of information 
 
The third entity-specific factor relates to how forthcoming entities are with information. In 
                                                          
38
 The name of the bank was replaced in the interest of confidentiality. 
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general the availability of information is useful, but there is a fine line between useful and 
an information-overload.  
 
The next few quotes indicate the usefulness of having information available. 
 
R1, when talking about modelled fair values noted:  
³>*@iven the extent of suspicion that surrounds financial companies and their, you 
NQRZ WKHLU DXGLWHGVWDWHPHQWV«,WSUREDEO\ZRXOGQ¶WEHDEDG WKLQJ IRU \RXNQRZ
investor « sentiment, invHVWRUFRQILGHQFHLQDFFRXQWVWRKDYHPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQ«VR
WKDWSHRSOHFDQFKHFNIRUWKHPVHOYHV´. 
 
R8: ³:HOOZH¶GDOZD\VOLNHPRUHGLVFORVXUHVDVDQDO\VWVDQGLQYHVWRUV«´ 
 
However, too much disclosure can also shift the balance from useful to useless due to 
information overload. This idea is evidenced by the following excerpts: 
 
R6: ³%HFDXVHLWZRXOGMXVWEHVRELJWKDWLWZRXOGFHDVHWREHXVHIXODQG,WKLQNZH¶YH
JRW WR UHDOO\ JXDUGDJDLQVW WKDWZKHQZH WKLQNDERXWGLVFORVXUHJRLQJ IRUZDUG«LV WR
say: How do we keep this such that people ZLOODFWXDOO\SLFNLWXS"´ 
 
R13: ³,W¶VDOLWWOHELWRIDWUDGH-off though. Because, you know, if they actually give us 
WKHGLVFORVXUHWKHQZHKDYHDQRWKHUSDJHVWRUHDG´ 
 
4.2.4.4 Entity type 
 
The fourth entity-specific factor looks at the type of entity. Whether fair value information 
is useful, and the type of fair value information that will be useful, is dependent on 
whether the entities have large portfolios of fair valued instruments that are sensitive to 
changes in market conditions.  This exposure to fair valued instruments seems to be linked 
to entity type. 
 
The following quotes evidence the impact entity type has on the usefulness of fair value: 
 
R7, when asked how he uses fair value disclosures noted:  
³:LWK LQYHVWPHQW EDQNV LW¶V PRUH LPSRUWDQW EHFDXVH LW¶V PRUH DQ LQYHVWPHQW EDQN
related disclosure than a commercial bank.´ 
 
 
R18, when asked about his use of the fair value numbers and disclosures noted:  
³<HV,ZRXOGVD\SDUWLFXODUO\RQWKHDVVHWVLGH,ZRXOd definitely look at the fair value, 
\HV«I mean for inVXUDQFHFRPSDQLHVEHFDXVHWKH\¶UH financial institutions, obviously 
DODUJHSRUWLRQRIWKHLUDVVHWVDUHILQDQFLDOLQVWUXPHQWV´ 
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4.2.4.5 Geographic location 
 
The fifth entity-specific factor relates to WKH HQWLW\¶V JHRJUDSKLF location. A number of 
analysts highlighted the fact that different countries report in different ways. It also 
WUDQVSLUHGWKDWVRPHFRXQWULHV¶YDOXDWLRQVDUHseen as more trustworthy than others39. As 
such the perceived usefulness of the fair valued information will be impacted by the 
geographic location of the entity.  
 
In summary, this section focused on entity-specific factors that impact usefulness. These 
entity-specific factors can be broken down into sub-factors. The sheer voluPHRIHQWLWLHV¶
balance sheets results in analysts taking a high-level interest in the fair value information, 
fair value is useful if it reflects a business intent or need to trade or sell the instruments, 
the extent to which entities divulge information contributes to the perceived usefulness, 
fair value is useful if the type of entity is exposed to large fair valued portfolios and the 
geographic location of the entity plays a part in the perceived usefulness of the fair valued 
numbers. 
 
4.2.5 Usefulness is impacted by the market 
 
The final factor that plays a role in the perceived usefulness of fair value relates to the 
PDUNHW¶VLPSDFWRQIDLUYDOXH (see F5). This factor is divided into liquidity, volatility and 
cyclicality (see factors F5.1 ± F5.3 in figure 8). What follows is a consideration of these 
sub-factors on the perceived usefulness of fair value under IFRS. 
 
4.2.5.1 Liquidity 
 
The first market-related factor that impacts the usefulness of fair value is liquidity: 
liquidity of both the market and the fair valued instrument. Fair value has less use if the 
instrument is illiquid and if markets are illiquid market prices are less useful. Overall 
respondents are wary of level three LQVWUXPHQWV DQG D QXPEHU RI WKH UHVSRQGHQWV¶
uncertainty and distrust extend to level two instruments. This distrust of modelled fair 
values indicates that liquid, readily traded instruments are more useful. This factor is 
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prevalent amongst analysts who analyse banks as they are the ones who are greatly 
exposed to the more illiquid portfolios.  
 
What follows are a number of extracts to underscore the above: 
 
R1, when thinking about modelled fair values, noted: 
³>3@DUWLFXODUO\ ORRNLQJ DW EDQNV«, ZRXOG NLQG RI ORRN DW IDLU YDOXH DQG VD\ , GRQ¶W
want a large proportion of the asVHWVWREHIDLUYDOXHDQG,ZRXOGQ¶WZDQWWKDWWREHD
large proportion of equity, say, or very large relative to liquid, more liquid assets.´ 
 
5 ³><@ou want to see as few as possible really at level three....and level two in a 
ZD\´  
 
R15: ³«DQ\PRGHOOLQJ,JXHVV\RX¶YHJRWWRYLHZZLWKVRPHGHJUHHRIVFHSWLFLVP´ 
 
R18: ³[I]Q VRPH SHULRGV RI WLPH ZKHQ PDUNHWV DUH VWUHVVHG RU WKHUH¶V SRRU OLTXLGLW\
VXFKDVOLNH«LWPLJKWEHDELWRQWKHDJJUHVVLYHVLGHLQWHUPVRIKRZ\RX
YDOXHDVVHWV«EXWPRVWRIWKHWLPHLW¶VD\RXNQRZUHDVRQDEOHUHIOHFWLRQ,WKLQN´ 
 
However, one analyst put an interesting perspective on liquidity when highlighting the fact 
that liquidity is not purely dependent on the market but an artificial construct: 
 
R12: ³%XWPDUk-to-PDUNHW LVQ¶W WUXWKHLWKHU LQDZD\«mark-to-market is determined 
E\WKHDPRXQWRIOLTXLGLW\WKHFHQWUDOEDQNVDUHSXPSLQJLQ´ 
 
4.2.5.2 Volatility  
 
The second market-UHODWHGIDFWRUUHODWHVWRWKHPDUNHW¶VYRODWLOLW\7KHIDFWWKDWIDLUYDOXH
is so pro-cyclical, and therefore follows the volatile markets, makes it less useful to 
analysts.  
 
The below highlight PDUNHW YRODWLOLW\¶V QHJDWLYH LPSDFW RQ IDLU YDOXH¶V SHUFHLYHG
usefulness:  
 
R2: ³<RX¶UH MXVWJHWWLQJ WRRPXFKYRODWLOLW\ DQG WKDWFDQEHKDUPIXl for stock prices 
EHFDXVH\RXDUHJHWWLQJYHU\ZLOGVZLQJVLQWKH3Q/ZKLFK,GRQ¶WNQRZLW¶VQRWDUHDO
PRYHPHQW´ 
 
R7: ³%HFDXVH , WKLQN« where you see volatile and choppy markets and you see, you 
NQRZIDOOLQJPDUNHWV«,WKLQN\RXZLOOVHHOHVVIDLWK LQIDLUYDOXH«´ 
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4.2.5.3 Cyclicality 
 
The final market-specific factor that impacts the usefulness of fair value relates to the 
PDUNHW¶VF\FOHV:KHQWKHPDUNHWLVDWWKHERWWRPRIDF\FOHDQDO\VWVIRFXVPRUHRQIDLU
values of illiquid instruments and make adjustments to possibly wrong valuations. 
Therefore the availability of information on fair value is more useful. This theme is 
prevalent amongst analysts who hold banks in their portfolios as the credit crisis had a 
significant impact on banks due to sizeable investments in modelled and less liquid 
instruments. These investments, in more risky instruments, DOVR LPSDFWHG EDQNV¶
regulatory capital which in turn affected their liquidity and solvency. 
 
A number of quotes confirm that the use and usefulness of fair value information is 
LPSDFWHGE\WKHPDUNHW¶VSRVLWLRQZLWKLQDF\FOH 
 
R3, when asked whether they adjust fair value numbers, noted:  
³[I]t was certainly happening a lot a couple of years ago when there were certain asset 
classes that were kind of EORZLQJXSDWWKHWLPH´  
 
 R6: ³7KURXJK WKHFULVLs we would spend all day looking at perceptions around what 
cumulative losses should be on fair value accounted assets.´  
 
R12: ³2QHWKLQJWKDW,XVHGWRIRFXVRQ«QRWVRPXFKQRZLVWKHPRYHRIOHYHO two 
assets into level three.´ 
 
R13, when asked about his use of fair value numbers noted:  
³:HOO,PHDQLW¶VPD\EHOHVVUHOHYDQWULJKWQRZEHFDXVHWRVRPHH[WHQWa lot of the 
toxic assets (CDOs and level three assets) that were really causing problems have 
improved in terms of valuation. But during the middle of the financial crisis sometimes 
WKH\¶GKDYH&'2s or sub-primes on the balance sheet and you know that the market 
value of these things has shifted a lot during the period . . . so you would tend to take 
their fair value, at a particular point in time, and then look at how the market has 
EHKDYHGVLQFHWKHQ´ 
 
In summary, this sub-VHFWLRQ FRQVLGHUHG KRZ IDLU YDOXH LQIRUPDWLRQ¶V XVHIXOQHVV LV
impacted by the market. The three market factors that were identified are: liquidity, 
volatility and cyclicality. The fair value numbers are less useful and regarded with more 
scepticism when the market is illiquid and when the instruments are not readily traded. 
)DLU YDOXH¶V SUR-cyclical nature makes it less useful when markets are volatile. This is 
because the fair values introduce instability to the financial statement numbers. Analysts 
tend to spend more time on fair values, and particularly modelled fair values, when the 
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market is at the trough of an economic cycle. Analysts who have banks in their portfolios 
are mostly affected by liquidity and cyclicality as banks are exposed to relatively large 
portfolios of less liquid, modelled fair values. 
 
4.2.6 Summary 
 
Research objective two was aimed at exploring analysWV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV regarding the 
usefulness of fair value under IFRS. The analysis of the data does not lead to an absolute 
answer.  However DQDO\VWV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH XVHIXOQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH XQGHU
IFRS vary dependent on certain factors. These factors are summarised as: auditors and 
regulators imSDFWRQIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV the use of other information in combination 
with the fair values under IFRS influence usefulness; users and the way in which they 
interact with the information play a role in the usefulness of fair values; the entity 
influences the perceived usefulness of reported fair values and the market has an effect on 
IDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV 
 
4.3 The extent to which analysts perceive fair value as useful as defined by the 
,$6%¶V2010b4&³TXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIXVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ´ 
 
7KLV VHFWLRQ IRFXVHVRQXVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQVFRQFHUQLQJ WKHXVHIXOQHVVRI IDLUYDOXHXQGHU
each of the six qualitative characteristics that the Conceptual Framework identified. As 
such, this section addresses research objective three. Recall that the qualitative 
characteristics are: faithful representation (consisting of neutrality, completeness and 
accuracy), comparability, verifiability, timeliness, understandability and relevance.  
 
$QDO\VWV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV UHJDUGLQJ XVHIXOQHVV DV GHILQHG E\ WKH ,$6%¶V 2010b: QC3) 
³TXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIXVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ´ZHUHPHDVXUHGZLWKWKHXVHRID/LNHUW
scale. However, the aggregate quantitative results were mostly inconclusive (hovering 
around neutral), varied greatly between participants and were devoid of deeper meaning 
because these were simply points on a scale. This led to more weight being attributed to 
the content-rich explanations accompanying the Likert scale selections and the data being 
analysed qualitatively. 
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:KDW IROORZV LV DQDQDO\VLVRI DQDO\VWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVFRQFHUQLQJ WKHH[WHQW WRZKLFK IDLU
value meets each of the Conceptual Framework¶V qualitative characteristics. Not only are 
the narratives in relation to the Likert scale selections included in this qualitative analysis, 
but also other direct or indirect references to the characteristics that occurred throughout 
the interviews. The analysis only differentiated between the DQDO\VWV¶ sub-sectors where 
deemed necessary. 
 
4.3.1 Faithful representation  
 
7KHDQDO\VWV¶FRPPHQWV WKURXJKRXWWKHLQWHUYLHZVLQGLFDWHGWKDWWKHUHZDVVRPHGLVWUXVW
regarding fair values being faithfully represented. However this distrust is mostly focused 
on level two and level three instruments and volatile maUNHWV $QDO\VWV¶ VXVSLFLRQs are 
also fuelled by the credit crisis; the credit crisis proved that reality can be very different to 
perceptions. The persistent issues with countries such as Greece also raised concerns about 
instruments, such as government debt that, historically, were easy to value and verify. All 
the analysts who spoke about fair valuation of own debt considered this to not be a faithful 
representation. From an insurance perspective it was noted how equity is inflated in the 
current low-yield environment because assets are fair valued and liabilities are not. IFRS 
also does not faithfully report the situation for life-insurers because it reflects a quarter or 
a year as opposed to the long-term view concerning locked-in profits. What follows is a 
closer look at each of the three constituents that make up faithful representation, namely: 
QHXWUDOLW\FRPSOHWHQHVVDQGDFFXUDF\7KHVXPPDU\RIDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVZLOOEHHQULFKHG
through the use of quotes. 
 
4.3.1.1 Neutrality 
 
Neutrality relates to freeness from any form of bias (IASB, 2010b). A strong theme arose 
that liquid assets are seen as more neutral, whereas modelled fair values are open to 
manipulation. 
 
,QVXUDQFHDQDO\VWVZHUHJHQHUDOO\PRUHSRVLWLYHDERXWIDLUYDOXH¶VQHXWUDOLW\EHFDXVHWKH
majority of their assets are marked-to-market and not open to interpretation. However, it 
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was noted that reserves are open to manipulation and that the mismatch between assets 
(held at fair value) and liabilities (not held at fair value) distorts the balance sheet. 
 
The quotes below demonstrate the susceptibility of modelled fair values to manipulation: 
 
R7: ³$JDLQ WKDW ZRXOG GHSHQG RQ KRZ PXFK RI OHYHO one, level two and level three 
there is. So, if I see a higher level three WKHQ,¶GVD\ELDVHG«´ 
 
R8: ³[L]evel one assets, ZKHUH ZH NQRZ WKDW WKHUH¶V D PDUNHW« , ZRXOG VD\ WKDW
WKHUH¶VQRKLGGHQDJHQGDWKHUH. So I would generally strongly agree with that« I think, 
as I say, ZKHQLW¶VPDUNHGWRPDNH-EHOLHYHWKHQLW¶VDELWGLIIHUHQW´ 
 
R20: ³[I]t would be, you know, could be aggressive. So I disagree because people can 
mark-to-model DQGEHTXLWHDJJUHVVLYHLQWKHLUHYDOXDWLRQV«´ 
 
4.3.1.2 Completeness 
 
Completeness relates to the extent to which analysts deem fair value information, in 
financial reports, to be sufficient and to represent the economic reality (IASB, 2010b). A 
theme arose that fair value under IFRS suffers from limitations. Limitations include 
inconsistent levels of disclosures amongst companies, limited information on how fair 
values were struck and the absence of a sensitivity analysis. Some analysts mentioned that 
the credit crisis proved that you do not really get the complete picture until it is too late. 
 
Comments that accentuate these limitations include: 
 
R1: ³,QWHUPVRIQHFHVVDU\LQIRUPDWLRQ«LW¶VGHILQLWHO\LPSURYHGDORW,¶GSUREDEO\SXW
± I mean it; it varies a lot by company. I think the thing; one of the things with IFRS is 
often«in annual reports, there is such a variety of OHYHOVRIGLVFORVXUH´ 
 
5 ³>0@ore clarity or more assistance in which things are trading, which things are 
DYDLODEOHIRUVDOHPD\KHOS´ 
 
R3: ³$WWKHPRPHQWZHJHWDORWRIUHDOO\KLJKOHYHOLQIRUPDWLRQ«We get a big roster 
of which parts of the balance sheet are classified in levels one, two and three«DFWXDOO\ 
that does not tell me anything, really, and I think what would be more useful would be 
VRPHVRUWRIVHQVLWLYLW\DQDO\VLV´ 
 
R13: ³%XW,WKLQNWKH\FRXOGJRDOLWWOHELWIXUWKHULQWHUPVRI\RXNQRZMXVWJLYHXVDQ
LGHD RI ZKDW LQSXWV WKH\¶UH DFWXDOO\ Sutting into the models and what assumptions 
WKH\¶UHPDNLQJ´ 
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R18: ³7KHUHFRXOGEHDELWPRUHGLVFORVXUHLQWHUPVRI,JXHVVFUHDWLQJPRUHRIDJULG
pattern and having geographic or sovereign exposure ´ 
 
 
4.3.1.3 Accuracy 
 
The IASB (2010b: QC1 YLHZV DFFXUDF\ DV D GHVFULSWLRQ WKDW LV ZLWKRXW ³HUURUV RU
RPLVVLRQV´ DV ZHOO DV WKH VHOHFWLRQ DQG DSSOLFDWLRQ RI D SURFHVV ZLWKRXW DQ\ HUURUV
$FFXUDF\ LV QRW VHHQDV ³SHUIHFWO\ DFFXUDWH LQ DOO UHVSHFWV´ Numerous analysts felt that 
fair value is not that accurate, however possible inaccuracies reside with modelled fair 
values. The fact that a number of analysts mentioned adjustments to fair value during the 
credit crisis indicates a correlation between illiquidity and inaccuracy. Other factors that 
negatively impact on the perceived accuracy are limited transparency that prohibits the 
confirmation of either accuracy or inaccuracy and the credit crisis that raised suspicions as 
to whether beliefs of accuracy are warranted. 
 
A number of excerpts demonstrate DQDO\VWV¶LVVXHVZLWKPRGHOOHGIDLUYDOXH¶VDFFXUDF\ 
 
R1, when thinking about modelled fair values, noted: 
³:KHWKHU,ORRNDWLWWRDVVHVVWKHQXPEHUDQGZKHWKHU,EHOLHYHWKHQXPEHU,¶P
JLYHQ«RIWHQQRW´ 
R14: ³Fair value measurement and disclosures are clear and accurate?  I would disagree 
ZLWK WKDW $QGDJDLQ«D ORWRI WKLVKDV WRGRZLWK WKHVXEMHFWLYHQDWXUHRIKRZ WKH\
FODVVLI\LW,WKLQNDWOHYHORQHWKHUH¶VSUREDEO\QRWWRRPXFK\RXFDQIOXIIDERXWZLWK
because you do have a clear market benchmark and you just do the maths and the 
QXPEHU WKDWSRSVRXW LV\RXUGLIIHUHQFH%XWDW OHYHO WZRDQG OHYHO WKUHH«, WKLQN LW
GRHVRSHQLWVHOIXSWRDIDLUDPRXQWRILQWHUSUHWDWLRQ´ 
 
R20: ³2IWHQWKHVHQXPEHUVDUHYHU\«WKH\¶UHQRWTXLWHDVVSHFLILFDV\RXmight think 
DQGWKHUHFDQEHDKXJHVHQVLWLYLW\WRDVVXPSWLRQVEHKLQGWKHP´ 
 
The following demonstrates the fact that fair value can be perceived as inaccurate in illiquid 
markets: 
 
5³$QGVRPHRIWKHLQGLFHVWKDWFRXOGEHXVHG« in the derivatives market, they were 
DFWXDOO\«WKHLOOLTXLGLW\WKDWZDVDURXQGDQGWKHIDFWWKDWVRPDQ\SHRSOHZHUHPRUH
trying to hedge exposure rather than take exposure through them, meant that 
WKH\¶G«\RX¶GJHWDIDOVHSULFHLQPDQ\UHVSHFWV6R,WKLQNWKDWWKHSUREOHPLVmany 
RIWKHDVVHWV«LWLVQ¶WHDV\WRGHULYHDWDXVHIXOPHDQLQJIXOIDLUYDOXH«´ 
The following evidences the scepticism that follows the failures during the credit crisis: 
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5³$QGDJDLQ\RXNQRZ\RXNLQGRIWKLQNZKDW¶VKDSSHQHGLQWKHFRPSDQLHVWKDW
KDYHFROODSVHG&OHDUO\ WKH\ZHUHQ¶W WKDWZHOO WKH\ZHUHQ¶WREYLRXVO\DFFXUDWH%XW
PD\EHWKDWZDVQ¶W«PD\EH\RXFRXOGQ¶W«PD\EHDW WKDWSRLQWRI WLPHLWZDVWKHEHVW
WKH\ FRXOG GR %XW« WKH\ FOHDUO\ ZHUHQ¶W DFFXUDWH EHFDXVH LI WKH\ ZHUH WKHQ WKH\
would hDYHIRUHVHHQVRPHRIWKHVWXIIZKLFKKDSSHQHG´ 
 
4.3.2 Comparability 
 
Comparability is concerned with comparisons across companies and over time (IASB, 
2010b). Even though some respondents agreed that the use of fair values enables 
comparability, it was clear that there are numerous issues with the comparability achieved 
through reported fair values. Variations were mentioned in both how items are classified 
and what is being disclosed.  The fact that financial statements aggregate data also limits 
the ability to compare.  
 
The extracts below highlight some of the perceived limitations. 
 
R2: ³«KRZPXFKFRQILGHQFHGRZHKDYHWKDWOHW¶VVD\C40 is treating something as a 
trading and D is treating it as available for sale or E« \RX NQRZ VR PD\EH VRPH
consistHQF\DURXQGWKDWPD\KHOS´ 
 
R4: ³,ZRXOGORRNDWWKHFRPSRVXUHRUWKHFRPSRVLWLRQRIWKRVHPRYHPHQWV>JDLQV@
E\DVVHWFODVVLIWKH\JLYHWKDWVRPHFRPSDQLHVGRQ¶WJLYHWKDWGLVFORVXUH´ 
 
5³>7@hose fair value inputs that are subjective can add up . . . which could give you 
DQDQVZHUWKDW¶VPDWHULDOO\GLIIHUHQWEHWZHHQLQVWLWXWLRQV´.  
 
R15: ³%HFDXVHWKHFODVVLILFDWLRQRIDVVHWVDQGOLDELOLWLHVDUHGLIIHUHQWEDQNE\EDQN\RX
NQRZZKRIDLUYDOXHVZKDW´ 
 
 
4.3.3 Verifiability 
 
Verifiability is seen as the general agreement amongst a number of knowledgeable, 
independent people that a particular item is faithfully represented (IASB, 2010b). 
Generally analysts, except for insurance analysts, believe that reported fair values are not 
verifiable. InsXUDQFH FRPSDQLHV¶ IDLU YDOXHG DVVets are mostly marked-to-market, hence 
the prices are observable and verifiable. Identified themes include the fact that verification 
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is not possible when instruments are modelled. Financial statements are also on too high a 
level to allow verification of the detail. However, numerous analysts gave the impression 
that they were not interested in verifying the numbers and that auditors are supposed to 
fulfil this function. Therefore the limited verifiability is not seen as an issue. 
 
The following excerpts demonstrate the above: 
 
R2: ³,GRQ¶WWKLQN\RXFDQYHULI\LWDQ\ZD\« I think as long as you have reasonable 
IDLWKWKDWLW¶VDFWXDOO\PDWHULDOO\FRUUHFW,WKLQNWKDW¶VSUREDEO\HQRXJK´ 
 
R3: ³)DLUYDOXHLQIRUPDWLRQLVYHULILDEOHµGLVDJUHH¶LWSDUWO\LVLWSDUWO\LVQ¶WOHYHO
one stuff is, the level three VWXIIDEVROXWHO\LVQ¶W´ 
 
R8: ³%XWLQPDQ\FDVHVLW¶VQRWYHULILDEOHDWDOOSDUWLFXODUO\mark-to-model´.  
 
R14: ³)DLUYDOXHLQIRUPDWLRQLVYHULILDEOH",¶GGLVDJUee with that. I think some of it is, 
EXW«EHFDXVH LW RQO\ PDNHV XS D FRXSOH RI OLQH LWHPV LQ D YHU\ GHWDLOHG ILQDQFLDO
statement and the underlying information that goes into making up those figures is 
RIWHQFRQILGHQWLDO«,GRQ¶WWKLQNLW¶VUHDGLO\YHULILDEOH´ 
 
5³>2@QWKHEDVLVWKDW,¶PORRNLQJ at insurance companies which generally tend to 
be investing in tradable, safe things, I would say that fair value information is broadly, I 
DJUHHYHULILDEOH´ 
 
4.3.4 Timely enough to be useful 
 
Recall that the current study, in line with the IASB (2010b: OB2), links usefulness to 
³PDNLQJGHFLVLRQV´Timeliness is linked to usefulness in the sense that the IASB (2010b, 
4& GHILQHV WLPHOLQHVV DV WKH DYDLODELOLW\ RI LQIRUPDWLRQ ³LQ WLPH WR EH FDSDEOH RI
influenciQJ´ GHFLVLRQV 7KHUHIRUH WKH IDFW WKDW a large number of analysts are of the 
opinion that fair values under IFRS are generally useful in making decisions, suggests that 
the reported fair value information is timely enough.  
 
However, some analysts noted issues with the frequency of fair value reporting. The 
volatility of fair values reduces the usefulness of quarterly fair value reporting. Notably, 
insurance analysts did not seem to have an issue with the timeliness of financial results. In 
fact, one insurance analyst opted for less frequent formal reporting. This difference 
EHWZHHQLQVXUDQFHDQDO\VWVDQGSDUWLFXODUO\EDQNVDQDO\VWV¶WKLQNLQJFDQEHH[SODLQHGE\
the nature of the businesses. Insurance entities, particularly life insurance, are focused on 
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the longer term view. On the other hand; the capital requirements imposed on banks 
necessitate daily balance sheet strength. 
 
%HORZ DUH TXRWHV WKDW XQGHUVFRUH DQDO\VWV¶ LVVXHV ZLWK WKH WLPHOLQHVV RI IDLU YDOXH
reporting: 
 
5³>*@iven that you may only get these numbers quarterly and the market moves so 
much and people are so concerned now with almost daily balance sheet strength and 
OLTXLGLW\,W¶VGLIILFXOWWRKDYHWRRPXFKFRQILGHQFHLQWKHQXPEHUV\RXDUHJLYHQ´ 
5³%HFDXVH\RXNQRZLIWKHUH¶VDKXJe move then you kind of want to know. To 
VRPHH[WHQWWKH\GRQ¶WZDQW\RXWRNQRZZKDW¶VJRLQJRQEHFDXVHGXULQJWKHPLGGOHRI
a period there could be a lot of dislocation. . . and they might be uncomfortable telling 
you what the fair values are. But then, \RXNQRZE\WKHHQGRIWKHSHULRGHYHU\WKLQJ¶V
improved again.´ 
 
4.3.5 Understandability 
 
The IASB (2010b: QC30) notes that the classification, characterisation and presentation of 
LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ D FOHDU DQG FRQFLVH PDQQHU ³PDNHV LW XQGHUVWDQGDEOH´ A number of 
analysts to this study noted that the disclosures on fair value have improved and some 
analysts were content with the level of understandability. However, the comments 
regarding the clarity and conciseness indicate a general need for improvement.  
 
The extracts below evidence that the understandability of fair value needs to improve: 
 
R2: ³&OHDUDQGFRQFLVH",WKLQN\HDK, LW¶VUHDVRQDEO\FOHDU:KHUH,ZRXOGVD\LW¶VQRW
so clear is, obviously, in terms of how you designate certain things«for treatment of 
IDLUYDOXH´. 
 
R3: ³,WKLQNWKHIDLUYDOXLQJSURFHVVLWVHOILVQRWFOHDUEHFDXVHZHGRQ¶WNQRZKRZLW¶V
done in most cases. TKHZD\ LW¶VSUHVHQWHG, i.e. these are your level ones, your level 
twos and your level threes, has come a long way in the last three or four years...So, I 
would say the information itself is clear and concise, yes, the methodology behind that 
LQIRUPDWLRQLVQRW´ 
R7: ³,WKLQNWKHUHDUHZD\WRRPDQ\QXPEHUVDQGGLVFORVXUHVJLYHQ,WKLQN« the best 
way would be to give the format of disclosure such that it picks up a lot of information 
EXWLWGRHVLWLQDYHU\FRQFLVHDQGSUHFLVHZD\«VRLW¶VHDV\WRUHDG´ 
 
R8: ³[B]ut is the requirements for what they disclose and therefore how they disclose 
LW«\HVLWLVEHWWHUWKDQQRWKLQJ, but«LW¶VQRWDOZD\VFOHDUDQGFRQFLVH«´ 
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5 ³>7@he disclosures can be a bit mind-ERJJOLQJ DQG DV WKH\¶UH HYROYLQJ WKH\¶UH
becoming more user-IULHQGO\´ 
 
5 ³>7@KH\ ZRQ¶W UHDOO\ WDON \RX NQRZ WHOO \RX H[DFWO\ ZKDW¶V GULYLQJ WKH IDLU
values in, sort of, plain language that you could communicate to your average 
LQYHVWRU´ 
  
R19: ³>T]here are so many things that are involved in these investment portfolios that 
they would be providing me with thousands of pages of detail, if they were to really 
give me someWKLQJWKDWZDVFOHDUDQGFRQFLVH´.  
 
 
4.3.6 Relevance 
 
The IASB (2010b: QC6 and QC7) defines relevance in two ways. On the one hand 
UHOHYDQWLQIRUPDWLRQLVVHHQDV³FDSDEOHRIPDNLQJDGLIIHUHQFHLQWKHGHFLVLRQVPDGHE\
XVHUV´ 2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG, information is then deemed to possess the aforementioned 
FDSDELOLW\³LILWKDVSUHGLFWLYHYDOXHFRQILUPDWRU\YDOXHRUERWK´7KLVLGHDRI³FDSDEOHRI
PDNLQJDGLIIHUHQFHLQWKHGHFLVLRQVPDGHE\XVHUV´LVFORVHO\UHODWHGWR³WKHREMHFWLYHRI
general purpose finanFLDO UHSRUWLQJ´ ,$6% 2010b: OB2). For purposes of this research 
general usefulness (in terms of aiding decision making) was discussed under section 4.3.4. 
The more specific use of relevant information, usage in predictions and/or confirmations 
will be considered in this section. 
 
The overall feeling is that fair value is relevant if relevance is measured using the more 
stringent definition of use in predictions and/or confirmations as opposed to general 
usefulness. Coupling this with the fact that fair value is generally relevant (in terms of 
LPSDFWLQJ GHFLVLRQV IDLU YDOXH¶V UHOHYDQFH LV XQGLVSXWHG 3UHGLFWLYH DQG FRQILUPDWRU\
uses include inputs to models, using disclosures to understand future movements and 
confirmation of expectations. However, some analysts were strongly opposed to the notion 
that fair value could be used to predict and/or confirm, noting that you cannot predict the 
outcome from trading and fair value is a reflection of reality as opposed to a tool to 
forecast.  
 
Quotes from analysts ZKR DJUHH IDLU YDOXH¶V XVH IRU SUHGLFWLRQ DQGRU FRQILUPDWLRQ
include: 
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R2: ³<HDK , VXSSRVH LW«confirm expectations probably more so than to make 
predictions. , GRQ¶W WKLQN , ZRXOG UHDOO\ XVH LW«IRU SUHGLFWLYH SXUSRses that much.  
%HFDXVH , WKLQN«given thH QDWXUH RI IDLU YDOXH« \RX NQRZ WKH\ FDQ FKDQJH TXLWH
TXLFNO\´ 
 
R7: ³7KH IDLUYDOXHDWEDODQFHVKHHWVGDWHVZLOOEHDSRLQW LQ WLPH. SR\RX¶OOQHHG WR
VWDUWRIIDGMXVWLQJWKDWWRVHHKRZPXFK\RXU3Q/¶VJRWWRPRYH«\RXNQRZ, when you 
do quarterly reporWLQJRUZKHQ\RXIRUHFDVWIRUZDUG´ 
 
R11, when talking about fair value measurements and disclosures noted: 
³>,@W¶V VRPHWKLQJ WKDW ZH ZRXOG XVH« WR DQDO\VH KLVWRULFDO WUHQGV DQG EH DZDUH RI
IXWXUHHYROXWLRQLQWUHQGV´ 
 
Quotes from analysts who perceive fair value to not have predictive and/or confirmatory 
value include: 
5 ³8VH RI IDLU YDOXH DQG WKH GLVFORVXUH QRWHV DURXQG LW DVVLVW PH WR FRQILUP
H[SHFWDWLRQV DQG PDNH SUHGLFWLRQV"  ,¶G GLVDJUHH ZLWK WKDW LQVRIDU DV P\ W\SLFDO
prediction is EPS. Nowhere in the model does a view on forward value changes in fair 
YDOXHDVVHWVIHDWXUHLQSUHGLFWLRQRIHDUQLQJV´ 
 
5³,GRQ¶W WKLQN IDLUYDOXH LVDERXWPDNLQJSUHGLFWLRQV ,W¶VDERXW WU\LQJ WR UHIOHFW
UHDOLW\DVLWLV´ 
 
 
4.3.7 Summary 
 
Overall fair value is more useful than not. However, fair values can be manipulated, 
particularly where models are used. Generally analysts require more information from 
reported fair values; therefore issues are identified with the completeness of the offering. 
Modelled fair values are not viewed as particularly accurate and the level of inaccuracy 
increases when markets are illiquid. Even though some level of comparability is enabled 
through reported fair values, there are differences in both how items are classified and 
what is being disclosed. A large number of analysts, apart from insurance analysts, 
perceive fair values as unverifiable. This is particularly the case with modelled fair values. 
7KHIDFWWKDWLQVXUHUV¶DVVHWVDUHPRVWO\WUDQVSDUHQWPDUN-to-market instruments led to the 
RYHUDOOYLHZWKDWLQVXUHUV¶DVVHWVDUHYHULILDEOH)DLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56LVWLPHO\HQRXJKWR
impact analysts¶ GHFLVLRQV +RZHYHU IDLU YDOXH¶V YRODWLOLW\ might necessitate banks to 
report more frequently. Some respondents acknowledged that the understandability of fair 
value has improved, however the current situation is faulted for numerous limitations. 
Overall fair value is seen as generally relevant in that it impacts decisions or advice 
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feeding decisions and specifically relevant in that it is used by numerous respondents for 
predictive and/or confirmative purposes. 
 
&RPSDULQJDQDO\VWV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGVZLWKWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQs of fair value under 
IFRS  
 
7KHODVWRIWKHUHVHDUFKREMHFWLYHVLVDLPHGDWFRPSDULQJDQDO\VWV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGs with 
WKHLUSHUFHSWLRQRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56$QDO\VWV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGVZHUHPHDVXUHGE\
giving them a list of the six qualitative characteristics and asking them to rank this in order 
RI LPSRUWDQFH ZLWK ³´ EHLQJ WKH PRVW LPSRUWDQW 7KHVH PHDVXUHG Qeeds were then 
FRPSDUHG WRDQDO\VWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRI IDLUYDOXH DJDLQVW WKHTXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFV DV
discussed in section 4.3) in order to identify gaps between DQDO\VWV¶SHUFHLYHGreality and 
their needs.  Analysts were allowed to rank multiple characteristics at the same level if 
they believed these characteristics were of equal importance. The average rating per 
characteristic was calculated and ranked from one to six. Because analysts were asked to 
UDQNWKHPRVWLPSRUWDQWFKDUDFWHULVWLFDV³´ the characteristic with the lowest aggregate 
average was identified as the most important to the twenty participants. The outcome of 
this comparison indicates that analysts value faithful representation the most, whilst 
comparability is ranked second. The rest of this section will consider the limitations of this 
question and include a more detailed analysis of the ranking of the various characteristics. 
 
A large number of respondents voiced the difficulty in ranking these characteristics and it 
was noted thaW ³7KHUH LV VRPH RYHUODS ZLWK VRPH RI WKHVH WR EH IDLU´ (R3). Bearing in 
mind that the analysts ranked overlapping characteristics at a point in time, these results 
are only indicators of relative importance as opposed to the absolute answer. Some 
analysts were also combining pragmatism and needs. For example, a number of analysts 
ranked verifiability very low because it is not practicable to verify the numbers. One 
analyst articulated this very well: 
R5: ³I mean, we will not be able to verify. So we understand, you know, auditors are 
supposed to do that. Management are supposed to act in good faith. So that would be 
the least important «´ 
 
Views within sub-sectors were diverse. The results were analysed at the level of the 
financial sector as opposed to the individual sub-sectors in order to allow a sensible 
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comparison between the needs of analysts and the status quo. However, the insurance 
sector was considered separately where needed because the results of section 4.3 had 
shown some fundamental differences between the insurance sector and the other sub-
sectors. 
 
Figure 9 - Relative importance of qualitative characteristics 
Overall 
 
Overall   
Non-
insurance 
Non- 
insurance Insurance 
 
Insurance 
Ranking Avg Characteristic Ranking Avg Ranking Avg 
1 1.7 Faithful representation 1 1.7 1 1.5 
2 2.2 Comparability 2 2.3 1 1.5 
3 2.7 Timeliness 4 2.6 3 3.3 
4 2.8 Relevance 3 2.5 4 3.8 
5 3.1 Understandability 5 2.9 4 3.8 
6 3.4 Verifiability 6 3.6 2 2.3 
 
The results of the ranking exercise showed that faithful representation is the most 
important for all analysts. It is also deemed highly important with an overall ranking of 
1.7. Section 4.3 indicated some issues with fair value being faithfully represented. 
Instances of distrust are mostly focused on modelled instrumeQWV$QDO\VWV¶VXVSLFLRQVDUH
also fuelled by what happened during the credit crisis. Generally speaking, analysts¶ need 
for faithful representation is met through liquid instruments. However, the importance 
analysts attach to faithful representation shows that more work needs to be done to restore 
confidence in modelled fair values. 
 
Comparability is ranked second overall with an average rating of 2.2. This is 
understandable given the fact that analysts often have to recommend one stock above 
another. Analysts highlighted several limitations in the current offering of fair value when 
it comes to comparability. Considering the relative importance of comparability, more 
needs to be done to reduce reporting differences between companies. 
 
Timeliness and relevance were ranked very closely (with average ratings of 2.7 and 2.8). 
Recall that section 4.3.4 noted how analysts perceive reported fair values to be timely 
enough to impact their decisions. Given that faithful representation is so highly ranked, 
analysts might have to accept that the procedures to ensure completeness, accuracy and 
neutrality (the constituent elements of faithful representation) are time consuming and as 
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such there will always be some lag in reported numbers being issued. The average analyst  
GLGQRWLQGLFDWHDQLVVXHZLWKIDLUYDOXH¶VUHOHYDQFH in section 4.3. The reported numbers 
and disclosures are therefore considered relevant enough to impact their decisions. Taking 
into account the fact that relevance is ranked mid-range and fair value is perceived as 
UHOHYDQWWKHQHHGVFRQFHUQLQJWKLVDWWULEXWHDQGDQDO\VWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVDUHDOLJQHG 
 
Understandability and verifiability are ranked fifth and sixth overall. Analysts held varied 
views concerning the current understandability of fair values. The overall message in 
section 4.3.5 was a definite need for the understandability of reported fair values to 
improve. However, as the average analyst does not rate understandability as that 
important, this improvement is not seen as a priority.  Noticeably, insurance analysts 
ranked verifiability second as opposed to its overall sixth place for all respondents. In 
VHFWLRQLWZDVKLJKOLJKWHGWKDWLQVXUHUV¶DVVHWVDUHYHULILDEOHEHFDXVHWKH\JHQHUDOO\
invest in transparent, readily traded assets. Therefore, LQVXUDQFH DQDO\VWV¶ QHHG IRU
verifiability and the level of verifiability offered by fair valued assets are aligned. Non-
LQVXUDQFH DQDO\VWV¶ SUDJPDWLVP FRQWULEXWHG WR YHULILDELOLW\¶V ORZ UDQNLQJ However, the 
fact that verification by a third party is listed as a factor impacting the usefulness of fair 
value (see section 4.2.1) indicates that verifiability is still deemed important on some 
level. 
 
In summary, this section highlights that work needs to be done to restore confidence in 
modelled fair values and to eliminate differences in fair value reporting. Prompter issuance 
of financial statements would be a nice to have, but given the importance of faithful 
representation this may only remain an ideal.  
 
4.5 Summary 
 
To summarise the analysis: In answer to research objective one it was found that analysts 
use fair value under IFRS and this use varies. Uses include consideration of the risk 
attached to modelled fair values, inclusion in models and understanding the types of 
instruments that are measured at fair value. In answer to research objective two, analysts 
do not have a specific view concerning the usefulness of fair value under IFRS. Instead 
usefulness is influenced by various factors, namely: third party verification, other 
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information, DQDO\VWV¶interaction with the information, the reporting entity and the market. 
The findings to research objective two contribute to the existing literature by providing a 
FRPSUHKHQVLYH OLVW RI IDFWRUV WKDW LPSDFW IDLU YDOXH¶V XVHIXOQHVV LQ D V\VWHPDWLF DQG
detailed way. In answer to research objective three, a main theme is the lack of modelled 
IDLU YDOXHV¶ IDLWKIXO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ DQG YHULILDELOLW\ )DLU YDOXH XQGHU ,)56 LV WLPHO\
enough to impact decisions. The fact that fair values impact decisions also demonstrates 
IDLUYDOXH¶VUHOHYDQFH(YHQWKRXJKVRPHIRUPRIFRPSDUDELOLW\LVHQDEOHGE\UHSRUWHGIDLU
values, the overall feeling is that comparability is lacking because entities are allowed 
freedom in how they fair value modelled instruments, what they fair value, how they 
classify fair valued instruments and how much they disclose. The understandability of 
reported fair values has improved, however more clarity is needed. The findings to 
research objective three contribute to the existing literature because of the focused use of 
the Conceptual Framework DVDQDO\WLFDOOHQVWRXQGHUVWDQGWKHH[WHQWWRZKLFKDQDO\VWV¶
perceive fair value as useful. In answer to research objective four, analysts value faithful 
representation the most, whilst comparability is ranked second. In light of issues with 
PRGHOOHGIDLUYDOXHV¶IDLWKIXOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQDQGIDLUYDOXH¶Vgeneral comparability; more 
needs to be done to improve faithful representation and comparability of fair valued 
instruments. Again the current study contributes to the literature by analysing the gap 
EHWZHHQZKDWXVHUV¶QHHGDQGZKDWXVHUVperceive in terms of fair values reported under 
IFRS. It is reiterated that analysts held varied views. However, the systematic analysis that 
was applied in the current study allowed the careful consideration of different points of 
view under the very detailed sub-headings. Such a detailed analysis differs from a high-
level analysis where contrasting views would be considered within the same section. 
 
4.6 Limitations of data analysis and findings 
 
This section will consider three limitations that pertain to the analysis of the data. These 
limitations relate to the appropriateness of applying the factors that impact on usefulness 
to fair value under IFRS, the possible over-representation of banks analysts in a sample 
that represents the financial sector and the decision to include specific themes from 
interview transcripts with varied views. What follows is a consideration of the identified 
limitations. 
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The data under section 4.2, QDPHO\WKHIDFWRUVWKDWSOD\DUROHLQIDLUYDOXH¶VXVHIXOQHVV
could often be applied to information in general as opposed to fair value per se. However, 
the context within which the bulk of every interview took place, namely with a strong 
emphasis on fair value under IFRS , validates the application of the interview findings to 
fair value under IFRS as opposed to information in general.   
 
The second limitation is the over-representation of banks analysts in the sample. Fifteen of 
the twenty analysts focus on banks to some extent. Therefore it is acknowledged that a 
connection between a certain phenomenon and banks analysts specifically could have 
transpired because the banks analysts in this study outnumber any other sub-sector. Banks 
DQDO\VWV¶ YLHZV FRXld also have emphasised a certain theme that would have gone 
unnoticed in a differently structured sample. The current study does not purport to be 
representative of the financial-analyst population and can only report on themes that arose 
from the twenty interviews. Therefore the attribution of certain themes to banks analysts 
specifically is valid for the current sample. Also, the analysis was carefully considered for 
its applicability to sub-sectors and such a sub-sector specific theme was highlighted where 
deemed necessary. 
 
Thirdly, there is the limitation that the current analysis omits certain themes. Most of the 
considered themes are not supported by quantifiable methods (the exception is section 4.3 
where quantitative data are available even though it was not the main focus of the analysis 
DQGVHFWLRQZKHUHDQDO\VWV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGVZHUHUDQNHG). Furthermore, the themes 
were derived from interviews with respondents who held diverse views. It is highly 
probable that another researcher would have focused on additional themes or different 
themes. This limitation is almost pre-supposed by adopting an interpretative stance.  
Bryman and Bell (2011) highlights how the researcher is making sense of WKHUHVSRQGHQWV¶
understanding in interpretivist studies. This sense-making introduces a subjectivity that 
could lead to GLIIHUHQWRXWFRPHVDPRQJVWGLIIHUHQWUHVHDUFKHUV+RZHYHUWKHUHVHDUFKHU¶V
DLPLQTXDOLWDWLYHUHVHDUFKVKRXOGEHD³SODXVLEOH´RXWFRPH$KUHQVDQG&KDSPDQ
836), in their consideration of existing qualitative research, summarise how the result of an 
LWHUDWLYH TXDOLWDWLYH SURFHVV LV D ³SODXVLEOH ILW EHWZHHQ SUREOHP WKHRU\ DQG GDWD´ 7KH
current study has articulated the problem in terms of the research question and was guided 
by both the research question and the decision-usefulness theory upon analysis. Therefore 
LW LV SRVWXODWHG WKDW WKH WKHPHV DUH ³SODXVLEOH´ DQG WKLV LV evidenced by means of the 
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extensive use of excerpts from the interviews. 
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5 DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter will consider the results of the study in the same order as the research 
objectives and research analysis. The outcomes will be considered against prior studies 
and implications for standard-setters. Even though a number of themes are highlighted 
below, it needs to be reiterated that the respondents expressed a vast array of views. Such 
a diversity of views is somewhat expected as the Conceptual Framework predicts a 
variation in what the individual users need (IASB, 2010b). The SEC staff (2008) also note 
how their participants expressed varied stances concerning fair value. The diverse views 
expressed in the current study were often fuelled by a focus on the liquidity and 
transparency of the fair valued instruments, and therefore whether instruments are marked-
to-market or marked-to-PRGHO 7KLV UHVRQDWHV ZLWK *DVVHQ DQG 6FZKHGOHU¶V 
comment that fair value is not a single concept and users distinguish between mark-to-
market and mark-to-model. There were strong similarities in the views expressed across 
financial sector sub-sectors and sub-sectors were only highlighted were deemed 
appropriate. This agUHHV ZLWK 3Z&¶6  ILQGLQJV 3Z&  acknowledged a 
general consistency in the views held by insurance, banking and generalist analysts 
concerning financial instruments. The current study did not identify material differences 
between the fair value views held by sell-side, buy-side and credit-ratings analysts. PwC 
(2010) made the same differentiation between analyst types and, similarly to this study, 
did not distinguish separate views held by different analyst types. The results of this study 
echoes those of prior studies to a great extent and overlap will be considered in more detail 
below.  
 
5.1 Research objective one: Understanding anaO\VWV¶XVHRIIDLUYDOXHXQGHU,)56 
 
The analysis of the data showed that all the analysts have some use for fair value reported 
under IFRS. However, IDLUYDOXHLVQRWQHFHVVDULO\DQDO\VWV¶PDLQIRFXV. This use includes 
the identification of the types of instruments that are fair valued, capital adequacy, 
consideration of fair value in risk analysis, use of fair values as model-inputs and a 
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ RI WKH FRPSDQ\¶V YDOXDWLRQ PHWKRGRORJ\ and classification of fair values. 
However, analysts also use a number of other sources. Normatively, the Conceptual 
Framework anticipated this outcome when noting that the financial reports can only 
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convey a limited amount of information and additional sources have to be utilised (IASB, 
2010b). The identified uses of fair value are similar to those captured by Papa and Peters 
(2011), PwC (2010) and the SEC (2008) and considered in section 2.5.1. 
 
Additionally, this study shows that it is mostly banking analysts who use the fair value 
hierarchy and then only as a sense-check in terms of identifying the proportions of level 
two and/or three instruments. Song et al. (2010), in a value relevance study that links share 
prices and fair values, concur that the fair value hierarchy has relevance for investors in 
the banking sector. Contrary to the current study they find that investors place a similar 
amount of reliance on level one and two instruments and less on level three instruments. 
The interviews with analysts in the current study have shown that a number of analysts 
view level two instruments as significantly less reliable than level one because it is still 
open to manipulation. There was strong support to view level two and level three 
instruments with equal amounts of scepticism. 
 
5.2 Research objective two: Exploring anDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXH
under IFRS 
 
Research objective two VHWRXW WRH[SORUHDQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXH
under IFRS. However, it was difficult to conclude a definitive answer. Instead, usefulness 
of fair value is neither an independent nor an absolute concept. Usefulness is impacted by 
numerous factors. These include: third party verification; the availability of other 
LQIRUPDWLRQ DQDO\VWV¶ LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK WKH GDWD entity-specific factors and market 
conditions. The literature review (refer to section 2.5.2) highlighted all of these factors to 
some extent based on an amalgamation of findings in prior studies (CFA Institute, 2009; 
Gassen & Schwedler, 2010; Papa & Peters, 2011; PwC, 2010; SEC, 2008).  
 
The fact that usefulness is not absolute responds to ³FDSLWDOPDUNHW OLWHUDWXUH´ as well as 
the standard-setters framework. Landsman (2007: 20) notes how fair value numbers and 
disclosures have ³OHYHO(s) RILQIRUPDWLYHQHVV´7KH,$6%2010b: QC16) postulates that a 
valXH ³ZLOO QRW EH SDUWLFXODUO\ XVHIXO´ LI WKHUH LV D ORW RI XQFHUWDLQW\ VXUURXQGLQJ DQ
estimate.  
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One of the factors that influence usefulness is the verification of the data by auditors. 
However, Smith-/DFURL[HWDOQRWHKRZDXGLWRUV¶H[SHUWLVHFRQcerning fair value is 
limited. As such auditors rely on valuation experts to validate fair values. This makes for 
an interesting chain of reliance: Analysts rely on auditors who in turn rely on their experts.  
 
5.3 Research objective three: Assessing the extent to which analysts perceive fair 
value as useful as GHILQHGE\WKH,$6%¶V2010b4&³TXDOLWDWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRI
XVHIXOLQIRUPDWLRQ´ 
 
Fair value under IFRS is more useful than not. Seen holistically, liquid fair values are 
useful and modelled fair values are regarded with cynicism and distrust. Insurance analysts 
ZKRSDUWRRNLQWKLVVWXG\WHQGHGWREHPRUHSRVLWLYHDERXWIDLUYDOXHGXHWRLQVXUHUV¶IDLU
valued assets being marked-to-market. This positivity concerning liquid fair values 
underscoreV*DVVHQDQG6FKZHGOHU¶Vview that users distinguish between modelled 
and market fair values. Fair value reporting in general needs to improve. This 
improvement encompasses completeness of information, comparability of information 
across entities and the understandability of reported information. The possible submission 
RI DQDO\VWV LQ DFFHSWLQJ UHSRUWHG IDLU YDOXHV DV ³JRRG HQRXJK´ OLQNV ZLWK 'XURFKHU DQG
*HQGURQ¶V  FODLP WKDW XVHUV UHVLJQHGO\ DFFHSW SDUW-achievement of accounting 
ideals. This possible resignation is also seen in prior research where one comment letter 
states WKDW IDLU YDOXH LV WKH ³EHVW DYDLODEOH DOWHUQDWLYH´ IRU ILQDQFLDO LQVWUXPHQWV 6(&
2008: 141). However, it could also indicate a resourceful analyst who makes the best of 
what he/she has and moves on to other information where needed because of time-
pressures and realistic world-views.  
 
What follows is a synopsis of the findings concerning each of the individual characteristics 
that make up usefulness, namely: faithful representation (consisting of neutrality, accuracy 
and completeness), comparability, verifiability, timeliness, understandability and 
relevance. 
 
Concerning neutrality, a strong theme arose that liquid assets are seen as more neutral, 
whereas modelled fair values are open to manipulation. Neutrality was not a focus point in 
any of the reviewed studies. However, PwC¶V (2010) respondents indicate an awareness of 
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PRGHOOHGIDLUYDOXHV¶VXEMHFWLYLW\WRPDQLSXODWLRQ. Generally analysts to the current study 
require more information from reported fair values, therefore issues are identified with the 
completeness of the offering. Papa and Peters (2011), PwC (2010) and the SEC staff 
(2008) note a call for improved disclosures. However, a number of respondents who 
partook in the current study acknowledged an improvement in fair value disclosures of 
late. Therefore it seems as if disclosures are moving in the right direction. Numerous 
analysts who partook in the current study felt that fair value is not that accurate. Factors 
that impacted the perceived accuracy were limited transparency that prohibited the 
confirmation of either accuracy or inaccuracy, the liquidity of the instrument and the credit 
crisis that raises suspicions as to whether beliefs of accuracy are warranted. A strong 
theme in the current VWXG\ LV DQDO\VWV¶ GLVWUXVW RI PRGHOOHG IDLU YDOXHV +RZHYHU WKH
SEC¶V (2008) study, that took place during the height of the credit crisis, emphasised the 
fact that even market fair values are nonsensical when markets are illiquid. This does not 
FRQWUDGLFW WKH ILQGLQJV RI WKH FXUUHQW VWXG\ ZKHUH RQH RI WKH WKHPHV LV IDLU YDOXH¶V
inaccuracy in illiquid markets) but suggests that the timing of a study would impact 
UHVSRQGHQWV¶ IRFXVThe respondents to the current study, which mostly occurred during 
the first four months of 2012, were not so focused on illiquid markets as some liquidity 
has been restored to the markets and entities have tried to reduce their riskier, modelled 
portfolios. The need for a sensitivity analysis is mentioned in prior studies (Papa & Peters, 
2011; PwC, 2010; SEC, 2008) and in this study. Such a sensitivity analysis would improve 
accuracy because fair value is not necessarily a point estimate. None of the analysts who 
expressed an opinion on the fair valuation of own debt condoned the idea as a faithful 
representation. PwC (2010) and the SEC (2008) also identified some opposition to the fair 
YDOXDWLRQ RI RZQ GHEW 7KLV FRQWUDGLFWV WKH &)$ ,QVWLWXWH¶V  LQFRQFOXVLYH UHVXOWV 
Even though some form of comparability is enabled by reported fair values, the overall 
feeling is that comparability is lacking because entities are allowed freedom in how they 
fair value modelled instruments, what they fair value, how they classify fair valued 
instruments and how much they disclose. Again, this was not a focus point in any of the 
reviewed studies. However, Papa and Peters (2011) did indicate issues with comparability 
under IFRS 7. A theme in the current study is that verification of fair values is not possible 
when instruments are modelled. Financial statements also aggregate a vast number of 
items, making it impossible to verify the detail. However, numerous participants to the 
current study gave the impression that they were not interested in verifying the numbers 
and that auditors are supposed to fulfil this function. Gassen and Schwedler (2010) link 
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XVHUV¶SUHIHUHQFHIRUmark-to-market to their need for external verifiability and find that 
users prefer audited to unaudited numbers. This indicates that the verification function, 
even though not performed by analysts, is important. Overall, fair value impacts the 
decisions of the analysts who participated in this study.  This agrees with current research 
that confirms the overarching idea that fair value is relevant (CFA Institute, 2009; Gassen 
& Schwedler, 2010; Landsman, 2007; PwC, 2010; SEC, 2008). By definition reported fair 
values are thus seen as timely, as it is timely enough to impact decisions. However, the 
volatility of fair values might necessitate banks to report more frequently. Some of PZ&¶V
(2010) respondents also noted an issue with the timeliness of reporting; this led to the 
respondents having to consult other sources of information. The participants to the current 
study, similarly to the studies performed by Papa and Peters (2011), PwC (2010) and the 
SEC (2008), highlight the need for an improved understandability of reported fair values. 
 
5.4 Research objective four: &RPSDULQJDQDO\VWV¶LQIRUPDWLRQQHHGVZLWKWKHLU
perceptions of fair value under IFRS 
 
$JDSDQDO\VLVEHWZHHQXVHUV¶QHHGVDQGWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQVRIIDLUYDOXHLQGLFDWHGWKDWZork 
needs to be done to restore confidence in modelled fair values. Differences should also be 
HOLPLQDWHG EHWZHHQ FRPSDQLHV¶ fair value reporting. Prompter issuance of financial 
statements would be a nice to have. However, the respondents clearly prioritise faithful 
representation above timeliness. Therefore speedier reporting will not be sought to the 
detriment of accuracy, completeness and neutrality.  
 
Concerning faithful representation, the Conceptual Framework contains the concepts that 
XQGHUSLQ³HVWLPDWHVMXGJHPHQWVDQGPRGHOV´KRZHYHUWKHVHFRQFHSWVUHSUHVHQWDQLGHDO
state and it is acknowledged that financial reports have not yet reached perfection and are 
in a process of increased usefulness (IASB, 2010b: OB11). This demonstrates that the 
standard-setters DUHDZDUHRIPRGHOV¶OLPLWDWLRQVDQGWKHQHHGWRLPSURYHLWVXVHIXOQHVV  
 
The Conceptual Framework (IASB, 2010b) ranks relevance as equally important to 
faithful representation and comparability is seen as a secondary characteristic. The 
analysts in this study clearly KDYHDYLHZWKDWGLIIHUVIURPWKH,$6%¶VYLHZ. The current 
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study is not statistically representative and the result cannot be extrapolated to the analyst 
population. However, future studies could test this postulate. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
 
The current study has answered the research question in concluding that analysts (as a 
particular user group) perceive fair values under IFRS to be useful. Market values are 
useful while modelled fair values are generally regarded with cynicism and distrust. The 
usefulness of fair value is not an absolute concept and impacted by numerous factors 
identified as: third-party verification, other information, the entity, the analyst and the 
market. The current VWXG\ DOVR FRQVLGHUV DQDO\VWV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV UHJDUGLQJ IDLU YDOXH¶V
usefulness when measured against the Conceptual Framework¶V qualitative characteristics. 
$QDO\VWV¶YLHZVYDU\ and are impacted by their focus on modelled or market fair values 
and their exposure to fair valued portfolios. Issues are identified with modelled fair values¶ 
neutrality, accuracy and verifiability. Reported fair values also need to improve in terms of 
the completeness, understandability and comparability of the information. Fair value under 
,)56 LV WLPHO\ HQRXJK WR LPSDFW XVHUV¶ GHFLVLRQV +RZHYHU WKH volatility of fair value 
numbers might necessitate more regular reporting. Fair value under IFRS is relevant in 
that it impacts decisions. The current study also identifies faithful representation and 
comparability as the two characteristics that are most important to financial sector 
analysts. This serves as an indication for standard-setters to prioritise work to improve the 
trust in modelled fair values and eliminate reporting differences between entities. 
 
While several studies have indicated that the usefulness of fair value is impacted by 
certain factors (for example the CFA Institute, 2009; Gassen & Schwedler, 2010; 
Landsman, 2007; Papa & Peters, 2011; PwC, 2010; SEC, 2008), the contribution of the 
FXUUHQWVWXG\LVLWVLQYHVWLJDWLRQRIDFRPSUHKHQVLYHOLVWRIIDFWRUVWKDWLPSDFWIDLUYDOXH¶V
usefulness in a systematic and detailed way in a single study. Another contribution is the 
current VWXG\¶VH[WHQVLYHXVHRIWKHConceptual Framework to measure usefulness and its 
focus on International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as opposed to a combination 
of accounting regulation. The current study (following Smith-/DFURL[ HW DO¶V 
example) further contributes to the field by allowing the analysts¶YLHZVWRGLUHFWO\LPSDFW
the academic literature through extensive use of quotes. Therefore this study assists in 
bridging the gap between theory and practice. The fact that the interviews provide up-to-
date views LVDQRWKHURIWKHFXUUHQWVWXG\¶VFRQWULEXWLRQV7KHQHZQHVVRIWKHLQIRUPDWLRQ
is important because financial instrument reporting is a moving target and recent data will 
be more informative in terms of encompassing recent changes. The timing of the research 
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also addresses a research gap identified by Gassen and Schwedler (2010): research 
FRQFHUQLQJ LQYHVWPHQW SURIHVVLRQDOV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV RI PHDVXUHPHQW EDVHV IROORZLQJ WKH
credit crisis. 
 
The current study considered the views of only twenty financial sector analysts and was 
limited by time-constraints. Furthermore, the study only focused on the usefulness of fair 
value to a particular user group and this within a particular sector of the market. This study 
also gave a point-in-time perspective. Different perceptions might have transpired over a 
period of time. 
 
Future research could test the propositions derived from the twenty interviews through 
FRQWHQW DQDO\VLV RI DQDO\VWV¶ UHSRUWV It is also suggested to study non-financial sector 
DQDO\VWV¶YLHZVRQIDLUYDOXH2WKHUSRVVLELOLWLHVLQFOXGHDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIRWKHUXVHUV¶
(i.e. other than analysts) views. Finally, it is suggested to do a longitudinal study where 
DQDO\VWV¶YLHZVDUHPHDVXUHGRQFH ,)56 LV effective (January 2013) and again when 
IFRS 9 is effective (January 2015) (IASB, 2011a; 2011e). This will give the researcher the 
opportunity to measure the impact of changes to fair value reporting on XVHUV¶SHUFHSWLRQV. 
 
The current research investigated whether analysts perceive fair value under IFRS as 
useful. The result of twenty semi-structured interviews with financial sector analysts 
indicates that usefulness is neither an absolute nor an independent concept. Fair value is 
more useful than not. However, usefulness is impacted by third-party verification, other 
information, the reporting entity, the way in which the user interacts with the information 
DQG WKH PDUNHW¶V OLTXLGLWy, volatility and cyclicality. Issues with fair value, as 
measurement basis, mostly reside with modelled fair values. Analysts, as a particular user 
group, rank faithful representation and comparability as the two most important qualitative 
characteristics. Therefore standard-setters need to improve trust in modelled fair values 
and the comparability of fair value disclosures between entities. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE USED IN PILOT STUDY 
  5HVSRQGHQW¶V'HPRJUDSKLFV 
1 Describe your role within your organisation - for example 
  sell-side analyst, buy-side analyst, institutional investor41. 
  
  
2 What sector do you focus on?42 
  
  
3a) Do you focus more on any one of debt, equity or derivatives43?  
  
  
3b) If yes, which type of security do you focus on most? 
  
  
4 For how many years have you been in this or a similar role?44 
    
5 What geographical areas do you cover in your work? 
  e.g. Europe, UK, US. 
  
  
6 What is your educational background? 
  
 
  Sources utilised in decision making 
 7 
 
Rating  the following statements from 1-5 with 1 being strongly agree and 5 being  
 
strongly disagree. 
 
 
a) 
 
How would you rate the statements concerning sources utilised in giving advice  
 
or making decisions concerning  banks45: 
 
x My advice or decision is based on primary financial statements  of banks 
 
x My advice or decision is based on footnotes/disclosures to primary 
financial statements of banks 
 
x My advice or decision is based on banks'  regulatory filings 
 
x My advice or decision is based on banks'  press releases/ earnings releases  
 
x My advice or decision is based on banks' briefings/ meetings with 
management 
 
x My advice or decision is based on management discussion and analysis 
    
b) What other sources of information do you use for giving advice or making  
  decisions?46 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
41
 Based on roles identified by PwC (2010) and Gassen and Schwedler (2010). 
42
 Based on data gathered by PwC (2010). 
43
 Based on security types identified by PwC (2010) and Gassen and Schwedler (2010). 
44
 Similar to data gathered by Gassen and Schwedler (2010). 
45
 7KHLGHDWRXVHWKHSKUDVH³P\DGYLFHRUGHFLVLRQLVEDVHGRQ´FRPHVGLUHFWO\IURP*DVVHQDQG6FKZHGOHU
(2010: 501). The source of this advice or decision was taken directly from PwC (2010: 8). 
46
 Based on a question asked by PwC (2010). 
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  ([SORULQJWKHXVHU¶VYLHZVRQXVHIXOQHVVZLWKLQWKHFRQWH[WRIIDLUYDOXHUHSRUWLQJ 
  
8 How do you use fair value information in your analysis of a bank?47 
    
9a) What criteria would you use to evaluate if fair value information can be used to  
 
make investment decisions? E.g. information needs to be transparent48. 
  9b) Do the primary financial statements and footnotes currently give you the kind of  
  information that you need on fair value to enable decision making?49 
 
 
10 Is there a figure relating to fair value in the primary statements or in the  
 disclosures that you need to adjust for when analysing banks' financial 
 statements?50 
  
  
 Could you expand on this? 
  
11 In what way does the levelling of fair value financial instruments, from level 1-3,  
 
impact your  decision making? 
  
  
,QYHVWLJDWLQJWKHXVHUV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXHZKHQXVHIXOQHVVLV
defined by the Conceptual Framework 
  
  
12 To what extent do you agree with the following statements about fair value  
 
reporting (in primary financial statements and disclosures)51; 
  Rating the following from 1-5, 1 being strongly agree and 5 being not agree at all. 
 
x Fair value reporting is neutral (i.e. free from bias) 
 
x Fair value reporting conveys the information that is needed  to 
understand the nature of the values and descriptions in order to make 
decisions 
 
x Fair value reporting is clear and accurate 
 
x Fair value reporting enables comparability 
 
x The numbers reported under fair value is verifiable 
 
x Fair value information (in financial reporting) impacts your decisions 
 
x Fair value information is characterised, classified and presented in a way 
that makes it clear and concise 
 
x Fair value information in financial reports helps you to confirm 
expectations and make predictions about the future 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
47
 Based on a question asked by PwC (2010) and the CoŶĐĞƉƚƵĂů&ƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ?Ɛ link between use in making 
decisions and usefulness (IASB, 2010b). 
48
 Based on the ŽŶĐĞƉƚƵĂů&ƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ?Ɛ criteria for useful information (IASB, 2010b). 
49
 Based on a question asked by PwC (2010). 
50
 Based on a question asked by PwC (2010). 
51
 Based on the definitions of the qualitative characteristics (IASB, 2010b). 
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13 If you think about characteristics that would make fair value reporting useful,  
 
how would you rank the following52. 
  1 is most important 
  Different characteristics can have the same ranking 
 
x Understandability 
 
x Faithful representation (reliable, complete, materially free from error, 
neutral) 
 
x Comparability 
 
x Relevance (information is used to confirm and/or predict) 
 
x Timely enough to impact your decision making process; including the use 
of information in trend analysis 
 
x Verifiability 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
                                                          
52
 Based on the qualitative characteristics of useful information (IASB, 2010b). 
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APPENDIX B: FINAL INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
  5HVSRQGHQW¶V'HPRJUDSKLFV 
1 Describe your role within your organisation - for example 
  sell-side analyst, buy-side analyst, institutional investor53. 
  
  
2 What sector do you focus on?54 
  
  
3a) Do you focus more on any one of debt, equity or derivatives? 55 
  
  
3b) If yes, which type of security do you focus on most? 
  
  
4 For how many years have you been in this or a similar role?56 
    
5 What geographical areas do you cover in your work? 
  e.g. Europe, UK, US. 
  
  
6 What is your educational background: University and professional qualifications 
     
  Sources utilised in decision making 
 7a) 
 
Rating  the following statements from 1-5; with 1 being strongly agree and 5  
 
being strongly disagree. 
 
 
How would you rate the statements concerning the sources you use to give advice  
 
or make decisions57 ? 
 
x My advice or decision is based on primary financial statements  
 
x My advice or decision is based on footnotes/disclosures to primary 
financial statements 
 
x My advice or decision is based on regulatory filings 
 
x My advice or decision is based on press releases/ earnings releases 
 
x My advice or decision is based on briefings/ meetings with management 
 
x My advice or decision is based on management discussion and analysis 
  
  
b) What other sources of information do you use for giving advice or making  
  decisions?58 
  ([SORULQJWKHXVHU¶VYLHZVRQXVHIXOQHVVZLWKLQWKHFRQWH[WRIIDLUYDOXHUHSRUWLQJ 
8a) 'R\RXXVHWKHIDLUYDOXHLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWLVDYDLODEOHLQHQWLWLHV¶SULPDU\ 
 financial statements and disclosures59? 
                                                           
53
 Based on roles identified by PwC (2010) and Gassen and Schwedler (2010). 
54
 Based on data gathered by PwC (2010). 
55
 Based on instruments identified by PwC(2010) and Gassen and Schwedler (2010). 
56
 Similar to a question asked by Gassen and Schwedler (2010). 
57
 7KHLGHDWRXVHWKHSKUDVH³P\DGYLFHRUGHFLVLRQLVEDVHGRQ´FRPHVGLUHFWO\IURP*DVVHQDQG Schwedler 
(2010: 501). The source of this advice or decision was taken directly from PwC (2010: 8). 
58
 PwC (2010) also enquired about the use of other sources of information. 
59
 Based on a question asked by PwC (2010) and the &RQFHSWXDO)UDPHZRUN¶V link between use in making 
decisions and usefulness (IASB, 2010b). 
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 b)  How do you use the fair value information60? 
  c) What would you like to see changed to improve your use of fair value  
 
information61? 
  
9 Tell me more about your use of the financial statement disclosures on fair value. 
  
  
10 Do you adjust the fair values provided in the primary financial statements62? 
 
Could you expand on this? 
  
 11 Do you treat levels 1, 2 and 3 fair values differently? 
  
If so, what do you do with level 1; what do you do with level 2; what do you do 
with level 3? 
  
 
  
Investigating the useUV¶YLHZVRQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIIDLUYDOXHZKHQXVHIXOQHVVLV
defined by the Conceptual Framework 
  
  
12 To what extent do you agree with the following statements about assets and  
 
liabilities that are measured at fair value and the disclosures thereof63. 
  Rating the following from 1-5, 1 being strongly agree and 5 being not agree at all. 
  
 
x Fair value is not aggressive or conservative; i.e. no hidden management 
agenda 
 
x Fair value gives the needed information to make decisions 
 
x Fair value is clear and accurate 
 
x Fair value enables me to compare entities 
 
x Fair value information is verifiable 
 
x Fair value impacts my decisions 
 
x Fair value information is clear and concise 
 
x Fair value helps me to confirm expectations and make predictions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
60
 %DVHGRQDTXHVWLRQDVNHGE\3Z&DQGWKH&RQFHSWXDO)UDPHZRUN¶VOLQNEHWZHHQXVHLQPDNLQJ
decisions and usefulness (IASB, 2010b). 
61
 Based on a question asked by PwC (2010). 
62
 Based on a question asked by PwC (2010). 
63
 Based on the definitions of the qualitative characteristics (IASB, 2010b). 
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13 Imagine you are given the chance to rank characteristics that impact the  
 
usefulness of fair value64. How would you rank the items below? 
  1 is most important 
  Different characteristics can have the same ranking 
 
x Understandability 
 
x Faithful representation (reliable, complete, materially free from error, 
neutral) 
 
x Comparability 
 
x Relevance (information is used to confirm and/or predict) 
 
x Timely enough to impact your decision making process; including the use 
of information in trend analysis 
 
x Verifiability 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
64
 Based on the characteristics of useful information (IASB, 2010b) 
